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I. INTRODUCTION

General

Planning and managing a major construction project is a

multi-faceted, inter-disciplinary task which requires a

significant time commitment, attention to detail, and the

integration of many complex elements (Rohde 1). Each hospital

facility is unique and thus the plans and construction management

are site specific despite the fact that all serve the same

general functions, although to varying degrees.

There are many factors which must be considered when

planning to move to a new hospital facility that replaces an

existing facility in its entirety. Planning for that major

change requires the employment of the fundamental concepts and

principles of management: planning, organizing, staffing,

directing, and controlling. The application of these principles

can enable a highly complex institution to successfully move to a

new facility.

Transition planning creates an organized framework for the

move plan and allows administrators to scrutinize present

operations and procedures and to conceptualize new facility

functions within the context of its new systems. The time and

effort spent in the early development of sound plans can prove to

be a wise investment toward a highly successful final move.
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General Description of the Hospital

Madigan Army Medical Center was constructed as a Station

Hospital at Fort Lewis, Washington in 1943. The cantonment

hospital began treating patients in February 1944, and on 22

September 1944, was dedicated as Madigan General Hospital in

honor of Colonel Patrick Madigan, a noted Army Neuropsychiatrist.

Over the years the hospital has become inefficient and physically

obsolete. Presently, patient care and teaching functions are

conducted in a 101 building complex covering 75 acres.

To replace the antiquated facility a new construction

project was initiated for Madigan Army Medical Center. The

modernization program for this hospital facility was developed by

the US Army Health Facility Planning Agency, representing the

Office of the Surgeon General. The Department of the Army, Corps

of Engineers operates as the Project Manager, while the Seattle

District serves as the Contracting Officer for the final design

and construction.

The design process began in September 1981 and was completed

in September 1985. Late in the final design, Congress directed a

scope reduction resulting in the removal of one nursing tower

floor and the loss of 64 beds.

The replacement design consists of a 1.2 million square

foot, 414 bed tertiary care teaching facility. The physical

plant includes a nine story nursing tower, a three story

outpatient clinic, a four story ancillary medical support

structure, and a one story logistics building as presented in

Fig. 1. The total capacity of the facility can be increased to
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618 beds by the addition of another 204 mobilization beds in

specially designed patient rooms (New MAMC Info Pamphlet 1-4).

Services have been planned for approximately 29,500 active duty

military, 53,000 military dependents, and 69,500 retirees and

their dependents.

The contract for the new Madigan Army Medical Center was

awarded on 30 June 1986 with a Current Working Estimate of $278

million for the construction of the facility. Funds for the

construction of this facility are appropriated on a fiscal year

by year basis. According to the New Madigan Project Office

(Sargent "Fact Sheet") the original projected funding

requirements developed for budget purposes were:

FY 85: $12 million
FY 86: $26 million
FY 87: $72 million
FY 88: $90 million
FY 89: $80 million
FY 90: $58 million

TOTAL $338 million

Actual appropriations to date are:

FY 85: $11.2 million
FY 86: $24.9 million
FY 87: $72.1 million
FY 88: S86 million

TOTAL $194.2 million

The revised funding requirements for the remaining appropriations

that have been developed by the Defense Medical Facility Office

are:

FY 89: $59 million

FY 90: S23.8 million

TOTAL $82.8 million
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Construction began on 22 July 1986, with a projected

Beneficial Occupancy Date of 15 June 1991. With allowable time

extensions, the medical center is expected to be operational

approximately six months later (New MAMC Info Pamphlet 1-4).

Conditions That Prompted the Study

The development of a transition plan for moving from an

existing hospital facility to a new facility is used by

management as one method of implementing action toward a final

intended result. Planning in the early stages provides the basis

upon which the transition project is formulated and develops the

framework for the time and direction by which the facility is to

move. Planning improves the decision-making process by providing

a structure for concept development, by indicating areas where

more information may be needed, and by sensitizing users to the

scope and depth of detail that must be addressed. A detailed

schedule prepares and involves the hospital staff for the

relocation of patients and services in the new facility. In

addition, careful planning is required in order to maintain

hospital construction costs within established parameters, and to

ensure that the existing facility will continue to provide

quality services within budgetary and physical constraints. In

short, a transition plan serves as an integrative, process

oriented activity that keys upon timing, coordination and

monitoring in order to achieve a successful goal: the occupancy

and start-up of a new hospital facility.
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One crucial element missing from the planning process has

been the provision of adequate background information and

education from a user perspective to allow the transition effort

to be fully effective. Frequently transition efforts have

centered on an isolated task orientation without staff having a

full understanding of the purpose and impact of their input. An

overview of the transition planning functions provides a

reference point from which the user may begin planning his

section's contribution to the overall transition.

Problem Statement

To develop the transition plan requirements for moving from the

existing hospital into the new medical facility at Madigan Army

Medical Center.

Objectives

The move from an existing into a newly constructed hospital

involves more than just the transfer of patients, staff, and

operations into the new facility. It offers the opportunity to

provide medical services in an improved manner, and as such will

necessarily confront many established methods of operation. In

order to achieve a successful transition, which will meet the

needs and expectations of patients, staff and the community,

plans must address and ameliorate inherent resistance to change.

In order to develop a successful transition plan, the

following objectives are identified.

1. Review the literature on hospital movement planning.
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2. Review transition model plans developed by other

recently constructed military hospital facilities.

3. Identify project activities.

a. Define the project tasks, for example:

(1.) Staff orientation and training;

(2.) Pre-move stocking of supplies;

(3.) Operational shakedown;

(4.) Review and update existing policies,

procedures, and methods to ensure their

appropriateness for the new operating

environment;

(5.) Development of new operating procedures and

systems.

b. Using program evaluation and review technique

(PERT) and/or critical path method (CPM),

establish the time relationships and events within

the project (i.e. critical path network

scheduling).

4. Determine which project activities are interdependent

how it affects:

a. project duration,

b. facility readiness for occupancy,

c. equipment acquisition and installation,

d. cperations preparedness (the capability of the new

facility to sustain operations from movement day

on), and
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e. move planning to ensure that both the existing and

new facility can function at predetermined levels

during the pre-move and immediate post-move

periods.

5. Establish a method of gauging the readiness of the

medical facility for occupancy as it applies to the

transition plan activities.

6. Summarize the status of the project for the hospital

administration so that they may review and provide

input.

7. Have each department chief develop a concept of

operations for the utilization of their new area. 1

8. Formulate patient admitting and scheduling policies to

establish desired inpatient and outpatient management

levels for clinic services and wards through the pre-

move activity, the patient move, and post-move

activity.

Criteria

In order for the developed transition plan to practically

serve the needs of Madigan Army Medical Center, it must:

1. Follow program and strategic objectives established by

the Command for the new facility.

2. Be acceptable to the designated hospital transition

planning committee.
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3. Provide for a close monitoring of the status of

building inspections and their affect on the hospital's

move schedule.

4. Provide the basis for a smooth and timely move as

demonstrated by:

a. An accurate estimate of the move-in date within

parameters to be established.

b. An accurate estimate of moving time within

parameters to be established.

c. An accurate estimate of resource requirements,

both manpower and equipment within parameters to

be established.

d. An accurate estimate of budgetary requircmcnts for

the transition project.

Assumptions

The following constants have been established in this study:

1. The large workload generated by the technical

inspection and installation of equipment will require

additional civilian contract or military medical.

maintenance personnel and the allocation of additional

budgetary resources.2

2. After the beneficial occupancy date the facility will

undergo a provisioning phase which requires

approximately six months. 3

3. The facility will undergo a Phase III of construction

to run concurrently with the provisioning phase, but
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which could extend past the six-month provisioning

phase. The majority of approved changes are carried

out during the Phase III construction project.

Limitations

The following relevant constraints have been noted for this

study.

1. The limited availability of funds for contracted

service (moving firms, housekeeping), overtime for

staff personnel, and funding and time constraints for

the orientation and training of staff for new facility

operating requirements at the time of transition may

alter the estimates or sequencing of planning or

services described by the model.

2. A computer-assisted software tracking system such as

Time-Line tm, a critical path method program, is

planned for use; however, due to hospital resource

constraints of personnel and/or time to keep the system

current, a manual system may have to be used.

3. The validity of some aspects of the model may be

compromised by unanticipated variations in staffing or

patient work load. 4

4. Although provisioning/construction delays will exist,

it may be necessary to include alternatives in a move

plan to anticipate such contingencies.

5. Critical equipment not received or installed prior to

the move date may be a cause for a move delay. 5 While
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not a limiting factor in the development of a

transition plan overall, such a limitation should be

planned for at both the organizational and departmental

level.

6. As the move process occurs, a number of services will

be operating out of the old facility, while others are

simultaneously operating from the new MAMC until the

transition has been completed. Staffing and resource

constraints will prevent the simultaneous operation of

the two hospitals for an extended period.

Research Methodology

The research methodology to be followed in this study will

be described in three phases:

The first phase will consist of a review of the literature

on the subject. The second phase, designed with the objective of

obtaining site-specific information on present operations, will

be to consult with the New Madigan Project Group, department

chiefs, and staff personnel in order to obtain information on

current operations and transition considerations. The third

phase will lead to the development of a transition plan

requirements package. Critical path scheduling is the primary

tool used in transition planning.

A critical path network is established by first indicating

the major milestones to be attained. The secondary or supporting

activities are then added to the system. The interaction of each

secondary activity is indicated with respect to the activities
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that must precede it, follow it, and occur concurrently with it.

Additionally, the system or network flowchart must also show the

group of events that must have occurred before any activity can

begin. Formulation of the system flowchart requires that the

project's internal time dependencies be identified and recorded.

These dependencies must be prominently identified from the outset

to avoid them going unnoticed until a deadline slips by

necessitating an adjustment at the expense of other crucial

events. The time spent in developing a critical path schedule is

valuable because the timing and coordination of events on paper

helps reduce the opportunity for expensive emergencies.

In order to be an effective planning tool, the system

flowchart should be developed before the actual project work

begins with as much detail as possible. This graphic

representation helps point out omissions, scheduling conflicts,

and discrepancies which can be addressed and resolved before the

work begins.

The flexibility inherent in the planning stage makes it

feasible to rearrange the elements of the plan to optimize the

critical path. Events are updated during the move to show

progress and to determine the need, if any, for the reallocation

of resources.

The use of the critical path network provides a detailed and

systematic plan and time schedule before the move project begins.

As more activities are completed, time schedules can be estimated

more closely to provide increasingly accurate control over the

remaining elements required for the move.
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The activities and events necessary for facility readiness,

operations preparedness, and move planning are formulated within

the guidelines of the critical path network.

Literature Review

The development and implementation of a successful

transition plan must take into account two major concerns. The

first is the completion of the transition plan itself. The

development of a technical blueprint for operations must occur

prior to moving from the existing hospital to a new facility.

Such a written plan provides the systematic, procedural guidance

by which to conduct the move.

Of the 800-1000 tasks identified in the articles reviewed on

transition planning, the use of computer scheduling to identify

tasks and the time relationships to accomplish those tasks,

assign responsibilities, and allow for early revision of plans as

need dictates, has become the norm. A second and more involved

consideration, is the preparation and commitment of the staff to

the organizational changes which are to occur. This second

consideration is a very active process, one which is imperative

in order to successfully set the transition plan into action.

This literature review will first describe the varied

methodologies used by hospital facilities in developing their

transition movement plan and movement procedures. Secondly, the

review will focus on the change process that must be managed and

incorporated into the transition plan if the pre-move, move, and

post-move are to be successful.
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Transition Planning

A review of the literature reflects the varied ways in which

specific sites have approached the formation of transition plans

in the movement and relocation to a new or renovated hospital

facility. This examination points to the fact that there can be

many approaches by which to accomplish the same goals, varying

only in the scope, complexity, and design of the plan. Common to

each was the conceptualization of how work was to be performed,

the practical implementation of those ideas and the management

necessary to carry those ideas to fruition. Move planning

provided the catalyst for a successful transition from the

present way of doing things to the desired future state. The

transition plan set the framework for those facilities to

formulate and manage resources, strategies, and methods that

would facilitate the change process.

In developing a transition plan for moving from two existing

hospitals to a new facility, Copeland identified and described

six major sections of their plan:

(1) patient movement;

(2) materiels and equipment;

(3) operating procedures;

(4) staffing;

(5) community; and

(6) department plans (21).

Each portion of the plan was assigned to a section chief whose

responsibilities were to plan the concept of department
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activities. Each area's activities were further coordinated

through the Transition Committee. The Transition Committee was a

matrix overlay of the functioning hospital organizational

structure whose mission was to collect information, make

assessments, and provide advice on recommended solutions to the

president of the hospital. It was the Committee's responsibility

to coordinate the activities of each section to ensure

compatibility.

Successful section planning required interchange and

cooperation among the various departments. To accomplish this

end, section chiefs appointed and chaired working committees,

assigned projects and integrated its group activities. When the

approximate dates for each portion of the movement plan were set,

a transition schedule was developed and distributed throughout

the hospital. The schedule provided a set of benchmarks by which

departments were able to chart their progress (Copeland 20).

Copeland goes on to describe specific issues requiring

action such as equipment identification and movement, staffing

requirements for the new facility, and a mock patient move to

confirm the validity of their patient movement plan (22,23).

Loeb, in describing the planning, design and movement

process into a new hospital pharmacy, detailed and discussed

important activities which must precede and follow moving to a

new facility. The planning concepts presented were applicable to

hospital services and departments in general. Loeb stressed the

importance of systems implementation prior to moving, and if

possible, training to increase understanding and facilitate
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communication and involvement of employees. In addition, this

allowed the development of policies and procedures prior to the

move, and improved the effectiveness and efficiency of the

process after the move by resolving problems identified early-on.

An added component of an effective movement plan included the

incorporation of detailed contingency plans so that problems, as

they developed, could be handled in a logical manner (447-449).

To address problems as they occurred, Copeland designated a

Post Move Task Force to facilitate the exchange of information,

identify possible solutions, and to enhance communication with

employees. What were initially daily meetings became tri- and

bi-weekly. Within six weeks meetings were held weekly, and soon

after, normal organizational channels were used for problem

resolution. The formation of the Task Force provided an open

forum to relieve stress and met the staff need for rapid response

to problems, thus making for a fully operative new facility (23).

Tampa General Hospital titled their operational planning

process as Activation Planning, and established seven goals which

served as departmental guidelines from which to stage their

planning efforts. As stated, the following goals served as the

general framework from which to begin their transitional effort:

(1) to generate a team effort in developing the plan for a

successful move;

(2) to determine new facility procedures, identify

inadequacies, or problem areas that must be addressed prior

to new hospital occupancy;
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(3) to investigate and determine methods of reducing

inessential costs associated with the move;

(4) to develop an equipment acquisition program within

specified budgetary limits;

(5) to develop a move sequence schedule for each

operational section to include assigning move

responsibilities for employee orientation and training,

hospital provisioning, and equipment configuration,

installation, and calibration;

,6) to facilitate the distribution of information among

involved task forces as well as throughout the various

organizational levels of the hospital; and

(7) to make the physical transition into the hospital with

as little interruption of patient care as possible (Walker

16-17).

To accomplish these ends, multidisciplinary task forces were

delegated with the responsibility for specific areas, such as

equipment planning and procurement, and reported to the

Activation Committee. Twenty task forces were formed, each

composed of department representatives having an operational

interest. Outside assistance was provided by consultants who

served in an advisory capacity to identify issues which required

resolution prior to moving. One of the positive outgrowths of

their multidisciplinary approach, other than the creative

dynamics inherent in the group interaction process, was the

fostering of pride and ownership of the new facility and a better

understanding of overall hospital operations by the more than 250
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hospital employees involved in the activation planning process

(Walker 16-18).

Boucher and Hobbins described their Transition Committee as

responsible for the design of a comprehensive strategic plan to

ensure optimal communication and coordination. A second

committee, the Patient Transfer Committee, which reported to the

Transition Committee, was responsible for the planning and

execution of the physical relocation of patients, furnishings and

equipment. Planning began approximately two years prior to the

move. Specific details of the physical and patient relocation

process were addressed in the article (55-57).

In the initial transition planning process, the need for the

early development of a detailed concept of operations at the

department level was recognized by Mark and Rowe. The concept of

operations assisted the Transition Committee and department heads

in identifying the department's position within the hospital;

operational responsibility of each area; their hours of

operation; functional dependencies; space requirements; special

needs within the work area; equipment requirements and location;

patient, staff, and supply work flow and distribution; workload

statistics; and staffing levels (Mark and Rowe 22).

Loeb noted an additional benefit of developinq a detailed

concept of operations was that a written plan was on file in case

of personnel turnover. As the work progressed and the move

became more imminent, the documentation of policies and

procedures, systems, move-related committees, training and
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general information, and updated concepts of operations took on

increased importance (Loeb 444).

Kuntz characterized the actual patient move as anticlimactic

compared to the intense planning effort required in setting up

the new facility, the physical transfer of patients while both

hospitals were operational, and the eventual close down of the

old facility. Although planning for movement into the new

facility began nine months in advance; in retrospect, Kuntz

recommended a 12 to 18 month lead time prior to the actual move

date. While a late start didn't effect their move, important

preparations and steps such as testing new systems and

procedures, training and orienting staff to the new facility,

improving operations, prestocking supplies and purging records

may have been compromised. A lack of preparation could lead to

increasing the stress level associated with the move and could

ultimately force the move to be delayed so as not to compromise

patient safety. Contingency plans and back-up systems already in

place may be dropped or forgotten in the rush to resolve crises

(70).

Kuntz recommended separating the patient move from all other

details involved in transition planning. In order to safely and

efficiently manage patient movement intD the new facility, a

Patient Transfer Committee chaired by a physician to manage the

transfer of patients was established and, in turn, reported to

the Hospital Transition Coordination Committee. The Transition

Coordination Committee convened biweekly until three months

before the move, at which time, weekly meetings were instituted.
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Two weeks prior to the move daily meetings were indicated and

proved instrumental in resolving issues (70).

In preparing for transition to a new facility, Hughes

identified four prime areas: medical/nursing considerations;

patient transfer; physical relocation; and planning for staffing

levels. He specifically addressed the manpower planning program

and the process by which to determine the exact number and type

of jobs required. He estimated that 90% of the jobs in the new

hospital would be modified to some extent with 20% being

completely altered. Management felt it was essential to have the

reclassification of jobs "reflect the employees' point of view

rather than be the end result of a production-line approach to

staffing." Key to identifying staffing requirements was the

recognition that not only would job procedures change, but the

responsibilities and functions of the departments would also be

modified. The alignment of staffing needs for the new facility,

therefore, required a complete assessment of their present

organizational structure and mission objectives, and the

implementation of their staffing strategies prior to the move

into their new facility (28,29).

Hanlon discussed a two-phase strategy in moving to a new

hospital facility. Using the critical path scheduling technique,

the hospital conducted a separate but concurrent move of

emergency services (emergency, surgery, recovery, intensive care

units) with the rest of the hospital's services. In evaluating

different plans for the two phases of the move, factors, such as

differences in the layout and design between the facilities, ease
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of access to the new hospital, travel time between the two,

availability of funds and personnel resources (commercial movers,

volunteers), and a gradual versus a quick move, were considered.

Once a plan was approved, a departmental planning guide which

indicated time sequences, procedures for moving, and methods of

handling sensitive items were developed and distributed (69,70).

Hanlon offered considerable personal insight into the

problems associated with inventory review and purchasing, the

installation and switch-over of communications equipment from the

old to the new facility, the problems inherent in the design and

implementation of an effective staff training and orientation

program, and the overextension of staffing resources to support

both the old and the new facility during the move (70). He

recommended the establishment of a full-time project team

responsible for the broad functional requirements of the

transition move whose issues cross over organizational

boundaries. Hanlon found that numerous preparatory tasks, which

were department specific or required minimal interdepartmental

coordination, were best accomplished by assigning them to the

department as an additional duty. He noted that the successful

execution of the transition plan was a measure of the

organization's ability to balance the broad functional

responsibilities of the move with the individual interests and

concerns of the staff (Hanlon 72).

Though published in 1972, Hanson's article is a classic one

whose guiding principles embody the major considerations for the

formulation of a transition movement plan. The use of critical
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path scheduling as the coordinating tool served as the framework

from which the transition plan was based and developned. Data

processing output, to include activity lists, bar charts, and

department and equipment movement schedules, were meticulously

developed, resulting from the compilation of the myriad of

details identified through discussions with the individual

hospital departments. Once these plans were confirmed and

finalized with the departments, they served as the movement

control documents.

Hanson's article further detailed the planning procedures

and special considerations involved in the transition move.

Discussions centered on the extensive amount of coordination that

was required for the transition move to include both within

hospital preparations and external efforts to involving key

individuals, private firms, and community resources such as

police agencies, area hospitals, the Army, and an Air Force

Reserve Unit.

The transition move plan for Vanderbilt University Hospital

necessitated the establishment of a Transition Coordinating Team

composed of key administrative personnel, and the designation of

a full-time individual responsible for the transition. The

departments were heavily involved in the transition planning and,

with the aid of a consultant, identified over 900 tasks which

fell into one of three functional categories: the readiness of

the facility for occupancy, the preparedness of the staff to

conduct operations in the new facility, or preparing for the move

itself. Each of those tasks was provided a unique identifier and
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placed on a time line for completion. Periodic progress checks

were made to assess the progress in the completion of the tasks

(Handel 62).

In their discussion of the transition, Handel, Hilling and

Lingo stress the importance of assuring that personnel are

trained to master the differing operational procedures/equipment

they will encounter in the new facility. Along with the

training, they stressed the need for contingency plans to back-up

both new procedures and new equipment should there be problems.

To anticipate general information problems, they developed a

guide to the new hospital which gave general operating procedures

about each department or service, provided a description of the

facility with a floor plan, outlined general hospital policies,

explained the hospital's new systems, and provided safety and

emergency information. Each supervisor, service, and nursing

unit was provided with a copy (63,64).

The plan for the move consisted of a departmental plan and a

patient plan. After contracting for move personnel, the

departments, in general, handled the planning for their own move.

The patient move was under the direction of a designated

physician who coordinated with the attending physicians and other

support personnel. The steps in planning the patient transfer

consisted of: identifying the personnel who would assist in che

actual move of the patients; providing services for emergencies

during the move; preparation and completion of necessary move

forms and documents; provision of back-up services to make the

move run smoothly; and conducting a practice move to develop
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realistic estimates of time involved and types of problems that

may be encountered (65,66).

Vanderbilt's transition involved the staff in planning for

the move itself as well as for future operations, thus generating

enthusiasm and a sense of belonging to the project. The

community was involved when the hospital provided tours of the

new facility, including areas that would later become

inaccessible to the public (66).

Developed as an official document of the Health Facility

Planning Agency, the Health Facility Project Officer's Guide is a

detailed reference by which to conduct new construction or

renovation project operations. It provides comprehensive

guidance and direction for executing a successful transition

move. The planning guide identifies eight general areas to be

considered in most facility transition and occupancy plans. The

eight areas listed and discussed were:

(a) arrangements for medical services during the transfer;

(b) transfer of equipment and materiels;

(c) plans for patient transfer;

(d) assuring that routes to the new facility are regulated

during the transfer;

(e) provision of physical security for both facilities;

(f) food services support;

(g) staff inservice and orientation; and

(h) military and civilian community relations (26-29).
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Also included in the manual is a checklist itemizing specific

considerations for movement and transition into the new facility

(Health Facility Project Officer Guide Appendix C).

The after-action reports of military hospital facilities

which have undergone major renovation or new facility

construction indicate that planning and beginning transition

tasks cannot start too early, and secondly, the early commitment

of the staff and personnel involved with the transition is

essential. Although the transition plans and after-action

reports varied as to specifics, most problems noted directly

stemmed from a failure to accomplish either one or both of these

functions. Of the two areas, staff resistance was the most

difficult obstacle to overcome especially in cases where

personnel had not been included as part of the planning process

from the outset.

Change Process

A successful transition planning process cannot ignore the

most basic element of transition--change. Beckhard and Harris

present a model by which to fill the gap between the pre-change

state (present) and the post-change state (future.) They

identify six aspects in the change process:

(1) Examine the current situation, to include the necessity

for change;

(2) Establish goals and determine the desired state or

situation after the change;
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(3) Specify the limits of the transition state between the

current condition and the desired future;

(4) Formulate the methodology by which the transition will

be managed;

(5) Evaluate the change process; and

(6) Allow the new condition to reach equilibrium, and

establish a balance that still permits flexibility

(16).

As the demands for personal time and energy expands, it becomes

the responsibility of top management to create the environment

and conditions which will allow its personnel to cope and for the

organization to move forward (Beckhard 5). Viewing the

organization as a complex set of interdependent subsystems--

people, structures, technology, tasks--which need to develop and

maintain compatibility--a transition model provides the

management structure and the forum for the dramatic changes which

must take place in order to implement those changes. Within the

transitional change framework, it is imperative that top

management communicate the importance of the transition plan.

In order for a transition model to realize its potential, it

must be dynamic and flexible, advocating an active position of

personal involvement and follow-up. Transition should be

incorporated as an integral part of the primary work of the

people concerned and their commitment and involvement to that

end. Inherent in this, is the requirement for thorough planning

and refined strategies involving an analysis of options and

outcomes, expenditures of time and money, well thought out
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alternatives on how to administer the program, and decisions on

how to control and follow-up on the program's development.

Essential to the transition program's implementation and

effectiveness is the commitment of the people to take ownership

and manage the change so that the organization may grow (Beckhard

14, 15).

The systematic planning and organizing for the process of

transitional change is the key prerequisite for the optimal

management of the transition. In assessing the management

structure and process in transitional change, Beckhard and Harris

considered three major concepts. The first requirement was to

establish the management structure by which to coordinate the

change. The second is the development of an action plan,

identifying those tasks, resources and actions necessary to

effect the change and third, a commitment plan which names the

key individuals whose commitment is necessary for the change to

occur. Once committed, the transition to the changed state can

proceed, encountering less resistance and minimizing the trauma

associated with change. The authors further outline specific

mechanisms by which to accomplish each of these concepts (45-57).

Huse addresses three major approaches to managed change:

(1) intervention theory and method;

(2) planned change; and

(3) action research (89).

Of these three approaches, planned change and action research are

the most applicable to the incorporation of the change process in

a hospital transition model.
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Described as a seven step process, planned change assumes

that the necessary data by which to effect change is inherent

within the organization and can be channeled toward corrective

action which, in turn, provides additional data for further

action (Huse 95-102). The focus of the planned change model is

to develop concise solutions to address specific problems.

Similar to the planned change model, the seven step action

research model focuses on the process of change; collecting data,

analyzing the results, and formulating a plan for further action.

This model involves a cyclical, iterative process in that, as

data is gathered and actions are taken in response, further facts

are generated which may be used to rediagnose and redesign new

actions (Huse 103-109).

Huse presents three categories of principles of change:

(1) Factors increasing resistance to change;

(2) Consequences of resistance to change; and

(3) Factors decreasing resistance to change (110).

Huse, in his discussion of the elements that contribute to

resistance to change, presented several of his assumptions about

resistance. He indicated that change appears to be accepted more

readily by both supervisors and staff if it is requested by them

and is not seen as threatening to either job security or to their

personal status or authority. Small changes are better received

than are large ones, as fewer people are affected by the change

in dynamics of the situation. Unrequested change, which affects

an entire work group, will likely meet resistance that is greater

because of the magnifying effect of group behavior (110, 111).
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The reaction to unrequested change will vary according to

the degree of resistance and can take the form of either outright

or unexpressed resistance, in which the employee's faith in the

organization is undermined. Either of these forms can occur

immediately or be delayed only to resurface later as an overt act

of resistance or opposition. In some cases the resistance to

change never becomes obvious and can never be directly associated

with the change, but is manifested by decreased productivity, job

satisfaction, or job interest (Huse 112,113).

In reducing opposition to change, Huse indicates that the

affected individuals must see some personal benefit in the change

before they are willing to become involved in the proce3s. If

membership in a group is desirable, offering security and other

personal needs, members will be more amenable to change.

Additionally, if a strong sense of group identification is in

place, the individuals receiving the change will be more

receptive of the change introduced by the influencing members of

the group. The same is true if the change is advocated by a

person in power, whether a formal or informal leader. Groups

become more receptive to change if new or decisive factors in

favor of change are presented, or if they themselves generate

information which indicates a need for change. To introduce

change effectively, the group must gain a feeling of ownership,

first by a conscientious effort at opening communications, and

further by involving them in the planning and execution of the

change process (Huse 113-115).
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Anecdotal experiences in the literature concerning

transition point to the need to demystify the movement process in

order to alleviate stress and apprehension, and to minimize

employee resistance to change. The process should be easily

understood by personnel at all levels of the organization. This

state can be best achieved through early staff involvement, and

orientation and training programs prior to the transition.

Hanlon noted that while training was a key factor toward

helping employees to overcome their anxieties, a second

consideration, supervisory leadership, proved to be the more

important. He observed that when supervisors exercised their

leadership role, operations tended to run much more smoothly as

measured by the fewer number of problems which arose despite

training efforts (71).

Bunning reported that their orientation program focused on

dealing with employee apprehension. Training programs were

designed to provide information, to establish new skills, to

bolster confidence, and to lessen the employees fear of making

errors. In planning the change process, efforts were made to

familiarize the staff with their new work areas and the spatial

relationships in the new facility. The apprehension of working

in an unfamiliar environment, with new department and

interpersonal relationships required adjustment by the staff

(26).

Lloyd used employee tours to reduce anxiety about new work

areas, to identify what activities would later cause employee

apprehension, to familiarize employees with the new facility, and
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to begin involving them in the change process, by eliciting

suggestions for new methods of operation (62). Saunders also

reported using employee tours in much the same way (82). Hanlon

generated a feeling of ownership by providing an open-house for

the staff and their families, and also used the opportunity to

market the new facility by inviting the press and the public

(72).

Several authors reported using newsletters about the

progress of the new construction to boost employee interest, tj

explain new equipment systems, and to keep lines of communication

open (Kuntz 72, Bunning 27, Evans Army Hospital Annex B).

Copeland reported the development of a manager's transition

report published monthly to furnish hospital construction status

information. The report was then rewritten at the department

level using a standardized format to disseminate pertinent

information to the staff (21).

Bunning identified the needs for orientation by forming an

employee advisory group which assessed what employees wanted to

know about the facility, and how the information should be

presented. Orientation information was published in a variety of

media including a feature in the weekly hospital newspaper, a

monthly construction and move planning newsletter, poster

campaigns, a general information/physical orientation booklet,

educational posters, maps of the various departments, and tours

(27). Training was keyed to both hospital-wide systems as well

as training for individuals in specialized areas. At the

physician/managerial level, every opportunity was used as a means
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by which to familiarize these hard-to-reach individuals with the

new environment. For example, tours were provided upon request,

luncheon/training/tour sessions were held in the new departments,

and posters were set-up in physician lounges to explain new

equipment and procedures (28,29).

Loeb found that running simulations of new systems helped

alleviate staff anxiety as well as helping them see problem

areas, estimate time dependencies, and develop the background to

create realistic operating policies for the new environment

(452).

Boucher and Hobbins noted that move orientation should

include not only the staff but also the patients. They provided

information on the new facility to patients and family as well as

working up a system to provide communication support for patients

and to allow them as much involvement in the move process as

feasible (57).

As noted, the two principle interventions applied in

ameliorating the stress of change are involving personnel in the

change and keeping lines of communication open. The literature

indicates that the early involvement of employees during the

process fosters a sense of ownership, a greater understanding of

the new facility as concepts of operation are developed, and

enhances morale by instilling a positive attitude about their

position in the new facility. Employees, when encouraged to

participate, bring their background knowledge of the job and can

frequently contribute innovative solutions to seemingly complex

problems. On the whole, the more employees are kept abreast of
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change and encouraged to participate in the change process, the

greater the individual's self-esteem, and the more smooth and

effective the implementation of that change becomes. By

involving staff in the transition process, the frustration and

skepticism generated by delays in occupancy can be lessened by

having given them an understanding of the complicated nature of

the move process. The development of a change climate is

especially important to encourage staff members to look at new

systems in ways other than them trying to recreate the old

environment and job structure in the new situation (Loeb 444 &

447, Walker 17, Smith 69).

McGill and Kelly solicited input from the staff as to their

thoughts on the benefits and optimal management of communications

during the transition period. The authors reported that the

staff throughout the hospital organization acknowledged the

Snecessity and benefits of open communication. A communication

facilitator was hired for the transition period to include six

months post-move. The facilitator worked under the assumptions

that: an effective communication system could help reduce anxiety

and encourage creativity, aid people in understanding differing

viewpoints, effective communications often involved developing

interpersonal relationships and good listening skills, as well as

generating trust and credibility as the foundation for effective

communication. The facilitator was the access point for the

staff, and provided direct personal contact with individuals and

groups, often helping them work through communication problems.

Additionally, the individual used varied media approaches in
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order to keep communications current. This included such diverse

activities as maintaining current telephone, mailing, and

committee lists for the transition (28, 29).

Loeb found that reporting information and decisions as soon

as they were finalized by management made for more effective

communication. He felt that providing current information as it

became available helped maintain staff interest as well as

providing the time necessary for internalization of new

information. The spread of rumors was held to a minimum by

consistently providing reliable information (451).
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Endnotes

A concept of operations defines the area of operations,
specifies how business is to be conducted, and identifies other
areas that are impacted. It answers the questions who, what,
when, where, why, and how every action is made. This technique
is critical to the maintenance of historical continuity because,
frequently, personnel turnover may call into question the logic
and validity of previous decisions.

2 At this point the decision has not been made as to whether
the number of military biomedical personnel will be increased or
civilian contractors hired to support the staffing requirement
for equipment installation (Fletcher, 29 April 1987).

3The Provisioning Phase is the time used to install
equipment and supplies before the hospital becomes operational.

4Since the transition model is forecasting an event
projected to occur in 1991, such a contingency as two wards being
combined that had previously operated separately, is a realistic
situation to anticipate.

5 Invariably some hospital procured equipment will not have
been received or installed at the time set for the move into the
new facility. Should a piece of equipment not received be
critical to the operation of the service involved, a command
decision will have to be made as to whether or not to take the
equipment from the existing facility to the new, or to delay the
move and continue to operate within the existing facility until
the new equipment is received and operational.
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II. DISCUSSION

To date, as noted in the Literature Review, hospital

transition plans have focused primarily on detailing specific

areas and tasks identified for movement to a new or renovated

hospital facility. By using information provided in the

literature, the perceptive transition coordinator is able to make

an assessment of what aspects of a transition plan are germane to

their situation and to develop a listing of specific requirements

that must be accomplished prior to transition. Much less

attention has been placed on conceptualizing the process and in

describing the transition planning model and techniques and how

they can be applied to establish and successfully set the

transition plan into action. The integration of the hospital

strategic plan with the transition planning process, coupled with

an action oriented implementation strategy, can better enable the

hospital to carryout a meaningful transition effort.

The single most important key to a successful transition

move, identified in after-action reports of transition and

movement plans, was the need for advance planning. Experience

dictates that one of the first obstacles to overcome in

establishing and implementing a transition plan is the staff mind

set that views advance planning as being an unnecessary and

academic process. In order to establish a strategic

organizational policy, management must be able to market the

importance of advance planning through their active participation

and involvement in the development of the transition plan at all



staff levels. This process will build consensus 
and ownership 3

and create the dynamic requirement to make it a viable document

I

that will guide the transition effort of the hospital.

The hospital strategic plan should be the driving force in

the development of the hospital transition plan. Well developed

as a concept, strategic planning is the process that directs an

organization's attention to the future, enabling it to adapt more

readily to change and to determine the direction in which an

organization chooses to move. By its very nature strategic

planning is an umbrella activity that sets the tone and direction

for the various other planning efforts within the organization.

Strategic planning is not new in the military hospital

environment. Moving from a management by objectives approach to

comprehensive budgeting, the U.S. Army Health Services Command

(HSC) has sought to utilize the HSC Strategic Plan to drive the

acquisition and management of resources through the development

of mission directed priorities and link planning and programming

to the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE)

system. Strategic planning thus provides a method by which to

integrate the organizations needs within resource constraints.

HSC subordinate activities have been directed to interface with

the HSC Strategic Plan in the development of their own strategic

plans.

Not having a strategic plan in effect, the extensive

managerial and policy changes being initiated as a consequence of

new hospital construction would suggest that the development of a

strategic plan should be a high priority for Madigan Army Medical
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Center (MAMC). The initiation of a strategic planning process

would assist the hospital in taking the appropriate steps toward

better defining the transition effort in relation to its current

and future mission, organizational structure, goals, objectives,

and short, intermediate and long-term strategies. By integrating

the strategic plan with the transition plan, the framework by

which managerial actions and organizational perspectives can be

taken is in place. The use of written goals and objectives will

allow for programs to be refined or expanded and plans for new

programs to be developed. The strategic plan will further serve

as the direction for discussion and evaluation and as a focal

point for transition efforts and actions at the operational

level.

When integrating the strategic plan to facility design and

transition, it is necessary not only to include present

requirements into the design but to also consider new and

enlarqed mission responsibilities and treatment modes which could

require additional space and equipment. The end consequence of

failing to plan ahead is the use of bed capacity space to

accommodate academic, patient clinic, and support services.

Without appropriate planning, what was originally designed as a

414-bed tertiary care teaching facility at MAMC can rapidly be

reduced to a fraction of its stated bed capacity as space becomes

more and more a premium. Later construction modifications and

requirements for additional expansion of facilities will cost

many times what it would have cost to provide the space in the

original project should future considerations not be anticipated.
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Transition Plan

The development of a working transition plan provides a

useful way of viewing and evaluating, on a broad scale, the

transition process, and provides a structure by which transition

requirements and implementation strategies can be achieved more

effectively. Those involved in the transition process can use

the plan as a focus for discussion, building consensus, altering

organizational behaviors, and translating the transition effort

into action.

Using the framework of the strategic planning process

developed by Peters, (mission, strategy, plans, resulting

actions, and desired actions), transition planning seeks to

optimize those short and long-term decisions which contribute to

building organizational understanding, consensus, and a smooth

transition effort (A Strategic Planning Process 25). In order to

achieve this end result, the process must be top management

driven, beginning with the development of mission statements from

each department and service of the new facility indicating the

function and services to be delivered. The mission statements

should be broad enough to accommodate environmental change and

organizational development as the old hospital begins the

transition process. Much more narrowly defined are the goals

which translate the mission statements into more specific actions

in preparation for transition. Goals must be communicated

clearly to the members of the organization and the members

committed to their attainment.
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Within the organization will be a vast array of individual

capabilities: from those who possess the knowledge and skills

necessary to work through the transition process to those

requiring educational programs to prepare them for their

participation. It should not be taken for granted that having

worked in a department or service automatically provides one with

both the technical and interpersonal knowledge and skills

necessary to meet the transition needs of the organization. An

assessment of training requirements to help individuals move into

the transition process, to include such fundamental topics such

as reading blueprints, writing, and communication skills will

greatly assist in the behavioral change process and place into

focus the seriousness of the organization's development effort in

support of transition.

As important as the working knowledge and skills to execute

programs are the resources necessary to implement them. Goal

related programs must be clearly defined and specific as to their

resource demands. A competent and hard-working staff can do much

to overcome resource limitations but cannot overcome basic

deficiencies.

Prior to beginning the transition, clarification of

responsibilities in the organization and appropriate coordinating

mechanisms must be determined. The structure by which the

transition effort is to be planned and executed must be in place,

with communication lines established, in order for individuals to

receive information they need to participate in program

execution.
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Each of the above concerns must be addressed during the pre-

beneficial occupancy phase of the transition process. The

transition areas requiring extensive review include: operational

structure, design, equipment, supplies, manpower, training, and

operating procedures and regulations. Each of these areas will

be discussed.

Structure

In order to accomplish the work required prior to

transition, the structure by which to facilitate its execution

must be in place. The organizational framework and the

establishment of clear reporting relationships for each of the

staff elements associated with the construction project have been

well defined in the Madigan Army Medical Center Construction

Management Plan. What is less well defined is the structure

necessary to implement the transition plan at the Madigai. user

level.

Madigan, as with any large organization, is comprised of

vertical and horizontal relationships of increasing complexity.

Transition efforts must revolve around the clarification and

coordination of these roles and relating them to one another.

The establishment of a MAMC Transition Taskforce to address each

of the elements of transition and act as a steering committee for

the design of a comprehensive transition strategic plan is

needed.

The taskforce would serve as a formal body for information

sharing, the evaluation of plans, and provide feedback to the
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extent necessary for goal development and program execution. The

approach of the taskforce would be to listen to the concerns of

those directly affected by the transition and allow them to

identify their individual section needs within the context of the

requirements for the entire facility. Composed of the various

section transition coordinators, the taskforce would take on the

responsibility of acting as a facilitator, with the MAMC

Transition Coordinator heading the committee. The taskforce

would report directly to the New Hospital Project Group (Appendix

A).

In addition to its primary function of providing the

managerial leadership necessary for the hospital's transition,

the taskforce would have the responsibility of establishing

necessary communication channels, building consensus, assessing

needs and wants, and facilitating horizontal integration of the

transition plan (Appendix B). The Transition Coordinator would

task responsibilities for goal completion and act as a liaison

between the MEDCEN and the New Madigan Project Office for such

items as equipment review and selection. In order to best

interface with the hospital and the New Madigan Project Office,

the Transition Coordinator would require office space at both the

New Madigan Project Office and the MEDCEN.

Mandatory meetings of the MAMC Transition Taskforce should

begin when the Transition Coordinator assumes responsibility. It

would be the duty of each of the section transition

representatives to report back to their areas. Minutes of the

Transition Taskforce and the New Madigan Project Group should be
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distributed to each of the department/section chiefs to further

serve as a method for disseminating information.

A monthly newsletter by the MAMC Transition Taskforce should

be published as a general information vehicle in order to keep

staff informed of the progress of the facility, to introduce new

systems that will be functioning in the hospital, as well as

giving notice of impending section taskings as a part of the

Transition plan. The newsletter could present guest writers

discussing operations and features of the various departments

within the new facility. This type of publication would generate

excitement and expectation within the staff and ease the anxiety

about the changes coming with the new facility.

Perhaps the major responsibility of the Transition

Coordinator would be to establish critical path networks of the

transition milestones and of the time relationships and events

necessary for the sections to accomplish them. Presently, the

role and mission of the Transition Coordinator is being defined

so that clear lines of authority and job responsibilities are

outlined.

Design Review

Design review, the detailed examination of blueprints for

functional and operational utility, is the most critical task the

new facility can perform, yet the abstract and remote nature of

this added responsibility causes it to be given little of the

priority and detailed attention it deserves. During design

review most changes and modifications can be made at little or no
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expense. At this time the personal involvement, commitment, and

ownership of the new facility project by the staff can occur.

The biggest hurdle to surmount is user inertia, in part,

attributable to time constraints, anxiety, apprehension and lack

of skill development prior to starting the design review process.

Training programs to provide information, to establish new

skills, and to bolster confidence will assist in alleviating

these employee fears. Supervisory leadership must place emphasis

on department staff involvement. The fact that few, if any, of

the staff reviewing the plans will work in the new facility is a

situation that can easily cause the design review to be consigned

to a superficial examination which exposes only blatant flaws and

major functional discrepancies.

Staff understanding and involvement is crucial to

accomplishing a well conducted design review. The development

and presentation of a proj .ct briefing packet, to include an

overview of the project scope, design concept, special features

and physical characteristics of the new facility, distribution

systems, together with the facility floor plans, and a project

summary schedule, provides notice to staff of the commencement of

user involvement in the transition planning process (Appendix C).

Users should be tasked to analyze the plans and specifications as

if the project were to be completed during their tour of duty.

This necessitates a personal commitment to providing the optimal

facility for the hospital beneficiaries and staff.

Each section must develop a concept of operations which

defines their mission, specifying how business is to be
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conducted, and identifying concerns which would impact on their

operations (Appendix D). By necessity, this conceptual process

will help to overcome viewing section requirements from a limited

internal perspective to one deserving multidisciplinary

treatment. By the same token, staff must understand that the

design concept may change the entire method by which operations

within their areas are conducted and they must be flexible and

prepared to relinquish unsuitable operational procedures. It is

essential that the user dErelop their concept of operations

within the context of the design intent of their area in the new

facility and compare it to the manner in which operations are

presently conducted (Appendix E). This time consuming, involved

process will serve to raise questions, clarify operations, and

build consensus between the New Madigan Project Office, the

architects/engineers, the contractor, and the user section.

By performing mock walk-throughs of patient and staff work

flow, confirming equipment placement and utilities, developing

standard operating procedures, and having the design reviewed and

re-reviewed by the resident experts in each functional area, many

of the expensive engineering change proposals and problems which

surface at the time of beneficial occupancy can be minimized. As

each section begins working on design review, their findings

should be integrated at the Transition Taskforce level to be

evaluated and incorporated in upcoming design review iterations.

This process of repeated review through all design phases should

involve checking that changes submitted previously have been

incorporated into the current design, and that those changes do
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not, in turn, create other problems in design or function.

Further, each review should be critically analyzed in order to

uncover design discrepancies which might have been overlooked

previously. As personnel and operational concepts change, the

plans should be modified accordingly with appropriate engineer

change proposals submitted. By beginning with this formalized

process and documented updates, the individual with the actual

responsibility for the move will have the background information

and full knowledge of the reasoning behind each modification,

change in equipment, or spatial and functional requirement.

A broad perspective of health care trends in both the

civilian and the military community and their impact on facility

design should also be considered in the design review process.

The current expansion in ambulatory care brought on by cost

constraints as well as advances in medical technology points to

the need for a flexibility in design that can accommodate socio-

political trends and maintain the attractiveness and usefulness

of the facility during its projected life cycle. The integration

of the hospital strategic plan in the design and review process

of the facility can better assess and specify the construction

needs to meet future mission service requirements.

Equipment

Approximately 75 million dollars of equipment will be

purchased for the new facility. Of monumental concern during the

early stages of the transition is the selection, justification,

and procurement of medical and non-medical equipment. This task
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must begin at the time of design review and the development of a

concept of operations. MAMC began the planning process early-on,

identifying and consolidating equipment requirements through the

Equipment Requirements Planning Guide (Appendix F) and publishing

and providing inservice training on the Equipment Acquisition

Program Memorandum (Appendix G) detailing the procurement process

and the established milestones the functional activities must

meet for the timely acquisition of equipment. Delays were

anticipated and have been experienced, with the reconciliation of

the current equipment hand receipts and new equipment lists

extended from May 1988 to September 1988. The review of the

reconciled equipment lists with their space and utility

requirements have been rescheduled to accommodate the time

intensive completion of each of the functional activity AutoCad

drawings.1 Further possible delays in equipment selection and

acquisition which must be overcome include user indifference

early in the project; changes made in equipment selection as new

personnel are assigned; overextending the Logistics Division

staff with responsibilities for both the old and new hospitals;

the inundation of the MAMC and Post Purchasing and Contracting

Office with purchase requests; and inadequate follow-up by all

activities.

As can be expected, there are inherent difficulties in the

equipment procurement process which regularly occur. Some of the

more notable are postponements in equipment selection to obtain

the most current models; failure to adequately justify sole-

source equipment requests; the delays associated with processing
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specification and contract awards; rewrites of solicitation;

lengthy lead times for manufacturers to make delivery; and

situations where equipment does not operate when installed or

requires extensive assembly and testing prior to operation.

Delays of this nature contribute to an equipment selection,

procurement, and installation process that requires years rather

than months to complete.

To facilitate the control and procurement of new hospital

equipment, additional personnel requirements for transition

should be allocated above the current authorized strength for the

Logistics Division and the Purchasing and Contracting Branch.

Transition personnel requirements have been identified and are

included in Appendix H. These personnel should be hired as a

part of the transition package and used exclusively to more

efficiently manage the equipment procurement process. Transition

personnel will help to alleviate the time consuming duty of

following through and questioning the equipment status of staff

sections to insure that new hospital tasks are given appropriate

priority.

Supplies

Expendable supply costs required for initial stockage in the

new facility must be identified early and continually updated as

requirements are clarified. With a new facility, new equipment,

and new systems, supply requirements change. For example,

medical maintenance will require new repair part stockage. There
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will be an initial stock requirement for the pharmacy, an

expansion of inventories in central material supply, linen

requirements will be increased, new office supply and equipment

will require new types of printer cartridges, copy paper, and new

medical equipment may require different accessory items. Each

functional activity must clearly review their concepts of

operation and equipment requirements to identify existing and

future supply needs, usage factors and projected costs.

The second part of this equation, after identifying supply

needs, is to obtain transition funds to procure supplies over a

2-3 fiscal year period, and to warehouse them as is logistically

feasible. This may minimize the risk of an approved one-time

lump sum allotment to procure initial transition supply stockage

being reduced by Health Services Command just prior to movement

due to HSC funding constraints. Transition budget requirements

(supply and equipment) are identified in Appendix I.

Manpower

One assumption made when a new hospital is built is that not

only will a state-of-the-art facility and equipment be furnished,

but that appropriate staffing levels will be provided to allow

the new systems to function within the projected workloads.

Unfortunately, authorizations are not considered during the

programming and design of a new facility and are more a function

of Army needs and financial position in a given fiscal year than

an endowment for advance planning. While manpower requirements

may change due to the functional design of the facility, new
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allocations will be contingent on the analysis of mission

requirements and demonstrated workload (Appendix J). The

completion of the Schedule X, Manpower Staffing Guide, serves to

identify requirements and obtain authorizations, as well as

providing an excellent tool for Health Services Command and

Department of the Army use in assessing upcoming changes in

personnel requirements. This is a critical transition task which

begins as the new facility is first programmed. Early

development of the Manpower Staffing Guides forces the section

transition coordinator to examine the initial design in depth;

establish spatial and functional work requirements; develop a

conceptual plan which can be built-upon during the life of the

project; and provides a mechanism by which to keep HSC updated.

Such open communication with HSC provides the environment for

long-range planning and helps assure that personnel resource

requirements are identified prior to the occupancy of the new

facility. An added benefit is the requirement for the medical

facility to carefully scrutinize their current Table of

Distributions and Allowances in order to properly align

requirements, authorizations, and allocations based on

aemonstrated workload measures.

As manpower needs are identified, the justification for new

missions and services must be thoroughly documented. The

justifications must not only attain the necessary authorizations,

but they must convincingly address two other areas. In the case

of new missions, such as the proposed Open-Heart Surgery Program,

HSC must be shown that an 80% across-the-board authorization to
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requirements is inadequate. Due to the personnel intensive

nature and necessity for a skilled technical staff, the project

cannot afford to run below 100% requirements. If full staffing

requirements are not authorized, personnel allocations must be

drawn from other clinical or administrative areas of the hospital

to man the program. Secondly, with new systems, such as material

distribution, positions must be allocated and recruitment actions

completed with sufficient lead time, as a minimum 60 days, to

implement training activities. Personnel can not be expected to

successfully start a completely new mission, which is critical to

patient care, without appropriate training.

Training

Each section will require hospital-wide system training and

orientation, section specific training, and specialized area

training for new equipment and information and management

syscems. The majority of this training can be projected far in

( advance and preparations made, but realistically should not begin

until the Provisioning Phase which is approximately the six

months before the move into the new facility.

The publication of a project newsletter initiated by the

Transition Coordinator and briefings by the New Madigan Project

Office can help to facilitate the transfer of information and to

keep the staff informed on the progress of new construction,

explain new equipment systems, and to keep the channels of

communication open. By elevating the general level of awareness

of the status of the construction project, the staff will be more
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inclined to inquire about issues concerning their sections direct

involvement in the transition process.

During the last months before occupancy the contractor will

be able to provide hands-on training on the systems that are

operational. Enhancing the training process is the capability of

the staff to conduct walk throughs of their work and work related

areas. The contract specifications should stipulate that

training be provided on all major systems at the appropriate user

level. In addition, in order to provide back-up reinforcement

training and training for future staff, it is suggested that

contract specifications require a professional video tape of

training at targeted user levels for each system. If contractor

provided training tapes are not feasible, the Visual Information

Section, Information Management Division, should be tasked to

video tape the training sessions. These tapes can provide a

valuable training aid and a body of institutional knowledge for

the current and future staff.

The Plans, Training, and Security Division is responsible

for organizing training within the new medical center. Section

transition coordinators should be sent to contractor provided

training, as appropriate, with a video tape made of one class for

each system taught at least 90 days before the move is planned.

This timeframe allows sufficient opportunity to use the video

tapes and for the section coordinators to conduct training with

their staff. The use of mock patient treatment situations for

hands-on training will allow for use of the facility and permit

initial operation of the new systems in each area.
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Additional training opportunities are available through

manufacturer sponsored training seminars as well as through

visits to facilities currently using the same systems being

installed at the New Madigan. Providing the opportunities for

Medical Maintenance, Logistics, Health Care Support Division, and

other personnel managing complex systems to attend manufacturer's

training seminars is justifiable and can be funded through the

transition program resources. Site visits offer the advantage of

gaining users' insight into new systems, as well as receiving

recommendations regarding system implementation. This type of

training must be planned well in advance to budget sufficient

resources.

Standard Operating Procedures and Regulations

One of the more tedious and deferred transitional tasks is

the revision or writing of new standard operating procedures

(SOPs) and regulations. The natural tendency of the staff will

be to delay this task until well after the move-in. Although

this may seem logical on the surface, it will cause the staff to

have to improvise procedures where no clear-cut guidance is

available ane PI-4 to mistakes and confusion. Although many of

the existing procedures may still be applicable, they should be

reviewed in light of the new facility design and

equipment/manpower capability. Most of the changes to operating

procedures can be worked-out prior to transition, with

provisional procedures established. Forcing staff to think

through their operations within the context of the new layout and
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systems in their area will increase early involvement in the move

process and facilitate staff acceptance and understanding of the

changes necessary for the transition.

Two areas, fire and disaster plans, will need to be handled

as independent transition projects. Because of the complexity

and technical detail required, consultants from the Army Corps of

Engineers having an in-depth knowledge of the fire and safety

systems within the new MAMC should coordinate with the Chief,

Logistics Division, the MAMC Safety Manager, and the Ft. Lewis

Fire Department for fire and safety systems; and Plans,

Operations, Training and Security (POTS) for disaster planning.

The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare

Organizations (JCAHO) in their 1988 Accreditation Manual for

Hospitals outlines the requirements for disaster planning and the

development of staff protocols (Appendix K). It is imperative

that these plans be completed and the staff be inserviced on the

new procedures prior to hospital occupancy. It was noted in a

visit to one hospital facility that disaster and fire plans were

placed in large red vinyl envelopes and mounted on the wall for

ready identification and access.

Post-Beneficial Occupancy Day

Beneficial occupancy day (BOD) is the date designated by the

Corps of Engineers, the New Madigan Project Office, and Madigan

Army Medical Center, when the Army takes ownership of the

hospital facility. The BOD for the New Madigan is scheduled for

June 1991. The user may then begin the final building
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preparation tasks, making installations, and setting up the

building for occupancy while the contractor is still completing

construction. In an ideal situation the BOD is derived by

calculating the time required for both the user and the

contractor to complete all tasks before the scheduled opening

day. This interim period is termed the Provisioning Phase and

varies from project to project, with MAMC requiring approximately

180 days from BOD to opening day.

At this time the long developed transition plan is put into

effect, with only minor adjustments to resolve day-to-day

concerns. A number of major building preparation tasks are

identified for the Provisioning Phase. They include: the project

contractor's work, retrofit work, the installation of Category C

equipment, the positioning of supplies, the installation of the

interior design package, staff preparation tasks, security,

Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) Health Care Support

Division interface, and Public Affairs Office and public

involvement. Each of these tasks and the involvement of the

MEDCEN will be addressed.

Project Construction: The project contractor's work

schedule is very heavy during the Provisioning Phase. Major

contractor supplied systems will be installed plus a large number

of minor items must be finished or reworked. Overlaying this

timeframe are the schedules for subcontractors and engineering

personnel who must do the retrofit work called for by

construction deficiencies, system changes, and the installation

of Category C equipment. The potential for scheduling conflicts
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is great and must be handled through a central clearing post for

maximum efficiency. The assignment of the Chief, Logistics

Division, with his office moved to the new facility at BOD, is an

effective means of keeping scheduling conflicts minimized and

swiftly addressing problem areas.

Retrofit: Retro-fit work is construction modifications

which are deferred because they are not essential to the main

construction contract progress, and do not greatly influence

either the cost or main construction contract schedules. This

approved work may be more economically and effectively managed

with a separate contract through competitive procurement rather

than having the project contractor complete the work for those

items. Retro-fit work falls into three categories: Program Items

are those which were planned for but will be installed by

contractors other than the project contractor; User Request

Changes recommending that ongoing work be modified, added to, or

deleted; and Mandatory Changes which are necessary to correct

omissions or design errors. Retrofit work will be accomplished

concurrently with the Provisioning Phase (Appendix L). Termed

Phase III follow-on construction, $10 million of the nearly $278

million of the current working estimate for the project is

programmed for retro-fit work.

Category C line items: The number of Category C line items

purchased for the new facility will total in the hundreds.

Initial involvement by the New Madigan Project Office and the

Corps of Engineers in the selection of equipment is essential in

order to minimize equipment conflicts due to inadequate space,
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inappropriate power hook-ups, lack of sufficient ventilation,

heating or air-conditioning, or the failure to provide drainage.

These equipment considerations must be met by the items selected

or require expensive Engineer Change Proposals or Retro-fit work

to make them compatible. Each piece of Category C equipment must

be critically reviewed and its selection coordinated with the New

Madigan Project Office. Classification of the Category C

equipment as to whether it will be contractor or MAMC installed

is further required. For those equipment items to be installed

by MAMC, Logistics should identify the personnel requirements and

installation schedules well in advance of BOD. Additional

Medical Maintenance Technicians and work details are essential

and, if understaffed, may impose critical time delays.

Interior Design Package: The selection of furnishings from

the Interior Design Package is coordinated with the New Madigan

Project Office and the individual activities. The sections

should be prepared to indicate the special requirements and

particular needs of their areas. They should be able to identify

the type and quantity of furniture desired, making selections

from the available options. The AutoCad system will be available

to ensure that selected items will fit appropriately into the

design space.

The management of the Interior Design Package will rest with

Madigan Logistics whose responsibilities include the procurement

of furniture and furnishings (F&F), their storage, assembly,

placement, and property book identification. Ideally, furniture

and furnishings should be scheduled for delivery along time-lines
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that minimize their storage time. The assembly and placement of

F&F should be coordinated with contractor time-lines to keep work

areas free and minimize damage to furnishings. Additionally, the

man-hours required for assembly and installation/placement can be

estimated so that adequate manpower is available during scheduled

assembly and placement times. The procurement of manufacturer

assembled and/or installed F&F is an involved process that must

be coordinated with Installation Purchasing and Contracting to

insure that installation guidelines have been addressed in the

contract specifications. User considerations f-r the Interior

Design Package are addressed in detail in Appendix M.

Staff responsibilities: The staff of each section will be

tasked with certain responsibilities which will contribute to the

smooth transition and move into the facility. It is imperative

that each task be completed thoroughly and that the assigned

personnel have as broad an understanding of the importance of

their tasking as possible. The assignments will include

reviewing the design, selecting appropriate equipment and

furnishings, following-through on equipment and expendable supply

orders aihd their receipt, developing a section specific

transition movement plan, planning and conducting training

oriented to the new physical layout and equipment systems in the

facility, and rehearsals for move day that have included

contingency plans. It is essential that frequent visits to the

new facility be made and, if possible, have training operations

conducted on-site. This will facilitate equipment and system

familiarity and impart a sense of proprietorship in the new
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facility. Such visits provide the operational experience to

effectively modify and develop provisional standard operating

procedures. They must, however, be closely coordinated between

the sections, Logistics, and the New Madigan Project Office to

minimize disruption of ongoing construction. Transitional funds

required for training purposes, for example overtime pay and

supplies, should be identified and submitted to the Transition

Coordinator for consolidation as a part of the overall Training

Requirements Package.

Security: One imperative 180 days pre-BOD and during the

Provisioning Phase is the arrangement of security for the

building, its contents, and the personnel working there. During

this period, in addition to the numerous construction workers,

the facility will be occupied by a large number of staff and

visitors, who are touring, conducting training, and installing

equipment and furnishings. Since the hospital contains

approximately 1.2 million square feet of floor space, physical

security will need to be addressed at several levels. Access to

the hospital should be limited to designated entries with guards

positioned to monitor foot traffic in and out of the building.

The issue of permanent security badges for hospital personnel and

temporary passes for visitors is planned. The Logistics Division

staff operating in the facility should take responsibility for

securing the loading dock entrances and regulating personnel

bringing equipment in or out of the facility. As a part of

section training, the procedures for security in the hospital and

within the section during the Provisioning Phase should be
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stressed. It is the MAMC Provost Marshall's responsibility to

arrange for post military police to patrol the exterior of the

building during the day, after duty hours, and on weekends.

Should interior security be deemed a MAMC function, the funding

for contract security personnel should be budgeted based upon the

planned internal occupancy of the building. These measures help

minimize theft and vandalism while still affording access to

working areas.

Directorate of Engineering and Housing / Health Care Support

Division: The Army will take possession of some areas of the new

medical center, such as radiology, up to 180 days prior to BOD,

for the installation of government furnished equipment. The

Directorate of Engineering and Housing's Health Care Support

Division (HCSD) must be in a position to assume responsibility

for the maintenance of the facility and its systems. There will

be a phased involvement of HCSD beginning before BOD as equipment

maintenance schedules come online. This means that Engineering

personnel must be fully trained on hospital systems, understand

the scope and specifics of warranties available, and must have a

program of scheduled operations and maintenance in place.

Construction modifications relating to equipment installation

will be accomplished during follow-on construction. HCSD will

provide repair service for vandalism, accidents, and wear and

tear during Provisioning and move-in. Work requests for repair

are made to HCSD who determines, in conjunction with the Madigan

Area Office of the Seattle District Corps of Engineers, if the

work is warranty or an HCSD responsibility. Prior to transition,
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protocols and policies for the determination of response times

for equipment failures must be jointly developed by the HCSD and

the individual sections (Appendix N).

The areas most impacted by the start-up of a new facility

are the Logistics/Material Branch and HCSD. In order to best

prepare for the transition, HCSD has taken a strategic approach

by developing a New MAMC Maintenance Plan which addresses each

major element required for DEH to assume full maintenance

responsibility for the new facility. The document outlines such

important considerations as HCSD organizational structure,

contract vs in-house maintenance responsibilities, agreements

between Logistics and HCSD concerning areas of maintenance

responsibility, resource estimates for contract and in-house

functions, a projected budget for new facility maintenance, and

manpower and training requirements (Appendix 0). in addition,

the development of a Madigan Army Medical Center Project Turnover

Plan has been drafted to delineate responsibility and procedures

for the transfer of the facility from the Seattle District Corps

of Engineers to the Fort Lewis DEH. This document will also

serve as a historical reference for future operations and

maintenance activities (Appendix P).

An early decision must be made whether maintenance will be

contracted or remain in-house. This decision will be a function

of availability of personnel authorizations to support the

maintenance function. Should maintenance be contracted in the

new facility HCSD will act in the capacity as the Contractor

Officer Representative (COR) and must provide a minimum lead-time
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of one year to write specifications and have the contracted

personnel in position prior to BOD to benefit from project

contractor supplied system inspections and training. To augment

their maintenance function, HCSD is scheduled to receive a

computer and maintenance software package for generating

maintenance schedules.

MAMC should develop guidance and policies for retro-fit

construction that will be allowed in the hospital upon occupancy.

It is MAMCs responsibility to coordinate with HCSD in determining

an estimated figure for annual minor construction costs since DEH

will perform new construction only if the costs are reimbursed by

MAMC. Funds for this construction must be planned for and

allocated to avoid requests for emergency funds from HSC or

taking money from hospital operating funds.

Public Affairs: The Public Affairs Office (PAO) should

begin to formulate their role in the transition as a member of

the New Madigan Project Group and the Transition Taskforce. In

addition. the PAO must work closely with the New Madigan Project

Office in the development of the public relations plan for the

new medical center. There has been tremendous interest on the

part of the community in the new Madigan hospital project.

Numerous tours have been conducted for VIPs, both military and

civilian. The news media have been active in publicizing the

continued status of the construction project (Appendix Q).

At BOD the community interest and activity surrounding the

new facility will only mount. There will be many requests for

tours, the local news media will require information on project
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progress, and the PAO will need to coordinate all information

regarding open houses, the dedication ceremony, and the transfer

of medical operations from the old to the new facility to keep

the public fully informed and the information accurate.

The use of well trained volunteers to conduct general public

tours weekly will help alleviate the demand. VIP tours should

continue to be coordinated and conducted through the Command

headquarters. The development of a new Madigan hospital guide

book for the staff and beneficiaries by the Public Affairs and

Patient Representative office would assist in providing much

needed information. Such a booklet should include a description

of the new facility with a floor plan, general hospital

information, department specific information such as clinic hours

and phone numbers, and safety and emergency information.

Move Planning

Movement and occupancy plans should be developed by each

section well before the actual move. It must be remembered that

the move to the new facility consists of two parts; movement of

the department or service, and the movement of the patients.

Appendix R outlines guidance and direction for executing the

actual move into the new facility. Decisions must be made in

advance whether or not to contract the move. Should all or parts

of the move be contracted, costs should be programmed into the

transition budget. Additional information can be obtained from

the after action reports of other facilities (Appendix S). It is

incumbent upon the Transition Coordinator to organize the
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planning effort, insure that each section has addressed all

aspects of the move in their plans, and to integrate the section

move plans into an overall move plan. Two weeks have been

projected for the move into the new hospital facility.

Post-Move Tasks

The resumption of normal operations within the new facility

ends the implementation of most of the transition plan except in

the area of training where hands-on training with new hospital

systems will become more intensive. The heaviest post-occupancy

workload will be experienced by the Logistics Division. Medical

equipment items which were required up to the last day in the old

facility must be reinstalled according to schedule in the new

facility. For example, the Cardiac Catheterization Lab will

require 90-120 days to be relocated in the new facility.

Logistics must coordinate the delivery of all transferred items,

turnover hand receipts, and turn-in equipment and real property

left in the old hospital. Detailed space utilization plans and

Memorandums of Understanding must be in place prior to the turn-

in of equipment and property since the old facility will be

retained in place for use as bed expansion upon mobilization,

provide soL.e administrative space for Ft. Lewis as well as

providing both clinical and administrative areas for MAMC

activities with insufficient space in the new facility (Appendix

T). This post-occupancy period will take many months and require

careful scheduling of Logistics resources and manpower before the
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Division is finally able to turn its full attention on the new

facility.

I

f

I
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Endnotes

AutoCad is a sophisticated software program for computer
aided drafting and design. The program has the capability of
indicating architectural layout, electrical layout,
communications, and fixed equipment placement.
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III. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this paper was to develop transition plan

requirements for moving from the existing hospital into the new

medical facility at Madigan Army Medical Center. Having had past

experience in two previous hospital construction and renovation

projects, the element lacking at the user level from the onset

was an overall conceptual framework by which to sensitize staff

to the scope and depth of detail that must be addressed in the

design review and transition process as well as their

responsibilities in accomplishing that end. This paper was

intended to fill that technical gap.

The major issue facing the movement into the new hospital

facility is the development of a timely and relevant transition

plan. A clearly defined, stepwise approach to transition,

integrated with the hospital's strategic plan, will serve to

build consensus and be a driving force toward successful

transition implementation.

The analysis of after action reports and transition plans

from a variety of military hospital facilities clearly indicated

the pre-move, move, and post-move transition tasks which must be

planned and coordinated prior to the actual move. Discussion on

how to implement such a plan and the major transition areas

requiring extensive development have been noted. Top management

must play an integral leadership role in the development and

implementation of the planning document as well as mandating that

actions toward transition begin at all levels.
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The following recommendations have been derived from the

preceding discussion. First, Madigan Army Medical Center needs

to develop a strategic plan as a blueprint for future direction

and the efforts that must be taken to accomplish the defined

objectives, critical tasks, and goals within established

milestones. The plan must be action oriented and tied into the

future mission and transition efforts and actions at the

operational level.

Secondly, the formation of a MAMC Transition Taskforce is

needed to develop and implement a strategic transition plan at

the Madigan user level. The taskforce would serve as a formal

body for information sharing, the evaluation of plans, the

clarification of tasks that are interdisciplinary in scope, and

to provide feedback to the sections for goal development and

program execution.

With the assumption of duty the Transition Coordinator

should establish critical path networks for each transition

milestone, their time relationships, and the tasks that must be

accomplished.

Having moved past the design review phase, efforts at this

point should concentrate on the development and refinement of

each section's concept of operations, equipment selection and

placement, and manpower resourcing.

Staff must be sensitized to the necessity of a taking

proactive approach in meeting their section transition

obligations. The fact is that decisions will be made whether

sections contribute their input and concerns or not; therefore,
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it behooves section transition coordinators to keep abreast of

changes that will impact on their areas and to solicit

opportunities that allow their input. Conversely, it is

imperative that the New Madigan Project Office, with their

broader knowledge-base in construction, equipment, and

transitioning, assume a teaching role regarding section

involvement and invite comments in situations where sections may

not realize their input is of value.

Wide dissemination of information to the staff in the form

of construction progress briefings, published newsletters, and

training is needed in order to build proprietorship and

understanding of the new facility, its systems, and to create an

environment and conditions conducive to accepting change and

accomplishing section transition goals.
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APPENDIX A

NEW HOSPITAL PRCOJECT GROUP
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MAMC Regulation 15-1

2-32 New Hospital Project Group (NHPG)

a. Composition:

Deputy Commander for Administration (Chairman)
Deputy Commander for Clinical Services
C, Dept of Nursing
C, Logistics Division
Admin Coordinator, DCCS
C, Health Care Support Division, DEH
C, Resource Management Division
Automation Management Officer (w/o vote)
Nurse Project Officer (w'o vote)
C, Health Facility Project Officer (Recorder w/o vote)
Public Affairs Officer (w!o vote)
Attendance of other staff members as determined by the
subject matter and at the chairman's discretion. These
persons will attend without voting privileges.
Transition Officer for the New Madigan Project

b. Purpose. To serve as the reviewing body recommending
approval/disapproval to the Center Commander on MEDCEN
requested functional changes to the new hospital project.
Originate concerns and recommendations related to the
construction project in areas such as: design changes,
equipment selection, systems development, organizational or
manpower development, and transitional planning which wi,7
be approved by the New Hospital Project Group trlnr to
implementing actions by the Health Facility Project Office
(HFPO). The NHPG will approve all MEDCEN generated irput to
the design and construction process. Change orders to
correct discrepancies or errors in the contract documents,
or to permit installation of approved equipment will be the
responsibility of the HFPO without action required by th
NHPG. The Executive Agents will be responsible for
implementing decisions of the NHPG and coordinating daily
operational requirements with designated MEDCEN points of
contact at the functional level. The NHPG will serve during
design finalization, construction, and transition into the
new hospital.

c. Meetings. Quarterly

d. Minutes. The original will be submitted to the Center
Commander for approval. After approval, the original and
eight copies will be forwarded to the recorder, Executive
Committee.

e. Office of Record. Information Management Division

f. Reference. Health Facility Prolect Officer Guide.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
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REPLY TO '
ATTENTION OF

SGFP-PM-28 (15-1A) 22 April 1988

MEMORANDUM FORt Commander, Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, WJA 98431-5000

SUBJECT: Minutes of New Madigan Project Group Meeting

1. The,%qew Madigan Project Group Meeting was held 24 March 1988, 1000, in the HO
Conference Room.

2. Members present:

CCL Ella L. Fletcher, Nurse Methods Analyst
COL Martin W. Sargent, Executive Agent
COL Lyle W. Warner, C, Logistics Division
LTC Dennis E. Meyer, Admin Coord, DCCS
LTC William Cahill, Dir, Resource Mgmt
MAJ Patrick H. Burns, C, AMO
Mr. Geoffrey Glass, DEH, MAMC

Members absent:

COL T. M. Pittman, DCA, Chairman
COL Leslie M. Burger, DCCS
COL Naldean J. Borg, Dept of Nursing
Mr. Chris Hober, PAD

Non-members present:

COL Elmer M. Casey, Jr., Office of DCCS
COL Gerald Halvorson, Dept of Pathology
COL Dewey R. Miller, representing chairman
MAJ James C. Simmons, Asst C, NMFO
MAJ Gail Maestas, representing Dept of Nursing
CPT Tom N. Keyes, CMS
Mr. Bill Victory, MEDCASE Mgr
Mr. Paul Shorb, AMO

3. Old business:

a. Minutes from the 9 Dec 87 meeting, which were approved, signed and
distributed in December, were reviewed.

b. Equlommnt Lists - COL Fletcher reported that 65% of the activities have
received their drawings and equipment lists. Logistics has done reconciliations on
50 activities and NMPO is getting the combined lists out promptly. COL Fletcher
emphasized to the members that it would also be very helpful if the POC's send
their requirements lists back to this office promptly.
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SUBJECTi Minutes of NMPO Meeting

d. Automation Planning

(1) MAJ Burns requested that consideration be given to relocating the head
end equipment of the coax system in the computer room rather than in Audio Visual.
Following discussion by the group, COL Sargent stated that after the problem is
evaluated and requirements are known, the NMPO will submit a change proposal on
this issue.

(2) MAJ Burns reported that the composite health care system (CHCS) has
been installed and is working at Fort Knox and urged members to look at it. It is
programmed for FY 53 for our facility. COL Casey suggested that MAJ Burns initiate
a letter for BG Powell's signature to try to get the target date for the CHCS moved
up.

(3) Dept of Pathology at this time is attempting to get a lab computer
support system. They want to get something as an interim system now, but COL
Halvorson hopes to get a turn-key type system through MEDCASE funds for the new
facility. If this effort fails, he will put the interim system into the new
hospital. CCL Sargent stated that the interim system possibly could be funded by
BLIC F funcs.

e. Equipment Acquisition Program - COL Warner introduced Mr. Bill Victory, the
new MEDCASE Manager and reported that out of 31 MPRs submitted to MEDCASE, 23 have
been approved, 1 was not eligible, 6 were returned for resubmission and I was
returned which did not require resubmission. Of the 6 resubmissions, 5 were routed
within MAMC and I was returned to the activity. There were 17 PRs submitted to
Huntsville.

f. Specific furnishings issues - COL Sargent reported the following:

(1) The sterilizer package is out for bids.

(2) One big issue has been discovered concerning the use of systems
furniture in the doctor's offices. One-half inch gypsum is being used throughout
the new hospital and the manufacturers will not hang systems furniture on the walls.
Omaha Corps of Engineers is now contacting other manufacturers to find out if
they can meet our requirement.

(3) COL Sargent asked about the status of the paper on the use of BLIC F
funds. COL Warner stated they are going to adhere to the policy that any equipment
bought with BLIC F funds for the current facility will go to the new hospital and
must be approved by the NMPG.
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5. There was no further business and the meeting adjourned at 1100. COL Casey
suggested that the next meeting be held after the new DCA arrives in July 1988.

WA. MILLER
COL, MS COL, MS
E::ecutive Agent/Recorder Acting Chairman

Approved/E "ed

A 1. POWELL. MD
Brigadier General, MC
Commanding

DISTRIBUTION:

Each member - 1
E':ecutive Committee - 9
Each NOn-member present - I

4"

4
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FORT CARSON TRANSITIONAL PLANNING WORKGROUP
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TRANSITIONAL PLANNING PACKET
TAB B

PURPOSE OF TRANSITIONAL PLANNING WORK GROUP (TPWG)

1. The purpose of this Transitional Planning Packet Tab is to familiarize staff
members with the purpose, composition, functions, and operation of the
Transitional Planning Work Group (TPWG).

2. The TPWG was established by the MEDDAC Commander to promote staff com-
munication and interface in the accomplishment of transitional planning tasks,
and to provide overall direction and impetus to the transitional planning
effort. Its specific functional responsihilities are as follows:

a. Identify transitional planning issues which require the formulation of
command positions/policies and refer to appropriate decision-making body for
action and subsequent issue of planning guidance.

b. Promote the exchange of information/knowledge which will facilitate
transition planning efforts and contribute to the identification of all tran-
sitional tasks which should be undertaken.

c. Identify all major transitional tasks which must be accomplished, recom-
mending rhe assignment of action proponency, tentative target date for comple-
tion, and internal/external elements with which coordination will he required.

d. Recommend reassignment of action proponency, as appropriate.

e. Receive, review and approve all plans as developed by action proponents
for the accomplishment of maior transitional tasks and related suhtasks.

f. Monitor the progress of on-going transitional tasks and related sub-
tasks, so as to promote their accomplishment in an effective, timely and well-
coordinated manner.

g. Review the status of tasks!subtasks which are significantly behind sche-
dule or can not be accomplished, formulating/recommending alternative solutions
or approaches as approDriate.

h. Via the membership, serve as a conduit for the dissemination of infor-
mation to all hospital elements as to what is being done by whom to prepare for
occupying and operating the new hospital.

3. The membership of the TPWG Is as depicted at Enclosure I to this Tab. While
admittedly a large group, it insures that all key functional activities are
represented, as well as provides for an established network of staff points of
contact through whom information can he disseminated concerning the status of
transitional planning activities and what is being done by whom to prepare for
operations in the new hospital.

4. Enclnsure 2 to this Tab projects the TPWG's schedule of meetings through the
end of 1985. Chiefs of Services/Branches who are not standing members of the
TPWG may attend meetings if desired, either to surface issues/problems/proposals
for consideration or to simply observe and become more cognizant of transitional
planning activities. Meetings are typically held in Baird Hall.
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Tab B Continued:

5. The TPWG employs a standing agenda, as depicted at Enclosure 3 to this Tab.
Members (or other hospital staff personnel) desiring to have
issues/problems/proposals presented to the TPWG for review and consideration
should contact the Transition Coordination Office for further information (Tele
#'s X4452/2955, Points of Contact: LTC Brown/LTC Sauter/MSG Ware/Ms Cardin).
Members of the TPWG are usually provided with a read-ahead packet, which is
distributed on the Friday afternoon preceeding the next week's scheduled meeting
on Thursday.

6. Formal minutes of TPWG meetings are not maintained.
Issues/problems/proposals as surfaced at a TPWG meeting which require attention
of the Construction Project Group (CPG) will typically be assigned to a member
of the TPWG for follow-up action. The tasked TPWG member will coordinate
assembly of all necessary information and development of a decision briefing for
presentation to the CPG.

2
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MEMBERSHIP
TRANSITIONAL PLANNING WORK GROUP (TPWG)

1. Deputy Commander for Administration (Chairperson)
2. Deputy Commander for Clinical Services
3. Chief, Department of Medicine

4. Chief, Department of Surgery
5. Chief, Department of Psychiatry
6. Chief, Department of Nursing
7. Chief, Department of Dentistry

8. Chief, Department of Radiology
q. Chief, Department of Pathology

10. Chief, Social Work Service
11. Chief, Pharmacy Service

12. Chief, Department of Ministry and Pastoral Care

13. Adjutant
14. Chief, Logistics Division
15. Chief, Patient Administration Division
16. Chief, Personnel Division
17. Chief, Nutrition Care Division
19. Chief, Comptroller Division
IQ. Chief, Plans, Operations and Training Division

20. Chief, Clinical Support Division
2k. Chief, Preventive Medicine Activity
22. Chief, Community Mental Health Activitv
23. Health Facilities Project Officer
24. Hospital Field Director, American Red Cross

25. Chief, Infection Control Service, Department of Nursing
26. Chief, Nursing Education and Training Section, Department of Nursing
27. Chief, Medical/Surgical Nursing Service, Department of Nursing

28. Chief, Ambulatory Nursing Service, Department of Nursing
29. Chief, Operating Room Service, Department of Nursing

30. Chief, Ancillarv Support Branch, Clinical Support Division
31. Chief, Ambulatory Support Branch, Clinical Support Division
32. Chief, Materiel Branch, Logistics Division

33. Chief, Property Mangement Branch, Logistics Division
34. Chief, Service Branch, Logistics Division
35. Chief, Medical Maintenance Branch, l.ogistics Division
36. Nursing Methods Analyst, Health Facilities Prolect Office
37. Command Sergeant Major

38. Transition Coordinator (Recorder)

Encl I to Tab B
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TRANSITIONAL PLANNING PACKET
TA- H

SCHEMATIC DEPICTING WAYS FOR ISSUES/P'IOBLEMS TO BE SURFACED FOR RESOLUTION

I. Relocation of a functioning hospital from an old facility into a new, with
no break in continuity of operations, is a complicated undertaking involving a

multitude of preparatory actions. Many of these actions must be undertaken far
in advance in order to provide enough lead-time for necessary coordination to be
effected, funding to be programmed, equipment to be procured, etc. It is
imperative that the planning effort serves to identify issues/problems in suf-
ficient time for an orderly plan of action to be developed which will lead to
their timely and effective resolution.

2. Even with the best of planning efforts, not all issues/problems can be iden-
tified and resolved in advance. A major objective of the planning effort,
however, should he to anticipate as many as possible, so that the number which
do surface at a later date is kept to an absolute minimum.

3. In the multidisciplinary and organizationally complex structure of a hospi-
tal, the involvement of as many staff members as possible is key to the realiza-
tion of a successful planning effort. No one individual, or even group of
individuals, has the degree of expertise and experience to be cognizant of
everything that needs to be done to insure that all hospital elements are fully
prepared to &-.cupy and effectively function in the new facility.

4. In this regard, it is essential that all staff members, at all echelons
within the hospital, have an understanding as to how issues/problems should be

surfaced and passed up the planning chain for review and action. The schematic
as attached at Enclosure I to this Tab serves to dep4ct how to get
issues/problems put into -the system", so that they eventually receive the
necessary attention by the appropriate planning entity which will lead to their
resolution.

5. The primary approach for raising an issue/problem, as is perceived to impact
on either relocation to on operations in the new hospital, would be to bring it
to the attention of a staff member's supervisor. It would then be successively
routed through those individuals/groups along the primary route as depicted by
heavy arrows on the schematic, ultimately surfacing to the Construction Project
Group (CPG) for consideration/recommendation and the Commander for decision
approval.

6. Dotted arrows at Enclosure I depict alternative approaches for surfacing

issues/problems, the result being the same in that they would eventually rise to
the attention of the CPG for consideration and action.

7. If a staff member perceives an issue/problem to exist, or simply has
comments/suggestions which would serve to enhance planning efforts, they should
be surfaced. Such input is encouraged and solicited, as everyone else in the
organization may have overlooked what is an obvious, and extremely important,

planning point.
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NEW MADIGAN PROJECT OFFICE FACT SHEET
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FACT SHEET

Date: 24 Apr 87
Office of Origin:

NMPO/6698

SUBJECT: Madigan Army Medical Center, Ft Lewis, WA

PURPOSE: To provide information about the new Madigan Army Medical Center being
constructed at Ft Lewis, Washington.

DISCUSSION.

1. Project Scope. The new 1.2 million square foot Madigan Army Medical
Center will be a 414 bed tertiary care teaching facility. Mobilization expansion
capability of 208 beds will provide a total mobilization capacity of 622 beds.
The new facility will occupy a 100 acre site and will consist of a nine-story
nursing tower, a four-story ancillary support structure, a three-story out-
patient clinic, nnd a one-story logistics building. The project will also
include: an ambulance shelter, helipad, medical gas storage facility, roadways,
expansion of an existing heating plant, and parking areas for approximately
2,000 vehicles.

2. Design Concept. The new MAMC is designed to fully address the functional
needs of the teacihng and tertiary care institution and to meet the overall
design objectives. The complex is divided into four separate buildings which
house different functional occupancies. With the exception of the logistics
building, complete interstitial space is provided above each level for building
systems, and for future operational flexibility. This interstitial space is
dedicated to building utility and transportation systems with no storage or uses
permitted other than those activities associated with maintenance and modifica-
tion of the utility systems.

The buildings are designed to three different occupancy types and are
arranged to reflect the intrinsic nature of the use enclosed. The nursing tower
is a modular bay structure with compact dual corridor arrangements for efficient
work flow, and has windows at residential height. The ancillary support struc-
ture has fewer window openings and is developed as an iciternally-oriented
building in keeping with its controlled medical environments. Both of these
buildings are designed to meet "health care occupancy" criteria. The logistics
building is expressed as the industrial processing warehouse that it is, and is
screened from view by earth berms. The logistics building is positioned so that
nothing is located above it, and with a complete two-hour fire-rated separation
enabling it to be designed to meet "industrial occupancy" criteria. The out-
patient clinic has a low massing, resembling a suburban medical office building.
The separation from the main hospital is accomplished with two three-story
bridge connectors which complete the enclosure of a very attractive courtyard
between the two elements. This courtyard will provide a much needed visual ame-
nity that is considered essential because of its functional and environmental
advantages. The courtyard will provide needed outside space for hospital and
clinic requirements, fresh air intakes, and selective "daylighting" into clinic
and ancillary waiting and sub-waiting areas. It also assists in attaining a
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distinct separation of the hospital and clinic elements to enable the clinic

element to be designed against "business occupancy" criteria.

The entire complex is thoughtfully sited to take full advantage of the
superb natural setting of its new location. Scenic views of Mount Rainier and
Puget Sound are recognized as making positive contributions to the healing pro-
cess, so the facility is oriented toward providing every tower bedroom with a
view of one of these features.

3. Physical Characteristics.

Gross square feet 1.2 million

Total beds (normal) 414
Total beds (mobilization) 622
Operating rooms 14 (4 for outpatient surgery)
Delivery rooms 4
Bassinets 65
Dental chairs 14
Linear accelerators 3
Simulator room I
Radiographic rooms

General radiographic rooms 15 (1 in Orth Clinic)
Fluoroscopic rooms 6 (1 in GI Clinic)
Special procedure rooms 2
Cardiac Catheterization Lab 1 (Adj to Surg Suite)
CT Scan 2
Chest rooms 2
Mammographic rooms 2
Cysto Suites 5 (Urology Clinic)
IVP room I (Urology Clinic)

4. Special Features.

Bedrooms designed for mobilization expansion
1, 2 and 4 bed patient rooms

Piped medical gases Lu each bed
Indivzidual color TV's for each patient bed
Nurse call system
Internal and external pocket paging system
Central voice paging system
Central music system
Elecronic private automatic branch exchange
Dual broadband coaxial cable system local area network
Central dictation system
Facsimile system
Room status indicator (in clinic building)
Drive-up pharmacy
Satellite pharmacies on each nursing floor
Interstitial space
Totally sprinklered facility
Engineered smoke control system
Fire detection alarm system

-2-
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5. Materiel Distribution Systems.

a. Automatic Box Conveyor System (ABC). A 47-station system of self-
propelled delivery vehicles that automatically transit to and from their des :i-
nation along a traffic-controlled network of horizontal and vertical tracks.
System is to be used to transport medical records, x-rays, and small items of
supply.

b. Pneumatic Tube System (PTS). A 51-station computer-controlled,
pneumatically-powered system that transports special carriers through a 6" tube.
System is to be used to transport messages, small items of supply and other
items that physically fit the special carriers and can tolerate this method of
transportation.

c. Automatic Transport System (ATS). A fully coordinated and interfaced
automated system for transporting clean and soiled materials in carts between
processing areas and strategically-located user terminals. These carts will be
carried aboard computer-controlled automated vehicles called "transporters" that
follow low voltage guide wires embedded in the floors of the cart paths.
Vertical movement of these carts wili be by seven dedicated elevators while most
horizontal movement is through the crawl space. The ATS transporters will have
the ability to automatically pick up and drop off carts without human assistance
at terminals throughout the system.

d. Pharmacy 2oint-to-Point Pneumatic Tube. Two dedicated point-to-point
pneumatic tube systems within the pharmacy. One is between main outpatient
dispensing and satellite dispensing. The other is between satellite dispensing
and the drive-up station.

e. Inpatient Pharmacy Lift. An automatic discharge dumbwaiter lift is pro-
vided from the inpatient pharmacy to satellite pharmacies located on each
patient care floor in the nursing tower for direct movement of pharmaceuticals
and supplies between these elements.

f. Equipment Room Dumbwaiter. Two dumbwaiters are provided, one at each
end of the tower to move filters, equipment, and spare parts between the crawl
space and the tower mechanical rooms on floors 2 through 8.

g. CMS Dumbwaiter. An automatic discharge totebox dumbwaiter for the
"stat" movement of small items of supply, individual packs and other goods bet-

ween CMS and the surgery suite and delivery suite.

h. Case Cart Lift. An automatic load and discharge cart lift to transport
surgical case carts from CMS to the surgery suite and delivery suite.

i. ATS Elevators. Seven elevators dedicated to the vertical transportation of
the ATS carts. Two each are located in the nursing tower, outpatient clinic
building and the ancillary support building, and one in the logistics building.

-3-
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6. Vertical Transportation (passenger).

a. Elevators. A total of 14 elevators are provided for the movement of
people within the facility. The nursing tower contains four patient/staff
hospital-size elevators and five passenger elevators for movement of visitors
(An additional elevator shaft is provided for a sixth passenger elevator if the
tower is expanded at a later date). The ancillary support building contains two
hospital-size elevators near the emergency room for movement of patients to the
surgical suite, intensive care units, and labor and delivery suites. Three
passenger elevators are also provided in the clinic building to accommodate han-
dicapped patients and staff.

b. Escalators. An escalator provides the primary vertical transportation
between the three levels of the clinic building.

7. Location of Activities by Building and Level:

NITRSING TOWER (HEALTH CARE OCCUPkNCY)

Ground floor - Nutritional Care Div Post Exchange
Dining Room Beauty and Barber Shop
Inpatient Pharmacy Optical Shop
?ost Office/mail room Snack bar & Vending Area

First floor - Patient Services Patient Administration
Patient library Patient Assistance
Chapel & Chaplain offices Quality Assurance
Main lobby Inpatient Medical Records

Second floor - Step Down Unit (2S) 20 beds Hemodialysis Unit
Nursing Service supervisors Nephrology Clinic

Respiratory Therapy

Third floor - Obstetrical Unit (3S) 29 beds Obstetrical Unit (3N) 29 beds

Fourth floor - Med/Surg Unit (4S) 28 beds Pediatrics Unit (4N) 32 beds

Fifth floor - Med/Surg Unit (5S) 28 beds Psychiatry Unit (ON) 32 beds

Sixth floor - Med/Surg Unit (6S) 32 beds Med/Surg Unit (6N) 32 beds

Seventh floor - Med/Surg Unit (7S) 32 beds Med/SuLg Unit (7N) 32 beds

Eighth floor - Orthopedics Unit (8S) 30 beds Orthopedics Unit (8N) 30 beds

-4-
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ANCILLARY SUPPORT BUILDING (HEALTH CARE OCCUPANCY)

Ground floor - Central Materiel Service Nuclear Medicine
Laboratory Radiation Therapy
Medical Photography & Illus- Plant Maintenance
tration

First floor - Blood Donor Center Physical Medicine/PT & OT
Emergency Room & Acute American Red Cross & Volunteers

Minor Illness Clinic Radiology

Second floor - Surgical Suite Dental Clinic
Ambulatory Surgery Urology Clinic
Anesthesiology Intensive Care Units (SICU,

MICU, CCU)

Third floor - Labor and Delivery Suite Nursery

LOGISTICS BUILDING (INDUSTRIAL OCCUPANCY)

Ground floor - Logistics Energy Plant and Control Ce:_ er
Clinical Investigations

OUTPATIENT CLINIC BUILDING (BUSINESS OCCUPAýNCY)

Ground floor - Dept of Medicine Automation Management Ofc
Allergy/Immunization Clinic Medical Specialty Clinic
Audio Visual Production Nursing Education & Staff Dev.
Auditorium & Conference Room OB/GYN Clinic
Child Guidance Clinic Dir. of Plans, Training & Sec.
Dietetics & Clinical Dietetics Preventive Medicine
Dermatology Clinic Provost Marshal
Hematology/Oncology Clinic Psychiatric Clinic
Medical Clinic Social Work Service

First floor - Brace Shop Orthopedic/Podiatry Clinic
Command Suite Outpatient Pharmacy
Comptroller Outpatient Records
Family Practice Clinic Pediatric Clinic
Judge Advocate General Public Affairs Office
Clinic & Nursing Administra- Vending area

tion Veterinary Service

Second floor - Dept of Surgery Medical Holding Company
Central Appointments Medical Library
Audio/Speech Therapy Optometry/Opthalmology Cl
Cardio/Pulmonary Clinic Dir. of Personnel
ENT Clinic Surgical Clinic
Equal Opportunity Office Surgical Specialty Clinic
Inspector General

-5-
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8. Distribution of Beds by Patient Care Unit

SECOND FLOOR, ANCILLARY SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Intensive Care Units:

Surgical ICU
3 Isolation Rooms 3
7 Single Bed Rooms 7

TO Beds
Medical ICU

3 Isolation Rooms 3
7 Single Bed Rooms 7

T0 Beds
Coronary Care Unit

8 Single Bed Rooms 8 Beds

SECOND FLOOR, NURSING TOWER
Stevo-Down Unit (2S)

2 Isolation Rooms 2
4 Single Bed Rooms 4 (4)
5 Two Bed Rooms 10 (5)
1 Four Bed Room 4 (2)

2& (1i)*

THIRD FLOOR, NURSING TOWER
Obstetrical Unit (3S) Obstetrical Unit (3N)

I Isolation Rooms 1 2 isolation Room 2
5 Single Bed Rooms 5 (5) 4 Single Bedrooms 4 (4)

10 Two Bed Rooms 20 (10) 10 Two Bed Rooms 20 (10)
I Three Bed Room 3 (2) 1 Three Bed Room 3 (2)

T9 (17)* 29 (f6)*

FOURTH FLOOR, NURSING TOWER
Medical/Surgical Unit (4S) Pediatrics Unit (4N)

2 Isolation Rooms 2 3 Isolation Rooms 3
0 Single Bed Rooms 0 3 Single Bed Rooms 3 (3)
7 Two Bed Rooms 14 (7) 7 Two Bed Rooms 14 (7)
3 Four Bed Rooms 12 (6) 3 Four Bed Rooms 12 (6)

28 (13)* 3-2 (T6)*

FIFTH FLOOR, NURSING TOWER
Medical/Surgical Unit (5S) Psychiatry Unit (5N)

2 Isolation Rooms 2 0 Isolation Rooms 0
0 Single Bed Rooms 0 2 Single Bed Rooms 2 (2)
7 Two Bed Rooms 14 (7) 2 Seclusion Rooms 2
3 Four Bed Rooms 12 (6) 4 Two Bed Rooms 8 (4)

28 ( 1)* 5 Four Bed Rooms 20 (10)
32 (16)*

-6-
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SGFP-PM-28
SUBJECT: Madigan Army Medical Center, Ft Lewis, WA

SIXTH FLOOR NURSING TOWER
Medical/Surgical Unit (6S) Medical/Surgical Unit (6N)

2 Isolation Rooms 2 2 Isolation Rooms 2
6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6) 6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6)
8 Two Bed Rooms 16 (8) 8 Two Bed Rooms 16 (8)
2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4) 2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4)

32 (18)* 32
SEVENTH FLOOR NURSING TOWER

Medical Surgical Unit (7S) Medical/Surgical Unit (7N)
2 Isolation Rooms 2 2 Isolation Rooms 2
6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6) 6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6)
8 Two Bed Rooms 16 (8) 8 Two Bed Rooms 16 (8)
2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4) 2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4)

32 (18)* 3: (18)*

EIGHTH FLOOR NURSING TOWER
Orthopedics Unit (8S) Orthopedics Unit (8N)

2 Isolation Rooms 2 2 Isolation Rooms 2
6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6) 6 Single Bed Rooms 6 (6)
7 Two Bed Rooms 14 (7) 7 Two Bed Rooms 14 (7)
2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4) 2 Four Bed Rooms 8 (4)

30 (17)* 30 (17)*

Types of Rooms Normal Operating beds
Operating Beds Under Mobilization

Seclusion Rooms - 2 2 beds (2)
Isolation Rooms - 30 30 beds (30)
Single Bed Rooms - 76 76 beds (130)**
Two Bed Rooms - 96 192 beds (288)
Three Bed Rooms - 2 6 beds (10)
Four Bed Rooms - 27 108 beds (162)

414 (622)

* Nu 7 f expansion beds per unit.
** T, wo (22) of the single patient rooms are ICU beds that are not expan-

dable.

BASSIt-,
Full Term 40 (6 are for observation)
Intermediate Care 8
Neonatal Intensive Care 15
Isolation Rooms 2

TOTAL 65

COL Martin W. Sargent/967-6698

-7-
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.ZSrTON FORM9
use of this form, see AR 340-15: the proponent aqency is TAGO.

..- ERENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJECT

SGFP-PM-28 MAMC Replacement Project -- INFORMATION DF

TO CofS FROM NlvMPO DATE 24 Jun 86 CMTI

MAJ Simmons/bai/669ý

1. Purpose. To provide project information on subject construction and its economic impact
on the local community.

2. Information.

a. Project Design Team:
Project Manager: Dept of the Army, Corps of Engineers

(Contracting Officer: Seattle District)
Project User: The Office of the Surgeon General

(Program Manager: US Army Health Facility Planning Agency)
Architects/Engineer: John Graham Co & Sherlock, Smith & Adams Inc

b. Project Scope:
414 Bed Tertiary Care/Teaching Hospital
618 Bed capability under mobilization (204 expansion beds)

9 Floor Nursing Tower
3 Floor Outpatient Clinic
4 Floor Associated Ancillary Support Facility
1 Floor Supply Building
1.2 Million Gross Square Feet

$338,000,000 fully authorized over six fiscal years

c. Project Status:
Initial Site Package: Site preparation, excavating, road construction, relocate

utilities, shoppette and Resident Engineer Office.
Contractor: Pacific Ventures Inc
Notice to Proceed: 11 Jan 85
Completion Date: 30 Apr 86
Construction Cost: $5,400,000 ($300,000 in unsettled claims)

d. Main Construction Package: Hospital Construction
Contractor: Blount Brothers Corporation
Notice to Proceed: 15 Jul 86 (anticipated)
Projected Completion Date: Nov 90
Original Contract Price: $207,756,000 (anticipated)

e. Economic Impact: A Corps of Engineer study indicates that the project will have a
positive impact on the community. An estimated 700 to 1000 jobs will be generated in the
construction trades. With the existing work force and construction schedule, the total impact
is considered insignificant. Manpower, materials and support required locally are considered
adequate for the project. Funding projections are as follows:

FY86: $24,900,000 (appropriation)
FY87: $72,000,000 (requested)
FY88: $90,000,000 (programmed)
FY89: $80,000,000
FY90: $60,000,000

A&S C. SI-MMONS
MAJ, MS, Asst C, NMPO

FOAU PREVIOUS EDITIONS WILL BE USED *
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DISPOSITION FORM
For use of this form, see AR 340-15; the proponent agncy is TAGO.

REFERENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJECTSGFP-PM-28 MAMC Replacement Project -- INFORMATION DF

TO CofS FROM NMPO DATE 30 Sep 86 CMTI

MAJ Simmons/bai/6698

1. Purpose. To provide general information on MAfC replacement project and construction sta-
tus for the Tri-Service Quarterly Meeting.

2. Information.

a. Project Design Team:
Project Manager: Dept of the Army, Corps of Engineers

(Contracting Officer: Seattle District)
Project User: The Office of the Surgeon General

(Program Manager: US Army Health Facility Planning Agency)
Architpcts/Engineer: John Graham Co & Sherlock, Smith & Adams Inc

b. Project Scope:
414 Bed Tertiary Care/Teaching Hospital
61F Bed capability under uobilization (204 expansion beds)

9 Floor Nursing Tower
3 Floor Oitpatient Clinic
4 Floor A-ociated Ancillary Support Facility
I Floor Supply Building
1.2 Million Gross Square Feet

$338,000,000 fully authorized over six fiscal years

c. Project Status:
Initial Site Package: Site preparation, excavating, road construction, relocate

utilities, shoppette and Resident Engineer Office.
Contractor: Pacific Ventures Inc
Notice to Proceed: 11 Jan 85
Completion Date: 30 Apt 86
Construction Cost: $5,400,000

d. Main Construction Package: Hospital Construction
Contractor: Blount Brothers Corporation
Notice to Proceed: 22 Jul 86
Projected Completion Date: 23 Nov 90
Original Contract Price: $207,756,000

e. Construction Status: During the first two months of the main construction package for
the MAMC replacement project the contractor has mobilized and established operations on the

site, completed initial grading and densification operations, and has begun forming and
pouring grade beams and mud slabs. Work on the project is 1.4% complete and proceeding on

schedule. No problems of significance have been reported to, date.

•JIMES C. SIMMIONS

MAJ, MS
Asst C, New Madigan Project Office
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CONCEPTS OF OPERATION
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION
OB/GYN DEPARTMENT AND CLINIC

MISSION:

OB Outpatient: Evaluation of the outpatient obstetrical
patient of all gestational ages for routine care, special
obstetrical needs to include, but not limited to, amniocentesis,
high risk pregnancy, multiple gestation, non-stress testing,
ultrasound testing, and genetic counselling.

GYN Outpatient: Evaluation of the gynecology patient to
include; routine gynecology examinations, colposcopy, urodynamic
testing, oncology, infertility and screening patients for triage
for emergent health problems, biopsies, and special procedures.
Active Duty Sick call is held daily prior to seeing appointed
patients.

PATIENT FLOW:

All patients will be taken care of in the clinic area. The
patients will check into the reception area (G-65-2), those
presenting for triage (walk-in GYN problems) will be referred to
the Outpatient Records area located on the first floor to obtain
their records. OB patients presenting in labor will be given
their record and directed to Labor and Delivery, up the elevator,
accross the bridge connectors, and to the elevator to the third
floor. Non-appointed OB patients will be seen on a walk-in basis
as necessary.

Patients will be referred to the outpatient lab and
outpatient pharnacy (located on 1st floor, directly above OB/GYN
clinic) after completion of their appointments.

Patients will be called via the intercom from either the main
waiting room (G-65-10) or one of the smaller subwaiting rooms (G-
55-13 and G-55-20). At the present time these waiting rooms will
be essentially reserved for patients awaiting to be seen in the
Colpo Clinic, Ultrasound and Uro-dynamic testing area.

ROOM UTILIZATION:

Room designations would remain the same as indicated except
for the following proposals:

Child Care waiting (G-66-10) will be utilized as a conference
room/class room.

Exam Roomz 018 and #22 (G-CG-1 and G-55-8) will be used as
ultrasound rooms.
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Resident Office #13 and adjoining exam room #26 (G-55-4 and
G-55-3 respectively) will be used for uro-dynamic testing.

Exam Room #21 (G-55-24) will be used as a secure medication
room with refrigeration capabilities for culture median and
medications.

Treatment rooms G-55-21 and 22 will be exclusively used for
colposcopy examinations.

Resident Work Room (G-55-23) will be used for NST testing,
hoping that the dimensions of this room will accommodate a
minimum of four (4) exam tables.

Nurse Screeners Room (G-64-9) and adjacent exam rooms #33 (G-
64-8) and #35 (G-64-10) will be used exclusively for the
screening/triage doctor.

Classroom (G-64-4) will be used as an office for the head
nurse and the nurse educator.

SUPPLIES:

A. CMS: Delivered to clean supply and linen rooms (G-55-I
and G-56-2). _'peculums will be distributed to all examination
and treatment rooms at time of delivery. During the day
speculums will be washed in the "industrial strength" dishwashers
which should be installed under the counter in each of the soiled
utlity rooms (G-54-2 and G-56-3). All other sterile supplies
will be stored in the clean supply and linen rooms in cabinets
until time of utilization, and will be exchanged on a daily basis
one for one.

B. EXPENDABLE: Medical supplies will be stored in the
locked medication room proposed, also in the clean supply and
linen rooms. Non-medical supplies will be stored in the
forms/literature sLorage room and the two storage rooms located
at either end of the main hallway allowing easy access by all
personnel.

COMMUNICATION:

Overhead paging should be available from all offices and
examination rooms, irregardless of utilization. Seperate digit
paging should be designated for each waiting area, i.e. Waiting
room G-65-9 and 10 paging number 1 and sub-waiting room G-55-13
paging number 2, and sub-waiting room G-55-2- paging number 3.
There should also be a paging system that can access all waiting
areas and all corridors for general announcements or when trying
to locate a physican or patient. All examination rooms,
administrative offices, doctors offices, and specialty rooms
should have intercom communication.
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HOUSKEEPING:

Housekeeping can be accomlished daily after closure of the
clinic, however, it is desirable, that all toilets used by the
general patient population be cleaned a minimum of twice during
the clinic day. Preferably once in the mid-morning and again in
the mid-afternoon.

LABORATORY & DISTRIBUTION:

Most lab specimens will be obtained at the lab since the
patient must present there to have the lab work accomplished.
Stat lab results can be telephoned back to the clinic on a line
that should be reserved exclusively for the lab, either their
calling us with results or us calling them for results. It is
desireable that all laboratory reports be returned immediately to
the clinic upon completion, provided completion is during normal
duty hours. This could be accomplished through the pneumatic
tube system.
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QUESTIONS/CONCERN

The following are some questions that have come up during our
effort to accomplish the concept of operation, and we request
assistance in clarification.

1. Roems GS-55-22 and 21 what is the drawing along inner
wall. Sink/Storage space?

2. What is the space along common wall between G-65-5 and G-
65-4?

3. What are the dimensions of the following rooms? 0-66-IC,
G-55-8, G-55-23, G-55-10. Also most exam rooms look about the
same size, are they? And what are the dimensions of the average
exam room?

4. Do all the toilets have sinks? If so, then what do the
little box configurations in each exam room represent? We were
under the impression they were sinks.

5. Will stretchers and wheelchairs fit through all exam and
treatment rooms with ease? Or, what are the dimensions of the
door ways?

6. Are there sinks in the following rooms? G-54-5, and G65-
4 ?

7. Are there patient call buttons to alert hospital staff in

all patient toilets?

8. How is contaminated waste disposed of?

9. How are large amounts of records going to be obtained and
returned to outpatient records section? As they presently are?
Also at present a large "tub" is used to transport the over 2,000
OB patient records between labor and delivery at the close of
each business day, however, labor and delivery is adjacent to the
OB/GYN clinic. In the new hospital that is no longer going to be
the case and so a new system for mass record transfer is either
going to have to be devised, or we will be forced to go back to
the present way of using a very antiquated technique.

10. How will used supplies be returned to CIMS for
sterilization?

11. Will pneumatic tube take blood an urine sDecimens
collected in the clinic area to the lab without breakage?

12. What is a room status indicator and how is it used?
There needs to be some mechanism available to call nurses to
examination roomc and to notify others that the room is occupied.
Is the room stastus indicator capable of this function?
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13. What happens when cardiac arrest occurs in clinic? Where
will the crash carts be located and will the CA Team come from
the ER or the main hospital complex to assist?

Barbara Bohl-Baker
Admin Officer
Department of OB/GYN

Rita Z. Sorenson
Head Nurse
OB/GYN Clinic



Patient Administration Division

1. Organizational Elements: a. Office of the Chief
b. Patient Affairs Branch
c. Patient Accountability Branch
d. Medical Records Administration Branch
e. Outpatient Records Branch

2. Mission: a. Custodian of inpatient and outpatient medical records (ld&e)
b. Administration of admission and discharge of patients (ic)
c. Administrative transfer of inpatients (Id)
d. Collection of medical statistical data (1d)
e. Hospital treasure functions (Ic)
f. Preparation of vital statistic documents and casualty reports (Ib)
g. CHAMPUS information (Ib)
h. Medical Board activities (Ib&d)
i. Initiate third party liability action (Ib)
j. Supplemental Care and Civilian Claims (Ic)
k. Medical statements (Id)
1. Release of medical information (Id)
m. Inpatient and Outpatient dictation (Id)

3. Location and Hours of Operation: a. Office of the Chief, IAA 13, 0730-1630 H-F
b. Patient Affairs, IAA019, IAA2I, 0730-1630
c. Patient Accountability Branch, IAWO4, 2BF02-

Treasurer's Office - 0730-1600 M-F
Admission and Disposition - 24 hours, 7 da
Other Sections - 0730-1630 M-F

d. Medical Records Administration Branch,
IAA.08, IAAI6, 2BK04, 2BF73 - 0730-1630 11-F

e. Outpatient Records Branch, 2CY02, 0730-2300
M-F

4. Communications'. a. Office of the Chief: C, FAD, Asst C, NCOIC, #8386
b. Patient Affairs Br: C, #8275
c. Patient Accountability Br: C, #8386
d. Medical Record Administration Br: C, #8389
e. Outpatient Record Branch: C, #8290

5. External Dr!pt/Div Interface: a. (1) All administrative and clinical elements
of the NEDDAC, (2) individual walk-ins

72
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b. ref of Administrative servýe

c. Post - SJA, AG, Law Enforcement Comd, Compt, DENTAC, 326 Med Bn, 86 CSH,
CID, IG

d. HSC - PAS&BA, PAD, DCS Prof Actv, IG

6. System supporting De./Div: All do to some extent.

7. •Sinificant Chang as a Result of Move:

a. Outpatient Records Branch, (1) Patients will be largely eliminated from
transporting records (except TMC). Records will not be given to patients but
delivered by outpatient record personnel to clinics or ward and then collected
following patient/provider encounter. Pneumatic tube delivery will be used
between clinics. (2) Outpatient Records Room and Pediatrics Records Room will
be consolidated into one record area. Filing will be in usual terminal digit
file system (like colors together) manner rather than by the last digit.

b. Clothing and Baggage Room. There is no clothing and baggage room in the
new hospital. Only that which can be placed in the closets on the wards can be
accepted. This will cease to be a PAD function thereby complying with AR 40-2.

c. Inpatient Transcription. Instead of the current Lanier head wire dictation
system there will be either a Dictaphone or Lanier dictation system using controlled
telephone access and having an editing capability. Current memory typewriters will
be released to the Outpatient Dictation Section, PAD, and replaced by modern word
processing equipment.

d. Treasurer's Office. For those patients without deposited valuables or
monies in the Patient Trust Fund, on a trial basis, central PAD clearance will
be operated from this point with wards using the pneumatic tube to move the
clearance form rather than the patient. On receipt of clearance form, the cus-
tomary forms will be completed in Treasurer, bill typed and returned to ward for
the patient. Treasurer will notify AAD of clearance. On Sat, Sun, and holidays
that portion of clearance possible will be accomplished in AAD which will coordi-
nate with Treasurer on next day on those released during that time frame.

e. Pneumatic tube will be used to the maximum for all correspondence and
records instead of runners.

f. Outpatient dictation will continue to expand services to providers as
training, equipment and resources permit.

g. Inpatient Records will use movable shelves for filing inpatient records
rather than current open shelves.
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h. To the maximum extent possible, patients will not be given their original
medical records to transport to clinics or between clinics. Following a visit
to a clinic or hospitalization on a ward the health or outpatient treatment re-
cord should not be given to the patient but withheld pending retrieval by out-
patient records personnel.

74
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ADDENDUM TO PAD CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

8a. Walk-in patients should stop by the Outpatient Records Room before going
to the clinic - just as in the old hospital. Normal delivery of the outpatient
record will be by PAD personnel to the clinic several times an hour. Delivery
of outpatient records from PAD by pneumatic tube will not be the norm but shall
also be used depending on numbers and availability of carriers and size of the
record as limiting factors. Some thick records will be split between current
and old data with only current data forwarded to the clinic unless the ertire
record is specified (due to size of record the pneumatic tube will accommodate).
Only if there is no other way to move the record will it be given to the patient
to deliver to the next clinic and then it must be placed in a sealed envelope
and next clinic appointment verified. Outpatient records of inpatients will be
delivered the day of admission as required when the Outpatient Record Room is
notified.

8b. Patient baggage is limited to capacity of closets in patient rooms. There
were an average of 4.3 patients per month medevac in to Fort Campbell in FY82.
Almost all had a home of record in the local area. Baggage should be picked up
by relatives of the patient or by the company to which assigned (first choice),
placed with Med Hold Co (it should be noted there is no security currently at Med
Hold 2500 area), if necessary, as in any similar hospital (such as Eisenhower),
or remain with the patient on the patient care unit (last choice but currently
the only alternative unless Med Hold Co capabilities increase.

8c. Patients must come to the Treasurer's Office to pay any balance due on a
bill.

8d. There are virtually no changes contemplated in the procedures involved in
convalescent leave, patient evac in or out, securing patient valuables, reports
from patient care units, death procedures or other vital statistical data. The
only normal deviation would be using the pneumatic tube system in some cases to
deliver notices or other paperwork instead of the current distribution system or
handcarry mode of operation.

There is a modification in admission of a patient in that there will no longer be
a requirement for the admissions clerk to provide a 3"x5" patient card or bed card
to the patient area to which the patient is assigned. Although the Admissions
Office data will reflect assigned patient care unit, the assignment of an actual
room to the patient will be accomplished by Dept of Nursing personnel at the
patient care unit. Those requiring actual room number of a patient will obtain
that data from the patient care unit.
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION
DEPAInTQ2I OF NURSING

2 November 1982

1. Organizational Elements: Organizational chart identifies Department
of Nursing subcrmponents and depicts chain-of-command (Attachment 1).

2. Mission: The mission of the Department of Nursing is to provide
nurs1 -ivices as required in the examination, care and treatment of
patients in accordance with established standards of nursing practice.

Includes hands on nursing services, training and development of nursing
staff. ME2)DAC wide and as directed, assuring quality of nursing care,
unit level management of essential hotel functions in the absence of an
established non nursing program, supplying the MEDDAC with non prepack-
aged sterile supplies and monitoring all MEfTAC/DENTAC autoclaving
functions, providing career guidance and counseling to military and
civilian nursing personnel and managing the day-to-day infection control
program (see AR 40-6, AR 40-48, AR 40-66, AR 40-407, DA PAM 40-5, HSC
Reg 10-1, F09EEDAC Reg 10-1).

3. Location and Hours of Operation: Inpatient services to include CMS,
emergency nursing care and operative/anesthesia nursing services are
provided on a 24 hour daily basis. Supervision is likewise provided 24
hours daily by Assistant Chiefs E/N/Relief. Outpatient, as well as for-
rin. frducational rrprvicr.- are providrd during nornml duty hours. Onre
fully developed, Infection Control Quality Assurance programs should
operate 24 hours daily as an integral part of the nursing process.

Bldg A, Level 1 ROCM PHONE

Chief Nurse 1AB57D 8034/5
Assistant Chief Nurse, Days/ 1AB57C 8036
Chief Clinical Nursing Svc
Asst C, Evenings & Nights

(available after normal duty hours)
C, Nursing Education & Training Svc 1AB64 8311-5
C, M-S Nursing Section IAB57B 8037/8
Infection Contol/QA Nurse 1AB60 8035
Chief Wardmaster IAB57A 8039

Bldg B, Level 1 ROOM4 PIONE

C, aiS IBB02 8098

Bldg B, Level 2 ROOM PHONE

C, Maternal Child Hlth Nsg Sec 2BE15 8210/1
C, OR Nsg Sec 2BD43 8206
C, Anesthesia Nsg Sec 2BD57A 8207/8

Bldg C, Level 2 ROOM PIE

C, Clinics/Cormunity Hlth Nsg 2CU08 8148(Ambulatory Nsg Svc)

62
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION
DEPAIZItE' OF NURSING

(Continued)

4. Communications: See paragraph 3 for phone numbers of key positions.
Clinical and Administrative Services must maximize oollaboration/coordi-
nation efforts with the office of the chief and the section chiefs. In
turn, they must minimize this activity for major programs at the head
nurse/wardmaster level thus allowing maximum time for patient care,
staff development/orientation readiness preparation, quality assurance
programs and collaboration with individual practitioners. Individuals
listed in paragraph 3 are availablb to provide assistance internally and
externally. Clinical head nurses deal directly with individual prac-
titioners and ward officers. These individual practitioners, when wear-
ing service and department chief hats, deal more appropriately with
individuals in paragraph 3. This is not an effort to decrease cmn-
munications at the patient care level but rather an effort to simplify
communications for head nurses and wardmasters and to assure accomplish-
ment of their primary mission.

5. External Dept/Div Interface: Local, HSC, AMEDDPERSA.

a. Critical Feeder Systems include Personnel and Resource Manage-
ment Groups, the Comptroller (Budgeting), Logistical Support, Forms and
Publications, PAD elements, Food Service, Medical Departments, and such
elements as Pathology, Radiology, CSD, Office of CPS.

b. Other MEIDAC elements directly impacting nursing include the
American Red Cross, Social Work, Non Clinical Food Service elements, CSD
support elements, Unions, the Medical Company, Comptroller. Very little
does not impact nursing. In actuality, all activities impact nursing
delivery systems to a greater or lesser degree.

c. Chain of supervision depicted in Attachment 1. Medical super-
vision of patient care occurs at all levels of care and management.

d. Other organizations of daily or frequent importance include but
are not limited to the JCAH, IG, and professional organizations.

6. Policy and Procedure:

a. Policy and procedures addressing the role and functions of
nursing are the exclusive right of nursing. The Chief, Department of
Nursing is the policy making agent for nursing with input from clinical
nursing practitioners.

(1) Internal changes: Any policy/procedural change impacting a
single patient care unit (PCU) must be coordinated with the clinical
section chief responsible for the PCU. Those changes affecting several
ICU's or the entire department must be coordinated with Chief, Depart-

ment of Nursing after acquiring onncurrence/nonaoncurrences from in-
volved section chiefs.
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION
DEPARIMM'r OF NURSING

(Continued)

(2) External change requests: Any policy/procedural changes
desired by activities external to Department of Nursing must be coor-
dinated with C, DON. Implementing instructions for nursing personnel
will be issued by C, DON.

(3) Patient care during peace time and in the event of partial
of full mobilization is considered to be the priority mission of nursing
personnel. Compliance with standakds for advance posting of time sche-
dules. requires that all regularly published duty rosters reach the de-
partment at least 4 weeks in advance of the starting date on the roster.
All communications to staff members regarding personnel requirements,
release from duty, additional duties, and mandatory training must be
routed through the C, DON for distribution to the individual involved.

7. System's Support of Department: Virtually all hospital systems
directly or indirectly impact nursing. The MISO and UCA have thus far
provided minimal support in comparison to the potential demonstrated in
the civilian world over the past decade.

8. Significant Changes as a Result of Move: The increased clinical
space and lack of "closeness" will dilute observational abilities of an
already limited staff. Open bays are an advantage where staffing is
limited. However, patient and personnel morale should be greatly en-
hanced by environmental and technical improvements, and steps should be
saved by the telephone and pneumatic tube services and the centralized
nurse call system. Bed management may be more complex because of
male/female mix and competition for private roaos. Advantages and
disadvantages should be apparent within the first six weeks of
operation. Space will be a problem for areas such as education and
training not only for classes but for storage of costly items; but
improved AV support will enhance 24 hour capability once programming is
improved.

a. Nursing unit staff will determine the bed location for each
newly admitted patient based on diagnosis, acuity, and staffing (quanrity
apd quality). Subsequent patient movement within a given nursing unit
.ai~k- at the discretion of the head nurse/charge nurse: the primary
physician will be kept imformed of plans and needs under non emergent
conditions. Appropriate notifications (diet roster, pharmacy, infor-
mation desk, nurse call system operator) will be made by the nursing
unit staff in the event of inter-unit relocations. Based on notifica-
tion by the head nurse/charge nurse that a nursing unit has reached full
occupancy, it is the responsibility of the ward medical officer to take
appropriate actions in coordination with other physicians and medical
chiefs.
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION
DEPAR•IENT OF NURSING

(Continued)

b. Nurses in expanded roles, nurses in specialty areas, and indivi-
duals performing skills beyond the normal scope of practice are creden-
tialled according to EC MEDDAC Reg 2. Criteria for role/task perfor-
mance are developed at the unit level and provided as recommendations to
the Credentialing Ccmmittee which uses these criteria to act on indivi-
dual requests for credentialling. Credentials are renewed annually.
Except for practitioners/midwives credentialing is not yet fully
developed. Improvement is a goal.'

9. Anticipated Changes Which will be Assisted by Move: To date the De-
partnent of Nursing has not implemented the standards of nursing prac-
tice first published in 1979 and recently published in DA PAM 40-5.
Plans will be developed to implement these standards in an organized and
coordinated manner once the move is completed. In turn, the adoption of
standards will lead to other changes which can very positively influence
patient outcomes but will require multidisciplinary coordination. This
change will be facilitated by all efforts to expand patient support ser-
vices: Unit Dose Delivery Systems, MDS to a great degree though the
lack of nurse servers dilutes this advantage somewhat at the han's on
level. Unplanned/unscheduled demands also dilute this - unscheduled
company/post details, random, non emergent admissions and rounds, non
availability of beds, unscheduled aieetings, true emergencies, unsche-
duled administrative demands.

10. Narrative: By all indications the operation of the Department of
Nursing's inpatient services was not slated to change as a result of the
move. This means the department would conceptually operate within a
functional (task oriented) organization or at best a functional-team
approach. This approach was adopted during WWII as a field expedient
approach to saving lives, but its popularity waned during the late 50's
and 60's. Team and primary nursing have been popular during the 60's
and 70's and have been adopted with varying levels of success in mili-
tary hospitals. It is unusual today to receive a nurse under 40 or a
physician who can even conceive of other than team or primary nursing as
a means for organizing the delivery of nursing services. Pure primary
nursing is difficult in the AMEDD because of our large numbers of para-
professional nursing staff, but team or pri-team nursing is possible,
highly palatable, and of critical importance to improving patient out-
comes and retaining costly resources.

a. Operative/Anesthesia Service write-up from LTC Crist and LTC
Couch.

b. Visiting hours as described in the Patient Information Book will.
be in effect unless health care providers elect to limit visitors to
selected patients in order to promote rest and recovery. Families of
surgical patients should wait in the waiting area outside the OR while
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CXC0r OF OPERATION
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING

(Continued)

the family member is in surgery to facilitate physician-family
communication.

c. Infection control description frcn MAJ D. Kading.

d. Department of Nursing will strive to maintain annual CPR
Certification for 99% of its members and participation in the CPR training
program is open to all MEDDAC staff on a space available basis. Further,
the department will support and implement those decisions made by the
Critical Care Cammittee regarding the location and inventory of
emergency equipment and procedures for managing medical emergencies, and
certification and training requirements.

e. The Department of Nursing is committed to modernizing nursing's
delivery systems. Once the move and initial shakedown is completed,
plans will be developed to introduce the standards of nursing practice.
Commensurate with this implementation, alternative organizational
approaches will be explored and changes appropriate for this MTF will be
programmed. All disciplines should expect an increase in requests to
pitivide inpuL to multidisciplinary patient conferences and discharge
planning activities and clinical and administrative consultation.

f. In addition to nursing's organization for care, personnel will
explore modernization of nursing's management systems--information
handling as well as such elements as patient acuity and flexible staf-
fing. The JCAH requires that a patient acuity system provide the basis
for staffing ratios. Such systems do exist but few MTF's have access to
them, yet. We will also pursue electronic means for handling infor-
mation on the broad scale and improved methods for storing information
at the user level.

g. As a minimum, all disciplines should anticipate that nursing will
organize under an advanced, patient focused team concept, that by early
1984 the standards of practice will be fully implemented and that ele-
ments of change will be evident beginning in early 1983. Coordination
will be maximized among the various disciplines to facilitate criti-
cally needed changes.

Chief, Ment of Nursing
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APPENDIX E

REORGANIZATION OF CLINICS



D*R*A*F*T

REORGANIZATIaMJ OF CLINICS

PEESN SMUATION: In the present facility, individual clinics have separate
TEA paragraphs, separate requirements for administrative and clerical support,
and separate requirements for nursing supervisory personnel in support of opera-
tions. They are each housed in a separate building because of the physical con-
figuration of this cantomentn-type facility. This situation lends itself to
isolation of requirements in support of each service because of distance from
others and because of different hours of operations of separate functions.

NEW FACILITY: In the new hospital, different arrangements of services will
bring about different relationships and will provide an opportunity for realign-
ment of resources to accomplish the mission more efficiently. An example is the
medical clinic in the new hospital. According to the design, it will accar-
mredare several services which are presently autonomous. A review of this clinic
design indicates that it was planned for six services, with 6 Chief's ofices
plus 29 other doctor's offices and a total of 55 exan rooms. It has admi-
nistrative space for 3 nurse s offices, 2 NCOIC's offices, 3 reception counters
with space for 5 persons , 2 secretary's offices, and 4 administrative offices.

In this combination clinic, there are 15 procedure rooms for proctoscopy,
erndoscopy, fluoroscopy, arn other procedures. There are also 4 subwaiting
areas. The design intent is for these services which occupy this space to share
common areas such as lounges, locker rooms, conference rooms, litter/wheelchair
storage space, clean ard soiled supply rooms, and gEneral waiting- areas.

Taken one step further, the occupants are expected to share services such as
receptionists arod secretaries and the logistical and hotel functions of managing
these clinics.

A review of the TDA (8610, paras 201, 202, 202C, 204, 205, 206, 209A, and 212)
shows that there are a total of 34 physicians required and 33 authorized for
these services. There is adequate space for them.

Each service has the senior enlisted person acting as NCOIC to perform admi-
nistrative functions, and subsequently asked for an office for 7 NC0IC's.
There are no NCXIC's on the TIA. Five offices must be subtracted from either the
total number of doctor's offices or exan room to accommodate this requirement.

There is a requirement for 4 RN's, and authorization for 3, and since there are
3 offices on the plans, this requirement can be easily met. However, is there
now a requirement for 3 RN's, considering a consolidation of services in one
physical location?

This group of services has requirments for the following in
secretarial/clerical support:

SUPV SC SIENJ I I
SECiY TYP 3 3

ED CT 14 8
CT 1 0

19 12
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Even though space is programmed for 7 personnel, do they really need all this
number or can support services be consolidated?

REOFGANIZATICN: Review of this one clinic shows that a reorganization from
separate identities to one individual clinic would have several benefits.

1. A reduction in the mnber of administrative persornel required to perform
admdni trative and hotel functions. For those services which have specialists
in a particular specialty (Derm, Allergy), the person would be free to provide
patient services or support of medical procedures instead of administrative
duties.

2. A reduction in, and clarification of duties, of clerical and secretarial
staff. Since there are no secretaries for in.-patient requirements (medical
clerks are on the Luits) is there a requirte t for this support function to be
accomplished in the parent clinic?

3. With the existance of .new systes to provide efficient support to the hospi-
tal, some functions formerly ascribed to the NCW will need to be centralized.
For example, the Materiel Distribution System (ATS cart lift and all that
implies) will virtually eliminute the need for inventory management ( ordering,
receiving, storig, and maintaiing an inventory). Some participative activities
uwt be maintained, such as negotiating stock levels and accountability methods,
but they are far less time consuming.

4. With centralization of suplies, it will become easier to centralize equip-
menr requiremnts also. In a clinic of this size, centralizing equipment
requirements would result in a better use of the equipment, better control, and
better budgetary planning. It also requires a different approach to hand-
receipting.

5. With centralization, territorial imperatives are reduced, and the global
efforts are directed to Departencal objectives. It is simpler to be objec-
tive about issues which are justified in relationship to other demandis.

6. Planning efforts are enhanced, using resources previously not available
because of physical or service boundaries. For example, secretarial and cleri-
cal support can be re-directed to cover fluctuati-ng demands without exhausting
funding resources. In other words, you can use what you have to a greater
extent instead of buying mnre. It also reduces redundant operations. For
example, if 6 people produce workload figures for 6 clerical persons to convert
to formal documents, it would be possible for all six sets of input to go to one
person for a workload document.

7. Information processing is simplified when there is a reduction in the rni-
bers of personnel required to give or receive information. Guidance on depart-
mental requirements for input to a plaxming function would be reduced if one
person were responsible for administrative support of this clinic.

8. Accountability and cmmunications are improved ixmmdiately upon centraliza-
tion of responsibility. The individual is identified, and everyone knos who is
responsible. Dands on the system are simplified if one has only to contact a
single individual for an action. Response time is faster.

2
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ARCIrEM LAL FEATU1=S MUCIH M BE COMfIDEED AS DESIGN DNIr FOR WI'E
FUNCTIONAL CLINIC:

1. Three reception areas.

A. Dermatology, Rhematology, Endocrinology

B. Internal Medicine, Infectious Disease
C. Gastroenterologv, Allergy/Im-mization

2. Telephone System. Phones will be answered by receptionists for all
clinics.

3. Autoaaric Box Conveyer (ABC). There are only two ABC =rits to support
this entire clinic block.

4. Automatic Transport System (ATS). There is one central area that sup-
ports this clinic as well as supporting others outside of the area. The entire
centralized supply concept must be considered as a major factor.

5. local zone paing system. This only supports the central clinLic con-
cept.

C2LLICN:

This clinic in the r" hospital does not have physical boundaries to separate
the services from each other. There are common use areas. There is no space
programmed to treat the services as separate identities with multiple support
elements. It is one major clinic with a variety of services available within
it, and it will operate efficiently only if treated as such.

3
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APPENDIX F

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS PLANNING GUIDE
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Pop use of w. fqrrm. Wm AiR 3A0-15: th. @M.0nlenlft ~CV 4S TAG O.

REIZESENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL. 5OJeECT

SGP?h--z8 Ilai:ial Equipmen: Requirements List

Th determinaioAn 'of 3 Se 86 I

COL Fletcher/bai/6698

I. The . ete.r-Lization of equipment requirements associated with a major 'ICA medical project
presents a significant chalienge and is a critical aspect of planning for the transition to
the new facility. This is a major e:fort which must be started before consc ction benins in
order to ensure that sufficient funds for ecuiomen•: are allocated and that acquisition action
will not be delayed which could cause construction deadlines to be missed.

2. Attached is your ac:-ivit7's copy of the -Equipment Requirements ?lanni=g Guide (Z-•G, which
lists the total equipment recuirements ancicýpated for the new facility. The EPUG is a
planz.ig doc=ment, a starting point for iden:z:fication of equipment requiremen:s and the ini-
ciation of ZUCASZ ?rogram Requirements (.-'s).

1. Your task is to review the attached list carefuily, using both your user pians and con-
ceocs of operation. Ensure that all the listed rooms are in your area of responsibili:7, and
also that all rooms which belong to you are listed. In addition, you must accomplish the

a. Title of Room - Write in title if different from Listing. Example: Admizstzrative
Office may be changed to Administrative Assistant, Dept of X.

b. Review each roon's ecui.men: List, deleting those i:ems which you do not feel are
arequored. Add those items which you consider necessar- for operations, those you e•xpect to

see in place in the new facili-7.

(I) Do not worry, about JSN Ps. This office will assign those for you.

(Z) You may not change LOCCAT A, B, E, F items. If you disagree with any of these
items, call the Project Office.

4. Revised Eaquiment Lists are due back to this office N.T . Once these are
ratur-ed to us, they will be reviewed and the master eoua.imeun i~st "ivý" be updated to ref lec:
your revised requi•.ments. Once th-s i.s accomplished, you will be provided with u-dazad room
-. srs. Procedures for maki-g changes to this List in the fuczre will be provided to you
-;ithin the next few months.

5. if you have any questions or problems with your list, please call COL Fletcher or .r.
Morcom at ext 6698.

Atch MARTIN W. SA.'CZNT
LTC, MS
C, New hadigan Project Office

DA AU 240 PRWV#OUS MOIlON WILL 9UK USUO



DISPOSITION FORM 116
Fo uyo eo thit form, see AN 340-18: te proponent apney Ii TACO.

NIPERINCl ON OPPCI SYMUOL SUBJECT

SGFP-PM-28 Room and Equipment Lists for New MAMC
TOPROM OATE CMT 1TO C, New Madigan Project 9 Seo 87

Office COL Sargent/df/4166

1. Attached is your activity's copy of the Equioment Requirements Planning Guide (ERPG),
which lists the total ec.u:oment reduirements anticicated for the new zacility. It is a
planning document, a starting point for identification of eouipment requirements and the
initiation of MEDCASE Program Requirements (MPR's). In addition, you are provided a list
of rooms for your activity.

. Your task is to review the room list carefully, using the user Glans and agreements
resulting from our meetings with your activity. Ensure that the rooms listed are in your
area of responsibility, and that none of your rooms have been omitted. Room titles should
be changed to reflect desired identification. In addition, you must accomolish the
following:

a. Correct titles of room. Write in the title if different from listing.

b. Review eouipment list for each room. Delete those items you do not. feel are
reouirec for the fur, :ion of the room. and add those which you consider necessary, those
you expect to see in place in the new facility.

(1) Do not worry about JSN #s. This office will assign them for you.

(2) Do not chance LOGCAT A, B, E. F items. If you disagree with any of these
items, call the Project O'fice.

• oth the revised eauioment list and the room list are due back to this office NLT
-----------. Once these are returned to us, they will be reviewed and the master

equioment list will be updated to reflect your revised requirements. You will then be
provided an updated list. Procedures for making changes in this list in the future will be
:rovided to you within the next few months.

4. If you have any auest:ons or problems with your list. oiease call COL Fletcher or Mr.
borcom at 7-a!66. eýt 142.

a .6 athRTrW.EG1
C..OL, MS
C4 N PO

DA Po" .o2496 ,, Vo eo.oo.:...W.®,,,,.



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SMADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98431-5000

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

HSHJ-CG (340) 25 January 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR: Department/Division/Service Chiefs and Special
Staff, Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, Washington 98431-5000

SUBJECT: Transition to New Madigan Army Medical Center

1. Over the next several months, representatives from the New
Madigan Army Project Office and Property Management will contact
departments chiefs or designated points of contact (POCs) for the
purpose of reconciling hand receipt items with equipment require-
ments in the new facility. At this time, equipment lists will be
updated and further guidance provided for procurement of needed
items for the new facility. I expect your utmost cooperation in
coordinating your schedules to accomplish these objectives in a
timely manner.

2. I call your attention to the fact that we are entering the
transition period; the final period of planning and preparation
before actual occupancy. This is the time when coordination,
cooperation and attention to suspense dates are of vital impor-
tance to a smooth, organized transition; a time when inaction can
have significant adverse and costly impact.

3. As you become actively involved in the transitional efforts,
remember that irrespective of your assignment at the time of
actual relocation, your contributions now will have long term
implications on the delivery of health care in the new facility.
Your cooperation is vital to the completion of this project.

DARRY 1. POWELL, M.D.
Briga jer General, HC
Commanding

DISTRIBUTION:
F



DlSPOSIrlON FORM 118

P.o %neoef this form, no API 340-1.; the P1oolnent l•fey I1 TAGO.

"EFEREINCEI o OPPICI SYMBOL SUBJECT.

SGFP-PM-2S Reconciled Eouipment Lists

TO Logistics Division t C, NMPO DATE 12 May 198E CMT1

ATTN: Medcase Manager COL Fletcher/Of/6699

1. Attached is the reconciled equioment list for JAG. -ugical and Medic±Lry
for delivery to the point of contact. This list includes tne , numbers of the
Relocatable items.

2. Following each activity is a reconciliation page wnich shows total quantities of each
item.

Atch " TIN W. SARGE,
COL, MS
C, NA2F'O

DA AUO-, 249 ,,,,,,ou,,O,,.,o,,, w,,., ,, ,,,,oSPOW.9OO)I)~
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PAGE NO. Z9
05/04/88

MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

EOUIPMENT LIST RECONCIL!ATION

ACTIVITY: SURGICAL CLINIC RECONCILIATICN PAGE NO.

JSN ITEM DESCRIPTICN QTY LOG CAT

C02GO CABINET, UNDER SINK BASE 5 A

C04JO CABINET, UNDER COUNTER BASE 5 A

C04LO CABINET, UNDER COUNTER BASE 5 A

CE040 CABINET, WALL HUNG GLAZE DCOR it A

CS070 SINK, CCUNTER. .5^2Ox:5 " A

CTO'0 COUNTER TCP. 24" DEED 5 A

M1310 BENCH, LCCKER ROCM 6 A

M1990 CABINET, CC,,B.rNATICN I/SHELF • A

M3620 DISPENSER, PAPER TOWEL, WALL 5 A

M3700 DISPOSER, FEMININE NAPKIN A

M4601 GRAD BAR, 1 1/2" PENT T A

M4740 LIGHT, EXAM & TREATMENT I A

M4770 LIGHT, SURGICAL CEILING MCUNTED 4 A

M5300 MIRROR GLASS, STAINLESS 6 A

M5960 HOOK, ROBE, 2 PRONG 24 A

M7960 TRACK, CUBICLE CURTAIN 2 A

M7970 HOLDER, TOILET PAPER RECESSED 3 A

M6000 TRACK, I.V. LOOP 4 X 7 FT 2 A

P3000 LAVATORY 3 A

P4000 LAVATORY, CONSOLE UNIT, CRS 14 A

P6950 SINK,'SURGEON'S:SCRUB UP 2 A

P9050 WATER CLOSET 3 A



PAGE NO. 40
OS/04/08

MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
ECU:PmENT MANAGEMENJT SY=TE:F

ECUIPMENT LIST REC2'NCILIAT!CN

ACTIVITYr SURGICAL CLINIC REOAC:_.TATZON PAGE *X4.

JSN ITEM DESCRIPT:CN QTY LOG CAT

M4001 TRANSFORMER UNIT, OTC/CPTH 1. B

M4450 SPHYGMCMANCMETER, MERCURIAL WALL 1!

A0170 CAB!NET, ENDOCSCOPE STORAGE 8X2X12'° I C

AO171 USNT SCURCE. ENDCSCP!C C

Fo029Z COL0NOSCOPE 4 C

F0418 VEDOSC.PE C

F2'7Z6 SIECDOSBCCFE, FIBEACP., 4DULT

F0214 CABINET, BEDSIDE 2

F027Z CARRIAGE, WITH STAINLESS STEEL PAIL 2 P

F0521 FLOWMETER, OXYGEN 1-15 LITERS I P

F0706 HAMPER, SOILED LINEN 6 P

FI02 STOOL, SURGEON'S REVOLVING 10 P

F1816 STAND, MAYO 6 P

F1901 THERMOMETER, ELECTRIC I P

F1934 TYPEWRITER, ELECTRIC 3 P

F1940 TABLE, PROCTCSCOPE 2 P

F1942 TABLE, TREATMENT I P

FZO1 VACUUM, REGULATOR l BOTTLE I 0

F4001 WASTE RECEPTACLE, STEP-ON 11 P

F4011 'WASTE RECEPTACLE, METAL 18 P

M0100 ADP TERMINAL I P

MIS60A BULLETIN BOARD, 48 X 48 0 P



PA6t NO. 41
05/04/82

MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
ECUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SOUIPMENT LIST RECONCILIATION

ACTIVITYs SURG:CAL CL:NTC FECCNCLAT!CN PAGE NO.

JEN ITEM :O!PT OTY LOG CAT

MLI!O -CABINET, EXAM *CCM 6 P

M2600 CABIKET, SLRG."AL !NWSTRUMENT 1 P

M05 EF'ERZLLATCR. r/CdRT 2 P

M-O160 CLOCK, RCLND 12 lN DIAMETER 24 P

M4700 LIGT, ruLT:-FEE, EX.M 6 F,

M5:60 37TND, rARI.ATCR :.V.) I P

M7100 TABLE, EX4M TREAT"S!JT, CABIA-ET 2 P

M77Z0 TABLEIE1 ?ED-'•L ThPE 2 P

M7400 TABLE, SLREICAL INSTI/RESS 8 P

M83!0 STRETCHER, HCSP!TAL, WHEELED 2 P

X3970 ILLUMINATOR, Z PANEL SURFACE 11 P

XZ990 ILLUMINATOR, 4 PANEL SURFACE 10 P

A0171 LIGHT SOURCE, ENDOECOPIZ I R

E1130 WORK STAT:CN, MODULAR CLINICAL I R

F0041 TRANSFORMER, W/6 FT CCRD I R

F0123 COMPUTER, CONTRCLLER, GRAPHIC INPUT I R

F1116 LIGHT, OPERATING/EXAM FIBEROPTIC 6 R

F1565A PROCTOSIGMCIDSCOPS, FL=X:3LE 1 R

F1937 APPAPATUS, SUCTICN I R

F1937B APPARATUS, SUCTION, PORTABLE 1 R

F1934 TYPEWRITER, ELECTRIC 1 R

F1940 TABLE, PROCTOSCOPE 1 R
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PAGE NO. 42
05/04/98

MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
ZOUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

EGUIPMENT LIST RECCNCIL:ATICtJ

ACTIVITY: SURGICAL CLINIC RECONCIL:ATICN PAGE ,O. 4

JSN ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY LOG CAT

F1942 TABLE, TREATMENT I R

F29ZS LIGHT SOURCE, FIBEROPTICS I R

F7C54 COMPUTER, CCNSCLE UNIT 2 R

F7054A COMPUTER, MONITOR 2 R

F7TO4C COMPUTER, KEYBCPD 1 R

F7/054F COMPUTER, TAPE BACK-UP ! R

F70!4G CCMPUTER, FLOPPY CONTROLLER I R

F7062D CCMPUTER FR)JTEP, COVER ACOUSTICAL I R

F7062E COMPUTER PRINTER9, SINGLE SHEET FEED I R

F7062H COMPUTER PRINTER, PLOTTER I R

F7O62K COMPUTER PRINTER, LETTER QUALITY I R

MOIOOF ADP- NCR KEYBOARD 1 R

M0351 CART, CRASH 1 R

M2200 CABINET, MEDICINE COMBINATION 2 R

M2600 CABINET, SURGICAL INSTRUMENT 2 R

M5770 ELECTROSURGICAL APPARATUS I R

M7100 TABLE, EXAM TREATMENT, CABINET 4 R

M7400 TABLE, BURGICAL INST/DRESS 1 R

M7605 SOURC29 LIGHT, FIBEROPTIC 4 R

M7610 SIGMOIDOSCOPE, FIDEROPTIC, ADULT 4 R

M8160 SCALE, PERSON WEIGHING I p

A0069 CURTAIN, CUBICLE I Z



PA89 NO. 43
**05/04/38

MADMGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
EOUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ECUIJIMENT LIST RECONCILIATICN

ACTIVITY: SLAGICIZL CLINIC NENITN AEO. 5

JSN ITEM DEECRIPTICN QTY/ LCG CAT

E11:0 WORK STATICN9 M1CDLLAR COLINICAL 4 Z

E1 150 WORK STATION91,00OULAR CLINICAL 7 Z

E20070 TABLS, TYPINc-, MOBILE~ I z

F011! BOOKCASE, SECTICNJAL9 35 X !4 72 19 z

F0200 C1HPIRq WAAITING RCOM 5 Z

F')202 CHAIR, RbTARYf W/0 ARMS, T77(!PJG 6 Z

F0228 CHAIR, ROTARY .ýJ/'ARIS 1 Z

F0242 CREDENZA I Z

F0252 CHAIPI PATIENT, WS.TOR 2 Z

F02!6 CHJAIR, ROTARY WITH ARMS Z7.

F0257 CHA*TR, SECRETARIAL

F0259 CHAIR, S:DE I:: Z

IF0264 CHAIR, ARM 7 Z

FOZ07 DRAPES 5 Z

FOZ54 DESK, DOUBLE PEDESTAL 4 Z

F0356 DESK, SECRETARIAL, W/L-UNIT 3 Z

F0360 DESK, DCCTCRS WORK STATION 9 Z

FC620 GRAP'HICS (PICTURES) 12 Z

F1701 RACK, HAT AND COAT I Z

F1900 TASLE, WAITING RC4OM 2 Z

F1915 TABLE, END, 24 9 24 4 Z



PA0E NO. 44
05/0)4/US

MADIOAN ARMY MDI1CAL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTgM

[CUZPMEIT LIST RECONC:L:ArTICN

ACT7VITVi SURGICAL CLINIC RECNCIL: TATN PAGE NC,

JSN ITEMI 25ECRFTICN OTy LO CAT

F7051 CABINET, FILE LATERAL S DRAWER 5 Z

F9502 CHAIR, ROTARY, W/O ARMS I Z
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0DSPOSITUON FORM
42,w we as ow* fo,,,, f" AN 2442 00a apev.eme,. o*9ny if TACO,

"90IRgNINC OR OF01CI $VsC'%I IvacT

I4S)J-LOP (700) Submissi~on of MEDCASE Mfg's and MSTT'sj -o h N-

la TRaUt Up Dept of Surgery FROm Co ProperC7 MJMC Or OAY' 5Hy 9I M

TO: SCSIC]. CinicMrg. Spring/ssI76698
Att'n: COL Anderson

1.A::sghe' W~ Your cJrrec~diJ copy of Ch., rjam and equipmendnc Li for :'au: t., if
reeponjiI.Laty in the nu.'d maji4ar. Army xeadidsl Cantir, This L~ic reafldý:i A- prsqI/udj;
a'~rddd upon chon'~vs, your riquirameanci by room in the nei !zcili:7, and thle ,umber at~:n
you d;:pac: co relocate to the newi !jility.

2.Your concorn at Chia tize ij solely dii:h the LJOCAT C itema or. your l~it fzr '4h..'h ,let;
must submL: XPK's and MST7's wizhin- che ne:,,t si::. 'dki. A fuspensid dact 0! N/A- -

his been easabiliand fir submisstion of all .4PP's and MSTs from your .':yL

3. nV:ruc:ionV:

a, I:#,%s wi:h whihch you ar4 cincer-idd are chase LJOCA7. C~ Ltes whinh ".0 ncr ha,' q
ma:zhJ~n; aseti.j 1! ill your LXC.'4 C items hz-ve a :hi~n. sdd., ',tau do :10', hvi : Utn
.X2R's and HST?'s $11 you have no LOCCAT C items at all, you do no: hav4 to oubmi: .429.'o and
XST71s. I!, ho'Jevar, you hav# weieenj'hich ars not r~aC.".d 12" a-e,. Us J *b.
,2.' and 4AS77's !or them.

b, Compliee t P? (DA 7,jr-m 5'Z.177 Mudlica, ?rozran Xequiramen:.: and '157 11A 7".-.J!, "'
s!Z"c.0AZ Su~porz and ?:anv.smi::alI 7,:r-%' for:

(.) very non- ze ndical. item wJt~h 4 unL: prI.4 of

(2) And 4,ver7 non-ma .cz:. item. '44.:h A uniz Price 0! S30"*'0 or !.2

c, Yiou zuo: 1,j!17 support and justi!y these items t:lrouh the MOCAZ " r"SI ~ ~ ~ J
4d written in XAWC Memorandum, 700-51, dated 24 Sep 87, and 53 8-75 HEDCAUZ d4zed 6 Jun 86.
Wrize clear juatl!icationz and fo..'ow instructions Sivon in these refs:4ncv§ t:) ensi:rt
orderly proasosuir; and prevention of administrative problems,

d, 14ch XPR must have the PRoo-j N~umber in the new hospital w~here thd i:gn at dqui~mdnt
widll be located, and the JUf numb#: to idneni!7 L it'v:h the data bass, ?!Act thiu Lneorma-
tion in the '*J" Rd-zarke section.

a. All item costal should be listed at the current mark.et value plui Can percent. ,.-Inc
the item 411l not be bought for a period of 2 to 4 years, an infla:Lon !i~urq muot ba
included Cd project cost growtch,) Do not use 03A prices,

4, Quescions ra;arding the data base may be directed to tha X.AJ'0, COL fT::chdr or CW: 1,4rr.*m
7-6699, Questions regarding MEDCASZ may be directed to Mr 'Will/.am Viczory a: 7-6493,S

Encls WILLIAX M. HCCANDLZSS
as CPT, MS

Chief, Property Management Branch

DA Auop 2496 PVU QVfSwi~c is
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PREPARATION OF JUSTIFICATION FOR MEDCASE PROGRAM REOUIREMENTS

Justification of Requirements. Adequate clinical, logistical, or economic
Justification for MEDCASE requirements is absolutely essential to the integrity
of the MEDCASE program. All MPR's will be Justified. Justification is normall7
the responsibility of avery individual who signs an %tPR/MSTF to evaluate and,
if appropriate, to question the Justification provided.

A. Justification must be entered in the appropriate spaces on the HPR.
Concinuation sheets may be used where necessary, provided there is a clear refer-
ence to the block being continued. It is not acceptable to leave a Justification
block on an .PR blank with a reference to "see attached sheet'. Justifications
should be concise.

B. A Justification should state the minimum essential characteristics of
the item requested and provide a clinical or functional reason for each.

C. Justification shall be supported by facts. General statements such as,
"...required to meet an increase in workload" will not be accepted unless the
actual increase in workload is quantified and explained. Justifications which
cite maintenance problems experienced with existing equipment must be suportad
by documentation of those maintenance problems. Such documentation is provided
by the Equipment Maintenance Activity and must accompany the MPR/MSTF through
the review and approval process.

D. Justifications shall relate the capabilities requested to the actual
requirements of the activity. A requirement Justification which explains in
great detail the technological advantages of a type of equipment shall not be
accepted unless the activity's need for those advantages is explained. The
phrase "state-of-the-Art", while descriptive, adds very little to a require-
ment Justification unless the specific "state-of-the-art" capabilities and
the need for those capabilities are described. Justifications must not repeat
or paraphrase manufacturer's literature.

E. The Justification Block on the MPR prompts the initiator to answer
specific questions regarding the requirement. These questions should be clearly
and concisely responded to. In addition, the initiator should ensure that the
Justification adequately addresses the following questions/areas:

(1) What is the item requested to be used for? Why is the item needed?

(2) How will the item be used with other equipment?

(3) What are the advantages of the requested item over equipment currently
in use or available on the market? Why are these advantages needed?

(4) Have specific details been presented regardi'g cost-benefit, personnel
savings or productivity, the enhancement or curtailment of services, frequency or
duration of breakdown, or other specific facts which may be relevant?

(5) What will be the impact upon the mission accomplishment if the

requested item is not acquired?

(6) Is the anticipated workload provided?

(7) Has consideration been given to the use of available excess assets
to satisfy this requirement?
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INSTRUCTZONS FOR PREPARINC DA FORM 5027-R

LETTER BLOCK DATA ELEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

A Date Leave blank, this date will be
entered by the HEDCASE Manager.

B From Enter department and hand receipt
where tne equipment will be located.

C Leave Blank

D Point of Contact Enter the person responsible for
providing information and phone no,

E Standard Nomenclature Enter standard or generic nomenclarure
of equipment from the attached Standard
Item Description Table,

"F Extended Description Enter a clear, concise description of
the item. Copies of manufacturer's
literature should be attached to the
request. Costs should be estimated
at the projected purchase price.

G Juxtification Enter answers to the seven (7) HSC
directed questions for justification§,
Include information on Le., new
technology or any other applicable
facts in your justification.
(See also Table 1-3)

H Personnel Training Check appropriate block.

I Item to be replaced If item in to be retained as back-,
q request with full justification
will be attached, When the Commander
reviews the MPR he will approve/
disapprove the request for retention.
(See also Figure 1-5)

J Remarks JSN and Room Numbers

K Special Equipment Check appropriate blocks,
Category

L Equipment Requirements Self-explanatory (Negative response
required of applicable).

M Signature of Requestor Normally this should be the hand
receipt holder.

N Signature of Dept/Div/ Self-explpnacory.
Svc Chief



DATE 1.
MEDCASE PROGRAM REQUIREMENT A.

ACTIVITY. (Name. Addres. and TDA No.) FROM: (DluIDeptlSucJ (FOR LOGISTIC3 DIVISION USE ONLY)
Madigan Army Medical Center B C.
Tacoma. WA 98431-5000
UiC: HSWOQIAAOO Hand Receipt No. ACN BLIC

STANDARD ITEM DESCRIPTION OR GENERIC NOMENCLATURE: (App N. SB a.73. POINT OF CONTACT & PHONE NO.

E. MEDCASE) NAME D.

IAV4 COM -

EXTENDED OR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

F.

QUANTITY UNIT PRICE-

JUSTIFICATION

1. HOW IS FUNCTION NOW BEING ACCOMPLISHED?

G.

2. WHY IS THIS EQUIPMENT REQUIRED? (E.g., workload data. new tachmology, cost reductlon, maintenance costs. e9iIpment

down-time or nonaLavltability obsoieacence of current method.t, or other facti whiczh demonatrate cogent re*won for your requirerment .1

-- SPLE ---------------------------------------

ARE PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AND TRAINED TO OPERATE EQUIPMENT? ITEM TO BE REPLACED CD Yes CD No

CD Yes a No HI. No.,Et~ln) H NSN:

REMARKS: (any additional coruldemtionja such sa Impact If equipment is not MMCN:
prouided) Nomenclarure:

Sorial No.:
J. Model No.:

Location:
Pro o"D Oiwoition:

- Retain a baack-up CD Turnmin as exmlw

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CATEGORY 0 Replace, modeinize, or acquire equipment for eirting facility

[3 For New or Renovated Facility ISLIC F) IBLIC M) (SLIC R1

K. 0 Clinical Invetligation at Aulhoirized MEOCIEN/MEODAC (BLIC C) 0 Replawyenl Item of Equal Capability.0 Drug and AIchoI Program IULIC 0) [ ReVieme Item with Improved Capability

0 Pollution Control 1e.g. USAE HAI ({LIC P) C New Requirement

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
I CERTIFY THE INFORMATION ON THIS PAGE IS TRUE AND CORRECT

L. 'IA011,m ,,wtwla..n p 17T THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.
.0 ,*a,. benm .se 0 ".,,ma H .
0 a" 4AW. 01. vem •te.e . ,_ _ __me.)_M.

o3 9 ladwi,,., ,drwwmk L.s. #... a, - (Sfigatur,. T)'prd Na.m. A Tltle of Aepusstor

0 Unt ee Orsb •,"Of I ,u.. to.o,•.,, THIS EQUIPMENT IS NECESSARY FOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF
o Numb . V,.,qin, .. Ce s,.•w..q THIS A CTIVITY'S MISSION.

n Sisar.urI. Tvoird Name A Title of Chief of Owl bepfl .v'tJ .

DA FORM 5027-R EDITION OF NOV 8t IS OBSOLETE.
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APPENDIX G

EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION PROGRAM MEMORANDUM
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MAMC Memorandum 700-5

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

Tacoma, Washington 98431-5000

MAMC Memorandum 4 SEP i',3b
Number 700-5

Logistics Division
EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION PROGRAM

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. An equipment acquisition program is a
coordinated, scheduled, systematic program for acquiring the
assets needed to furnish the new facility appropriately for
mission accomplishment. This program includes planning what is
required; inventorying existing assets; determining what needs to
be purchased; assigning responsibility for purchasing items;
establishing a mechanism for receipt, storage and accountability
for property intended for use in the new facility; and disposing
of excess assets at the time of the move. The program
coordinates all equipment acquisition functions of the medical
center to avoid conflicts, and to more efficiently plan for
acquiring assets. This plan applies to every functional element
of the medical center for the duration of the Military
Construction Army (MCA) project.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. Health Facility Project Officer.

(1) Responsible for notifying the Logistics Division of
equipment delivery dates required to meet construction contract
schedules, and for coordinating the turn-over of Logistical
Category of Responsibility (LOGCAT) B and E equipment to the
contractor.

(2) Responsible for approval of equipment requirements
and the approval of all subsequent changes to the equipment list.

(3) Responsible for integration of equipment
requirements into the construction project design.

(4) Responsible for reviewing Budget Line Item Code
(BLIC) F and M Medical Care Support Equipment (MEDCASE) require-
ments to ensure that the equipment described is within the scope
of the project and can be installed and supported by utilities in
the intended location.

b. Logistics Division.

(1) Responsible for establishing and monitoring the
execution of the equipment procurement program in support of the
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MCA project.

(2) Ensures that BLIC F and M MEDCASE programs for the
project are established and that requirements are initiated in a
timely manner.

(3) Advises the New Madigan Project Group (NMPG) of
actions which must be accomplished to support the project, and
obtaining approval for all items to be purchased with BLIC F and
M MEDCASE funds.

(4) Responsible for providing equipment reports/hand
receipts for all departments on an as-needed basis.

(5) Responsible for storage and property book
accountability of all newly acquired equipment.

(6) Monitors equipment acquisition program to ensure
conformance to established guidelines and regulatory
requirements, and ensures equipment is acquired in a timely
manner to meet the projected schedule.

C. Point of 'ontact (POC) for each activity.

(1) Responsible for establishing equipment requirements
by room for the new facility.

(2) Responsible for periodic review of room list to
ensure that information as to room usage and equipment require-
ments are accurate.

(3) Responsible for coordinating with the NMPO and
gaining approval PRIOR to making any changes in planned use of
rooms or equipment. Responsible for review of specifications
submitted by the Huntsville Division, Army Corps of Engineers for
LOGCAT B & E equipment

(4) Responsible for submitting MEDCASE Program Require-
ment (MPR) for established requirement for LOGCAT C equipment
within their area.

(5) Responsible for submitting Purchase Request (PR) for
purchase of LOGCAT C equipment.

(6) Responsible for developing equipment specifications
and essential salient characteristics for LOGCAT C equipment.
Must be submitted with PR.

(7) Responsible for coordinating with assigned action
officers on an as-needed basis to develop criteria list or
salient characteristics list for purchasing LOGCAT P equipment.

2
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(8) Responsible for review of MEDCASE BLIC R, Capital
Expense Equipment Program (CEEP), Quick Return Investment Program
(QRIP) or Productivity Capital Investment Program (PCIP), or
other equipment procurement programs and assigning room number
where equipment will be placed in the new facility. Equipment
which is being programmed and procured for the existing facility
must be considered as an asset for the new facility.

3. OUTLINE OF EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION PLAN.

See Appendix A.

4. EXPLANATION OF MEDCASE PROGRAM.

a. Definition. The MEDCASE Program is a centralized,
Department of the Army (DA) level program which uses Other
Procurement, Army (OPA) funds for the acquisition of capital
investment equipment for fixed Army Medical Department Activities
worldwide, and the init.ial equipage of major medical construction
projects with non-expendable capital expense equipment. The
program also manages the approval and acquisition of equipment
requirements which are funded by MCA funds for major medical
construction ar renovation projects.

b. Funds. The MEDCASE program is the source of funds for
the acquisition of equipment which is needed to support the
mission of an Army hospital or clinic, which has a unit or system
cost of $5000 or more. It also provides funds to purchase non-
expendables for medical construction projects, at the lower
eligibility threshold of $200 for medical equipment and $50 for
MAMC Memorandum 700 nonmedical equipment.

c. Administration. The MEDCASE program belongs to the
Surgeon General, unlike other funds available to activities which
belong to, and are controlled by, the "chain of command". The
program is administered by the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency
(USAMMA), Fort Detrick, Maryland, which also belongs to the
Surgeon General. Each medical facility has a MEDCASE manager to
participate in this program.

5. PROCEDURES:

a. The first step in the identification of requirements is
to learn the capabilities of the new facility. Floor plans with
a briefing on the functional design were given to the POC's
between Jun and Sep 86. POC's have reviewed these plans and
compared them to existing resources and the manner of
accomplishing work in the present facility.

b. The second step is learning what was programmed for each
room in the design of the facility, and determining what is

3
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required to accomplish the mission.

(1) The equipment list for each activity at MAMC begins
with the Equipment Requirements Planning Guide (ERPG). This is a
computer-generated list provided by the Health Facility Planning
Agency (HFPA) of those requirements which should be necessary for
the new facility. That list has been entered on a computer in
the NMPO, and an activity-specific list has been provided to each
POC. JUN-SEP 86.

(2) Each activity reviewed the list, corrected it and

matched room equipment requirements to use of room ,as it is
presently identified. The corrected list was returned to the
NMPO for correction of the computer data base. JAN 87-SEP 87.

(3) The NMPO will correct the equipment requirements
list and room list data base and provide corrected copies back to
the activities and Logistics (MAY to SEP 87).

(4) The equipment list is a living document which must
be updated periodically throughout the course of the project as
changes occur. It is imperative that any consideration of
changes in use of rooms be coordinated with the NMPO for approval
prior to making any change. Every change must be reflected on
your equipment list, for example, if you turned in a piece of
equipment because it no longer functions it must be noted on the
equipment list. No assumptions can be made about "Somebody"
making changes. The POC is the responsible agent.

c. The third step is an inventory of existing assets.
Following the establishment of a corrected list, Logistics will
perform a reconciliation of the property book and a physical
inventory of existing assets to determine which will be suitable
for moving to the new facility. This is scheduled for the period
15 SEP 87 to 30 MAY 88. Each activity's equipment list will be
annotated to reflect requirements that have a matching asset
which must be relocated to the new facility. These items will be
recorded on your equipment list with a LOGCAT R. The Materiel
Management Code Number (MMCN) will be recorded on equipment list.

(1) The review and evaluation of equipment requirements
and existing assets must take into account the potential
obsolescence of equipment by the time the new facility will be
occupied, the cost of removing, transferring and re-installing
existing equipment, and the impact of potential slippage in
occupancy dates due to construction delays on the useful life of
an on-hand asset. An MCA project must not be viewed as an
opportunity to acquire all new equipment for a facility.
Replacement of existing equlpment must be fully supported and
justified through the MEDCASE approval process. The following
criteria may be used as a guide wheC1 evaluating equipment.:

I4
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(a) Installed equipment: installed equipment,
having at least 24 months of useful life remaining at the time of
pianne( occupancy of the new facility should be used in the new
facility unless the equipment would be technologically obsolete
or cannot be made to conform to safety standards or project
design. Useful life cannot be defined only in months but must
include maintenance history and maintenance cost. Equipment
which is essential to operations in both the old and new facility
during transition may be considered for replacement if the
equipment cannot be removed, transferred, and re-installed in
time to prevent curtailment of essential services.

(b) Equipment in place: Equipment in place which
will have at least 12 months of useful life remaining at the time
of planned occupancy of the new facility should be used in the
"new facility unless the equipment would be technologically
obsolete.

Sc) Stand-alone equipment: Equipment that does not
require installation to be operable other than plugging into a
power source (i.e., electric typewriter or patient weighing
scale). Stand alone equipment with at least 24 months of usable
life remaining at the time of planned occupancy of the new
facility (Sep 1992) will be used in the new facility.

(2) Categorization of on-hand assets will be done by the
Logistics Division and reviewed and approved by the NMPG prior to
implementation. These condition codes give definition to assets
for planning purposes, and will identify the most probable
candidate for replacement.

(3) Replacement of an item previously identified as not
required (i.e., an on-hand item that is lost, stolen, damaged, or
turned in as unserviceable).

(a) Activity will identify any change in the ERPG to
the activity point of contact (per para 2c this plan) for coordi-
nation with the NMPO.

(b) Equipment classified as unserviceable must be
turned into the Property Management Branch on an appointment
basis. Equipment to be turned in will be accompanied by a
properly completed Request for Issue or Turn-In (DA Form 3161)
and a Request for Maintenance (DA Form 2407). The JSN and the
NSN or FSC as it appears on the ERPG will be annotated on the DA
3161 and the DA 2407.

(c) When the item has been turned into PMB, the
activity must submit a MEDCASE Program Requirement (DA 5027-R)
and a MEDCASE Transmittal Form (DA Form 5028-R) to the MEDCASE
Manager for the replacement of the item.

5
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(d) The MEDCASE Manager will receive a copy of the
DA 3161 and DA 2407 and the original DA 5027-R and the DA 5028-R
for the replacement of the item.

(e) The NMPO will receive the MEDCASE package during
the normal processing procedures (see Para 6g, this plan).

(4) The fourth step in the process is figuring out who
is responsible for providing the item. The ERPG and the
equipment list both categorize equipment by its LOGCAT. The
LOGCAT is a single letter code that shows you not only who is
responsible for providing an item, but also who is responsible
for installing it. See Appendix B.

(5) LOCCAT A items are provided by the construction
contractor as part of the construction project. LOGCAT E and F
items are nearly always acquired through the MEDCASE Program.
LOGCAT B and C items may be either MEDCASE items or items which
must be ordered by the hospital using operating funds.
Basically, MEDCASE items are those:

(a) Medical items with a unit. price of $200 ur more

(b) Nonmedical items with a unit price of $50 or
more.

(6) The POC will be responsible for submitting MPR's and
PR's for all LOGCAT C items on their equipment list.

(7) The NMPO will be responsible for submitting MPR's
for all LOGCAT Z items. The Logistics Division will be
responsible for submitting purchase orders.

(8) Responsibility for submitting MPR's and PR'S, for

LOGCAT P items will be assigned by the NMPO.

6. SUBMISSION OF MEDCASE/CEEP REQUIREMENTS.

a. Requi rements:

(1) Requirement - A need for an item of equipment, the
acquisition of which is eligible for funding through the MEDCASE
program, equals to a single end item, set, system or package.

(2) MEDCASE Program Requirement - An equipment need that
has been identified, documented, justified, and approved locally,
and forwarded through command channels to USAMMA on MPR/MSTF
forms.

(3) PR - Requisition for purchase. or an approved (IA)
MEDCASE Program requirement.

6
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(4) BLIC. This means Budget Line Item Code. This
simply identifies the type of MEDCASE funds which will be usecd to
buy the item. LOGCAT E and F items are BLIC M. LOGCAT B and C
Items are BLIC F.

(5) ACN. It. means Asset Control Number, which is like a
serial number. It identifies your requirement throughout the
review and approval process, and is how the requirement is
recorded on the central data base. MEDCASE ACN's consist of
three elements: an Item Description Code (IDC); a Fiscal Year
Code (FY); and a Sequence Number (SEQ). ACN's are explained in
greater detail in SB 8-75 MEDCASE.

b. After the scheduled inventory of existing assets (SEP 87-
MAR 88), POC's will be given instructions to begin submitting
MEDCASE Program Requirements (MPR) and MEDCASE Support and
Transmittal Furnis (MSTF). Together these documents provide an
auditable record which documents the need, coordination, and
approval of a MEDCASE requirement. In addition to the specific
guidance found in SB 8-75 MEDCASE, it is necessary to indicate
the JSN and the room number(s) where equipment will be positioned
in the new facility. MPR must contain all utility requirements
of the equipment. Electrical requirements necessary are volts,
AMPS, and fHz. Plumbing and mechanical requirements include size,
pressure, temperature, and flow rates of water, drain, exhaust or
other utilities as required or catalog detailing these utilities.

c. USAMMA enters the requirement into the automated system
that supports the program and sends it to one of the Surgeon
General's functional consultants for review and approval.
Approved MEDCASE requirements are listed on the priority list of
Pach construction project. As the time approaches for equipment
to be ordered, the Surgeon General's Office will release BLIC F
and BLIC M MEDCASE funds for the procurement of the approved
requirements.

d. Fill out the paperwork. A MEDCASE requirement is
initiated by preparing a MPR and a MSTF. Other documents may be
required to support statements made In the justification, such as
maintenance records for items you want to replace. The MPR and
the MSTF are the basic documents of the MEDCASE Program. It is
important that you take the time to fill them out correctly. A
log of MEDCASE requirements will be maintained by the Logistics
Division. Suspense actions will be adhered to. Action through
Headquarters will be taken to ensure that staffing officials and
activities meet these suspense dates.

e. Justify the Requirement. Aside from identifying the
requirement, the justification is the most important part of a
MEDCASE submission. The justification need not be elaborate, but
it should fully explain to a person who knows nothing about your

7
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operations why an item is needed. Do not assume that the
justification for an item is obvious, even if the item is listed
on your plans and the ERPG. The following points must be
oddre.sed In your justificstinn:

(1) How is the function being done now?

(2) Is the item needed to replace existing equipment
that will not be acceptable for the new facility? If so, you
must explain why and provide supporting documentation (such as
maintenance records, DA Form 2404, or a statement from the
maintenance activity). If the item is being replacud because it
is obsolete, explain why it is obsolete.

(3) Is the item needed because the new facility will be
larger or is there some other difference between the old and the
new facilities, and why the additional equipment is required.

(4) The justification must. be supported by facts.
Statements such as, ... "required to meet an increase in workload"
would be explained in terms of what the workload was, arid [iuw

much it has risen.

(5) The person responsible for approving your
requirement must consider existing assets to meet the
requirement. It is not enough to simply say ... "existing assets
have been screened and will not meet the requirement." The
following is an example of an acceptable explanation:

"The new Troop Medical Clinic will have four exam
rooms and two screening rooms. Each room will require an
examination table, JSN M7300. The existing TmC has two exam
rooms and no screening rooms, Two examination tables are on hand
in the existing clinic, however, one has been condition-coded "H"
and will be turned in as unserviceable. Five additional exam
tables will be required for the new clinic."

(6) The following seven questions which are HSC
guidelines to a justification must be answered completely on
each MPR:

(a) What is the requested Item to be used for? Why
is the item needed?

(b) How will the item be used with other equipment?

(c) What are the advantages of the requested item
over equipment currently In use or available on the market? Why
are these advantages needed?
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(d) Have specific details been presented regarding
cost-benefits, personnel savings or productivity, the enhancement
or curtailment of services, frequency or duration of breakdown,
or other specific fa2'ors which may be relevant?

(e) What will be the impact upon mission accomplish-
ment if the requested item is not acquired?

(f) is the anticipated workload provided?

(g) Has consideration been given to the use of
available excess assets to satisfy this requirement?

f. Submit. the requirement. 15 NOV 87-30 APR 89. Once you
have filled out tho MPR/MSTF, and have attached any supporting
documents required, submit the requirement to the MEDCASE Program
Manager. Routing will be from tho MEDCASE Program Manager
through the NMPO (Engineer clearance and/or Mainten•ance clearance
if nonmedical), through Medical Maintenance, and then back to the
MEDCASI Program Manager. The MEDCASE Program Manager will then
assign the approDriate BLIC and ACN and will continue the routing
as needed. QRIP or (CT'I rek uire!-nts will be coordinated between
the NMPO, tho Resource Management. Division and the Logistics
Division.

(1) During the period of 2 Jan 88 through 30 Dec 89,
Logistics will accept purchase requests for approved NEDChE
requirements (BLIC F). A schedule will be published as to
submission dates by activity.

(2) Assembling information early ensures that you will
meet suspense deadlines for your activity.

(3) Routing of the Purcha:;e Request - Activity points of
contact will submit the purchase request to the NMPO for
verification against the equipment program list. NMPO will
submit the purchase request to thf- MEDCASE Manager for
procurement process.

The success of the equipment acquisition program depends upon
coordinated efforts of large numbers of people assigned to the
medical center, upon clear understandings of areas of
responsibillty, and upon responses to the demands of the program.
The efforts of every individual will be necessary if the program
is to be successful.
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The proponent agency of this memorandum is
the Logi3Lics Division. Users are invited
to send comments and suggested improvements
to the Chief, Logistics Divis;ion.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

OFFICIAL: T. M. PITTMAN
Coloniel, MS
(Chief of' Staff

ELMUT von LOEWE
Major, MS
Adjutant General

DISTRIBUTION:
"Aff

10
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APPENDIX A

Outline of Equipment Acquisition Plan

a. Activities review Equipment Replacement Program Guide
(ERPG) with the New Madigan Program Office (NMPO) (JUN-SEP 86).

b. Activities return corrected equipment list to NMPO (JUL

86-JAN 87).

c. Submission of BLIC M requirements (JAN-MAR 87).

d. Logistics reconciles hand receipt with equipment list,
inspects and codes on-hand equipment that will be used to meet
requirements for new hospital. (15 SEP 87-30 MAY 88).
Activities will be informed of exact schedule at a later date.

e. Activities begin submitting BLIC F MPR's to MEDCASE (15
NOV 87-30 APP 89). Activities will be provided an exact schedule
at a later date

f. Activititrs submit. purchase reque-t:t, specifications and
essential salient characteristics (2 JAN 88-30 DEC 89).
Activities will be provided an exact schedule at a later date.

g. Logistics identifies and begins processing excess
equipment for disposal. (JUN 88-30 MAR 90).

A-1
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APPENDIX B

LOGCAT Single Letter Code

a. LOGCAT A: Contractor Furnis;hed - CF 2*

Contractor Installed - CI 2

LOGCAT B: Government Furnished - CF 1* and CI 2

LOGCAT C: Government installed - G' 1 and GF 1

LOGCAT F: 0? 3* and CI 2

LOGCAT F: GF anj GI 3

*NOTES: 1 - PaiC for by either Other Procurement Army (CFAS.-

MEDCASE (BLIC F) (if eligible) or OMA Funds

2 - Paid for ty construction funds (MCA,

3 - Furdec through the MCA-M.EDCASF program (SLIC N)

b. There have been three additional locally identified
LOGCATI's established:

LOGCAT F: ExiLting asset - relocate to new facility

LOGCAT P: Common item - centrally purchased (GF/GI)

LOGCAT Z: Furniture packc•<e - centrally purchased
(G S/G )

B-I



DISPOSITION FORM 42

For use of 1hit form, see AR 340-15, the proponent aency is TAGO.

REFERENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJECT

HSHJ-LO (340) Utilization of MEDCASE BLIC F & M Funds to
Satisfy Current MEDCASE Requirements

TO FROM DATE CMT I

DCA/CS C, LOG DIV 28 Jan 88
COL Warner/kg/77072

1. References:

a. Supply Bulletin (SB) 8-75 MEDCASE, dated 6 Jun 86.

b. Telephone conversation with MAJ Smelter and Mr Wagner (HSC MEDCASE
Office).

c. Telephone conversation with Mr Clodfelter (OTSG MEDCASE Office).

d. Discussion with COL Sargent.

2. IAW SB 8-75, MEDCASE funds and requirements are divided into categoriez
which are identified by a Budget Line Item code (BLIC). These categories
describe the purpose for which the equipment and funds are required.

a. BLIC F identifies funds and equipment required to equip major medical
Military Construction Army (MCA) funded projects. BLIC F requirements equate
to Logistical Category (LOGCAT) B and C items as identified by the Equipment
Requirements Planning Guide (ERPG) which is an OTSG document that once
refined becomes the Equipment Requirements List for the new Madigan. Subject
lists are provided to each activity as they are completed by the NMPO.

b. BLIC M identifies funds and equipment required to equip major medical
MCA funded construction projects. BLIC M requirements equate to LOGCAT E and
F items identJfied on the ERPG. BLIC M differs from all other MEDCASE BLICs
in that it utilizes MCA funds, while all other BLICs utilize OPA-MEDCASE
funds.

c. BLIC R identifies funds and equipment required to replace, upgrade or
modernize existing equipment or to provide new or expanded capabilities.
BLIC R is utilized for the current facility.

3. LOGCATs are codes that assign responsibility for the acquisition and
installation of equipment required for a project.

a. LOGCAT B items are government furnished and contractor installed and
are acquired as BLIC F.

b. LOGCAT C items are government furnished and government installed and
are acquired as BLIC F.

c. LOGCATs E and F are government furnished and contractor installed and
are acquired as BLIC M.

ti. The MEDCASE officers at Health Services Command and the Office of the
Surgeon General reiterated that BLIC F and M funds are to equip the new
facility and are not intended to supplement MAMC's annual MEDCASE, BLIC R

D A FOfM 24 6 PREVIOUS EDITIONS WILL BE USC.D
AUG 80 IY IM 0- 7 42DA 2496 1,1
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HSHJ-LO (340)
SUBJECT: Utilization of MEDCASE BLIC F & M Funds to Satisfy Current MEDCASE
Requirements

budget. In fact, as the BLIC F funds are used the BLIC R funds will cor-
respondingly decrease. However, if MAMC has an urgent requirement (which can
be justified) in the current facility for an item which is on the Equipment
Requirements List for the new hospital the Commanding General (CG) may
approve the use of BLIC F monies. To assist the CG such requirements will be
processed through the New Madigan Project Group (NMPG) and that body will
recommend as to whether or not a particular requirement should or should not
be purchased with BLIC F money. This must be done on a case by case basis
only. It is also to be remembered that BLIC F money cannot be used to
procure that item again or install that item (if applicable) in the new
facility. If the item breaks or wears out before moving to the new hospital,
MAMC will have to replace it out of its own budget.

5. Budgeting for BLIC F and M is not the same process as budgeting for BLIC
R. For BLIC R, a specific amount of money is specified for MAMC to commit
and obligate during a given period of time. BLIC F and M funds are based on
need, as reflected on the Equipment Requirements List after purging on-hand
assets. Approved needs (1A status)will set the dollar limit. The key
therefore is to submit MPRs for the items on the Equipment Requirements List.

6. The last BLIC "F" MEDCASE Program Requirements (MPRs) are currently due
in to the LOG DIV NLT 30 Sep 88.

7. Guideline figures for BLIC "M" and BLIC "F" money are as follows:

BLIC "M" - $21,581,487
BLIC "F" - $34,610,991 (for programming purposes only as the actual

figures will be based on MPRs received and approved for 1A status).

8. At this point in time incremental expenditures by year have not been
established. When they are established they will be based on required
delivery dates and then adjusted for procurement lead times, etc. The
process is on time at this juncture. At the earliest, PRs probably will not
be processed against the BLIC "F" Program until late FY 89.

9. In essence the BLIC "F" program works like this: an account has been
opened but the only deposits that have been made are MPRs with 1A status for
LOGCATS B and E which are contractor installed items. In addition, since it
is a very unique piece of equipment the uninterrupted power source for AMO
has also gone this route. Other MPR deposits will be made on a scheduled
basis as activity Equipment Requirements Lists are completed and 1A status'
are received. (Submission of MPRs should be complete by the end of FY 88.)

W. WARNER
Colonel, MS
C, Logistics Division
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TRANSITION BUDGET (PERSONNEL)
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APPENDIX I

TRANSITION BUDGET (SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT)
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APPENDIX J

TOTAL ARMY ANALYSIS FY 90-96
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

TACOMA. WASHINGTON ,8431-5000

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

1 APRIL 1988
HSHJ-RMN

MEMORANDUM FOR: COMMANDER, US Army Health Services Command, ATTN:
HSRM-PC, LTC NORRIS, Ft. Sam Houston, Tx 78234

SUBJECT: Input to Total Army Analysis - 96

1. In compliance with your request to identify manpower needs for the
years FY 90 - 96, we submit (2) issues for consideration (See Attached).
Issue #1 concerns new requirements needed to staff the new facility
beginning in 1992. Issue #2 centers on resources required to establish a
Cardiac Surgery Service in 1992.

2. Nursing requirements were identified using the MS3 standards which were
based on an increase of 37 hospital beds,(primarily in the critical care
areas) an average occupancy of 80% and an increase in monitored beds.

3. The restructuring of current resources is anticipated to be addressed
within the next year as concepts of operation in the new facility become
final. It is anticipated that some resources will be realigned, however
the analysis submitted is believed to be representative of true resource
needs for the new MAMC.

4. Point of contact at Madigan Army Medical Center is MAJ Maestas/357-
6914.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

2 ENCLS HELMUT von LOEWE X's
/ MAJ , MS

Chief, IMO
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"TAA-96 ISSUE

A. ACTIVITY: Madigan Army Medical Centert Tacoma, Washington

B. UIC ISSUE: WOQ1AA

C. PRIORITY: 1 OF 2 Issues

D. CONCEPT: Relocation to the new state of the art MAMC in early 1992
will require additional staff to operationalize the multitude of new and
complex hospital information, communication and logistical systems and
provide services for an additional 37 medical/surgical beds and 33 nursery
beds.

E. SUPPORTING INFORMATION:

1. OFFICER REQUIREMENTS:

AFD AMSCO BR/FA 01 02 03 04 05 06
HRD 847711.31 68H Pharmacy 1
HRC 847711.31 68H Pharmacy 1
DQA 848612.29 67D AMO 1
HRS 847711.33 61S Radiology 1
HRU 847711.33 61S Radiology 1
HCB 847711.12 66G OB/GYN Ns 2 2
HDA 847711.12 66D Peds Ns 1 1
HFA 847711.12 66C Psych Ns 2 2
HAC 847711.12 66H CCU Ns 2 1
HAH 847711.12 66H Med ICU Ns 4 4 1 1
HAR 847711.12 66H SICU/MICU Ns 3 4
HBC 847711.12 66H Surg ICU Ns 1
HSH 847711.12 66H Rec Room Ns 1 1
HTA 847711.41 66H Amb Ns 2
HSG 847711.36 66E Op Ns 2 1
HSK *847711.37 66E Same Day Surg Ns 1 1
HSF 847711.36 66F Anesth Ns 2 2
1SF 847711.36 60N Anesth Svc
HSR 847711.38 68J Physical Therapy 1
HRL 847711.32 68F Clinical Path 1
HRL 847711.32 61U Clinical Path 1
HRQ 847711.32 68F Blood Bank 1
HRP 847711.32 68E Microbiology 1
HRM 847711.32 68C Chemistry 1
SUBTOTALS 6 21 20 8

TOTAL MILITARY REQUESTED REQUIREMENTS = 56

2. WARRANT OFFICER REQUIREMENTS: NOT APPLICABLE

i•-1-
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3. ENLISTED REQUIREMENTS:

AFD AMSCO BR/FA EI-E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8.
NNH 847711.35 91D Cent Mat Svc 2 1
HRC 847711.31 91Q Pharm Tech 6
NNB 847711.51 76J Mat Dist Sec 5 1
HCB 847711.12 91A OB Unit 2 2
HFA 847711.12 91F Psych Unit 2 2
BAB 847711.12 91C Med ICU 4 2
HAH 847711.12 91A Med ICU 4 4
HAC 847711.12 91C Coronary Care
HAR 847711.12 91C SICU/MICU 1
BBC 847711.12 91A Surg ICU 1 1
HSH 847711.12 91C Recovery Rm 1
HTA 847711.12 91C Amb Care 2
HSG 847711.36 91D Op Room 2 2
HSK 847711.37 91D Same Day Surg 2 3
ARB 847711.43 75B Ad and Disp 1 1
HSR 847711.38 68J Phys Therapy 1
HRL 847711.32 92B Clinical Path 4 1
HRP 847711.32 92B Microbiology 2 1
HRM 847711.32 92B Chemistry 2
SUBTOTALS 7 21 32 7 3

TOTAL MILITARY REQUESTED REQUIREMENTS : 70

4. CIVILIAN REQUIREMENTS:

UNNH 847711.35 Cent Mat Svc 4
HRD 847711.31 Inpt Pharmacy 6
HRC 847711.31 Outpt Pharm 2
HRB 847711.31 Pharm Sup Svc I
DQA 848612.29 AMO 7
HRU 847711.33 Radiology 3
NND .847711.51 Prop Mgt I

SNNB 847711.51 Mat Dist Sec 23
HCB 847711.12 OB Unit 2

e • -liA" 847711.12 Psych Unit 2
HAC 847711.12 Coronary Care 3
HAH 847711.12 Med ICU 12
MAR 847711.12 SICU/MICU 2
BBC 847711.12 Surg ICU 2
HSK 847711.12 Same Day Surg 6
ARB 847711.43 Inpt Records 2
ARB 847711.43 Pat Affairs 1
ARA 847711.41 Info Desk 4
ADA 847711.61 Distribution 3
AMA 847711.63 Mail Room 1
DFB 847790.10 Audiovisual 3

-2-
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/Civilian requirements continued:

HRG 847711.32 Pathology 11
HRM 847711.32 Chemistry 2
HRL 847711.32 Clinical Path 2

TOTAL CIVILIAN REQUESTED REQUIREMENTS=105

TOTAL HOSPITAL REQUIREMENTS = 231

F. BASIS OF REQUIREMENT:

1. Major system changes in the new facility will include a fully
automated materiel distribution system and case cart system for exchange of
the majority of all sterile/non-sterile, medical/non-medical supply items.
These systems will be fully operational 24 hours/day, such is not the case
currently.

2. Plans to implement the multimillion dollar Digital Imaging Netwcrk
System and the CHCS hospital information system will require resources to
be increased in the Information Management Division.

3. Clinical services will i dramatically due to new services
and/or technological advancements in the areas of Pathology (STAT Lab,
Virology/Immunology Section), Pharmacy (5 more Satellite Pharmacy's),
Critical Care Units (30 additional hardwired/telemetry beds), Operating
Rooms (4 more suites), Radiology (1 - 2 additional MRI's, 1 CAT SCAN, 1
Mammography unit) and Maternal Child (30 more peds/postpartum beds and 37
nursery/labor-delivery beds).

G. TRADE-OFFS: Clerical and some administrative support staff will be
redistributed with the consolidation of the surgical and medical clinics
into "super" clinics. General medical/surgical beds will decrease by 23
beds for a net increase of 37 beds, excluding maternal/child beds.
Resources from the med/surg areas have been realigned to the critical care
areas and have been factored into the above requirements.

H. POC: MAJ GAIL M. MAESTAS
HSHJ -RMN
357-6914

-3-
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TAA-96 ISSUE

A. ACTIVITY: Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, Washington

B. UIC ISSUE: WOQ1AA

C. PRIORITY: 2 of 2

D. CONCEPT: Cardiac (open heart) Surgery Services are currently being
studied for implementation in the new facility. Additional resources would
be required to support this service.

E. SUPPORTING INFORMATION:

1. OFFICER REQUIREMENTS:

AFD AMSCO BR/FA 01 02 03 04 05 06.
HHB 847711.22 61K/Cardio Surg 1 I
HHB 846761.1J 61J/Resident I
HHB 847711.22 66J/CL Ns Spec 1
HSF 847711.36 60N/Anesth Svc
HSF 847711.36 66F/Ns Anesth 1
HSG 847711.36 66E/OR Ns 2
HGC 847711.22 60H/Cardiologist 1
HAR 847711.12 6 6H/Intensive Care Ns 2 3
HSR 847711.38 68J/Physical Therapy 1
HME 847711.22 68R/Soc Work Svc 1
SUBTOTALS 2 10 2 2

TOTAL OFFICER REQUESTED REQUIREMENTS: 16

2. WARRANT OFFICER RQUIREMENTS: 2

HHB 847711.22 600A/Perfusionists 2 (W03) -

3. ENLISTED REQUIREMENTS: E1-E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8

HSG 847711.36 91D/Op Svc Ns 2
HRL 847711.32 92B/Clinical Path 1
HRQ 847711.32 92B/Blood Bank 1 2
HRP 847711.32 92B/Microbiology 1
HSE 847711.34 91N/Cardiac Cath 2
ARB 847711.43 75B/Patient Adm 2 2
SUBTOTALS 2 2 5 4

TOTAL ENLISTED REQUIREMENTS: 13

-1--
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4. CIVILIAN REQUIREMENTS:

BAR 847711.12 Intensive Care Ns 4
HSE 847711.34 Cardiac Cath 1
ARB 847711.43 Patient Adm 1
HRS 847711.33 Diag Radi Tech 2
TOTAL CIVILIAN REQUIREMENTS 8

TOTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A CARDIAC SURGERY SERVICE 39

F. BASIS OF REQUIREMENT:

1. In FY 1987, MAMC referred 163 patient to local hospitals for
carid.ac by-pass and/or angioplasty procedures. These procedures have cost
approximately 4 million dollars. A cost-benefit analysis is currently
under way to determine the feasibility of adding this service in 1992 in
the new MAMC.

2. Resources required to support a cardiac surgery service are over
and above those requirements noted in Issue #1.

3. Requirements were based on a workload of 165 Coronary Artery By-
pass Graft and 60 Angioplasty procedures the first year of implementation;
3 - 4 cases per week. Workload will increase significantly in the Operative
area, Surgical Intensive Care Unit, Cardio-pulmonary Services, Stat Lab!
Blood bank, Cardiac Cath Lab, Radiology, and Patient Administration arena.

G. POC: MAJ GAIL M. MAESTAS
HSHJ-RMN
357-6914
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ACCREDITATION MANUAL FOR HOSPITALS

STANDARD: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
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PL.3.6 The authority of the safety committee is approved in writing so that, through Circle One
the chairman or the safety director or officer, action can be taken when condi-
tions exist that pose an immediate threat to life or health or pose a threat of
damage to equipment or building.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA ,

PL.3.6.1 This authority is approved by the governing body or chief executive
officer or designee, as appropriate, and by the medical staff.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.3.7 There is evidence of information exchange and consultation between the safety
committee and the various safety programs (eg, safety programs for engineer-
ing and maintenance, housekeeping, laboratory, nursing, and dietetic services),
the infection control committee, the hospitalwide quality assurance function,
and other standing committees.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.3.8 There is evidence that the conclusions, recommendations, and actions of the
safety committee are evaluated by the appropriate administrative directors of
the areas affected and that proper action is documented in subsequent safety
committee minutes.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

Standard: Education

PL.4 The hospital has an organized safety education program.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

Required Characteristics

PL.4.1 There is documnented evidence of a safety education program that includes
orientation of new employees to general hospitalwide safety practices, as well
as orientation and continuing education regarding safety practices specific to
individual departments/services. 12 3 4. 5 NA

PL.4.2 Orientation and in-service education programs utilize findings of the quality
assurance function, the safety committee, the infection control committee,
and other appropriate standing committees. 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.4.3 Orientation and in-service education programs are documented.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.4.4 There is evidence that the education programs are analyzed at least anr~ually
to determine their effectiveness. 12 3 4 5 NA

Standard: Emergency Preparedness

PL.5 The hospital has an emergency preparedness program designed to provide for
the effective utilization of available resources so that patient care can be con-
tinued during a disaster.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

Required Characteristics

PL.5.1 A hospital designated as a disaster emergency cente" by a local authority such
as the fire department or civil defense agency has an emergency preparedness
program that addresses disasters both external and internal to the hospital.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

"The asterisked items are key factors in the accreditation decision process. For an explanation
of the use of the key factors. see "Using the Manual:' page ix.

214 Accreditation Manualfor Hospitals, 1988
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Circle One
PL5.2 Concise, documented plans to be implemented during a disaster are estab-

"lished through the emergency preparedness program.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA
PL.5.2.1 Emergency preparedness plans provide for the effective utilization
of available resources to prevent or minimize the consequences of a disaster.* I 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.5.2.2 Emergency preparedness plans are pertinent to a variety of disasters
and are based on the hospital's capabilities and limitations.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.3 The role of the hospital in communitywide disaster plans is identified in the
emergency preparedness program. 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.4 The emergency preparedness program addresses hospital preparedness, includ-
ing space utilization, supplies, communication systems, security, and utilities. 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.5 The emergeacy preparedness program addresses staff preparedness, including
staffing requirements and the designation of roles and functions, particularly
in terms of capabilities and limitations.' 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.6 The emergency preparedness program addresses patient management, includ-
ing modified schedules, criteria for the cessation of nonessential services, and
patient transfer determinations. particularlyintermsofdischargeandrelocation.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.7 The emergency preparedness program is implemented, evaluated, and docu-
mented semiannually.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.5.7.1 Each implementation (whether a drill or an actual emergency) exer-
cises emergency preparedness plan elements related to hospital preparedness.
staff preparedness, and patient management; at least one implementation
includes an influx of patients from outside the hospital.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.5.7.2 Documentation of the emergency preparedness program includes.
at the least, problems identified during implementation, corrective actions
taken, and staff participation.' I 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.8 There is a fire plan that addresses the use and function of fire alarm and detec-
tion systems, containment, and the protection of lives, including transfer to
aieas of refuge, evacuation plans, and fir extinguishment.' I 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.5.8.1 It is recommended that on each work shift the hospital have appro-
priately trained personnel responsible for assisting with the implementation of
the fire plan and the activation of the nonautomatic components of the fire
safety systems. 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.8.1.1 The fire plan is implemented at least quarterly for each work
shift of hospital personnel in each patient-occupied building.' 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.5.8.1.1.1 Documentation of the implementation of tht. plan includes,
at a minimum, problems identified during implementation, corrective
actions taken, and staff participation.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL5.9 Hospital employees and staff are provided with appropriate education and train-
ing in elements of the emergency preparedness program and in elements of the
fire plan.* I 2 3 4 5 NA

"I 'The asterisked items are key factors in the accrditation deciion process. For an explanation
of the use of the key factors, se "Using the Manual." page ix.

Accreditation Manualfor Hospitals, 1988 215
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Circle One
PL.5.10 The emergency preparedness program is evaluated annually and is updated as

needed. 1 2 3 4 5 NA .

Standard: Hazardous Materials and Wastes

PL6 There is a system that is designed to safely manage hazardous materials and
wastes.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

Required Characteristics

PL6.1 The hazardous materials and wastes management system addresses the man-
agement of hazardous materials and wastes from the point of entry into the
hospital to the point of final disposal.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.2 The hazardous materials and wastes management system addresses the protec-
tion of patients, personnel. visitors, and the community environment. 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.3 Policies and procedures are developed that include a process for identifying
hazardous materials and wastes (eg, toxic materials, infectious wastes, radioac-
tive materials) and for managing them using techniques such as substitution of
less hazardous agents, changes of processes, isolation, and ventilation.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.4 Policies and procedures relating to the operation of the hazardous materials
and wastes mlanagement system are reviewed at least annually by the safety
committee for chemical and physical hazards, by the infection control com-
mittee for infectious hazards, and by the radiation committee for radioactive
hazards.* 1 2 3 4 5.. NA

PL.6.4.1 Recommendations, conclusions, and actions of these committees are
reported to the hospitalwide quality assurance function.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.5 Individuals required to handle hazardous materials or wastes are provided wiih
appropriate job training.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.6 The hazardous materials and wastes management system includes a program
for controlling the handling and disposal of gaseous hazardous materials.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL.6.6.1 Included in this program are procedures pertaining to the control of
waste gas levels in areas such as surgical suites, central supply, and laboratories.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

9.

PL6.7 The hazardous materials and wastes management system includes a program
for controlling the handling and disposal of liquid and solid hazardous materials.' 1 2 3 4 5 NA
PL6.7.1 Included in this program are procedures pertaining to the elimina-
tion of hazards through the elimination and treatment of the waste at the source,
the packaging of the waste, safe transport systems within the hospital, and
adequate and safe disposal facilities either on-site'or off-site.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

PL6.8 The hazardous materials and wastes management system is established and
operated in accordance with applicable law and regulation.* 1 2 3 4 5 NA

'The asterisked items are key factors in the accreditation decision process. For an explanation -.

of the use of the key factors, see "Using the Manual7 page ix.

216 Accreditation Manual for Hospitals. 1988
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RETRO-FIT WORK ITEMS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

MADIGAN AREA OFFICE
P.O. BOX 92126

TILLICUM, WASHINGTON 98492-0126

REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 09 CENPS-FO-MC
13 May 1988

NEW MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
Procedures for Phase III (Follow-on/Retro-fit) Work Items

1. PURPOSE: The purpose of this plan is to establish procedures
to identify, evaluate, approve, and incorporate changes into Phase
III follow-on/retro-fit contract(s) for the new Madigan Army
Medical Center (MAMC). This plan is consistent with the Intensive
Management Plan (IMP) which provides for deferral of changes to a
follow-on/retro-fit contract.where the change is not imperative to
basic construction contract progress and/or does not have
significant impact to either cost or basic construction contract
completion schedules.

2. GENERAL: Items of work to be included in Phase III contract(s)
may come from several sources as discussed below.

(a) Program Items - Certain items were deferred from inclusion
in main construction contracts during the design phase of project
development. An example is the Intrusion Detection System
installation. The Military Medical Facilities Unit (CENPS-EM) is
responsible for preparing appropriate documentation for all items
deferred during design. CENPS-EM will review and approve all
deferred program items for Phase III contracts.

(b) User Request Changes - Health Facilities Project Office
(HFPO) and Director of Engineering and Housing (DEH) may request
changes to ongoing contracts to add, delete, or modify features of
work. These proposed changes are processed in accordance with
change order procedures of the IMP. The Area/Resident Engineer
will receive, collect, and monitor user requested changes and
present them to the IMP program review group. The program review
group will determine that all or part of a change should be
deferred to a follow-on/retro-fit contract. The Area/Resident
Engineer will notify the change proponent and CENPS-EM of this
determination. If a change is approved in part for inclusion in
current construction and in part for inclusion in a Phase III
contract, it will be the responsibility of the change proponent to
revise the scope of work to clearly show work to be deferred to
Phase III. The revised scope of work will be forwarded to the
Area/Resident Engineer. Approval of these items for inclusion in a
Phase III contract will be by the program review group.

S~-1-
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(c) Mandatory Changes - Unforeseen conditions, design
.omissions, or design errors may surface during the main
construction contract period. Identification may rise from normal
contract action, by contractor requests for informaticn (RFIs), or
user conflict reports. The Area/Resident Engineer may defer
changes or additions only when they can reasonably be accomplished
later by competitive procurement. When a change is deferred, the
Area/Resident Engineer will provide a copy of the confirming
correspondence to HFPO and CENPS-EM for information, coordination,
and to identify that change will be deferred to Phase III. The
Area/Resident Engineer will also develop a scope of work including
justification and in coordination with CENPS-EM, will approve them
for inclusion in a Phase III contract.

3. The Area/Resident Engineer will prepare or request CENPS-EM to
prepare scope of work for user requested and deferrable mandatory
changes. The Area/Resident Engineer will then prepare an order of
magnitude cost estimate (Cede A) and an assessment of construction
impact, including anticipated dates when construction changes can
be initiated and any important advisory information and provide
package to CENPS-EM. CENPS-EM will coordinate with HFPO to
confirm/establish time frames for accomplishing the work that will
minimize conflicts with the User.

4. CENPS-EM will develop the design concepts (approx. 35% level)
for changes; including sketches, narratives, and any interface or
verification requirements of as-built conditions. These design
concepts will.be structured to be stand alone packages. The cost
estimate will be upgraded to Code B level. The design concepts and
estimates will be reviewed by the Area/Resident Engineer and the
user/proponent representatives. These design concepts will be
updated if required and filed by CENPS-EM for subsequent packaging
and development of contract documents. CENPS-EM will maintain a
tracking system and data base, including status of deferred change
items, and provide summary reports at each Quarterly Management
meeting.

5. Phase III bid documents will be prepared from the approved
design concepts on file in CENPS-EM. CENPS-EM will coordinate with
HFPO to confirm that change is still valid and consistent with the
User's priorities. CENPS-EM will then coordinate-selection of
appropriate procurement vehicle and coordinate logical
grouping/consolidation of individual changes into Phase III
contract packages.

ROBERT A. ROWE, PE
Area Engineer
Madigan Area Office

G
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APPENDIX M

FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS PACKAGES
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"-8.14,Furniturne and Furnishings Packages (F&F). 1 Chapter 8.2.3. (F&F

Property Responsibilities), and Appendix 1 (Interior Design) provide

definitions and an in-depth review o+ the timeframes, basic scopes of

work, and individual agency responsibilities for the F&F packages, This

section will not revisit these specific procedures arc requirements, but

will attempt to increase the depth of the reader's undarstanding through

the highlighting of additional review consirera.ions, and potential

problem areas.

.&F Design Review. The HFPG is resp.nsine for design review oa
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the Interior Design submittal packages. This review should be conducted as

an HFPCO team effort, typical of the Operational Systems Review (Chapter

6.10), and coordinated with the local medical actvity's sections, typical

of the Functional Systems Review (Chapter 6,11). For tne F&F packages, the

design input required from the operational sections is somewhat different

then it is for the other LOG CATs of property. The sections should provide

guidance on types o4 furniture (i.e. special chairs for the orthopedic *nd

obstetric areas), the quantity of furniture (i.e. number of book cases end

file cabinets), and any other special considerations (i.e. blackout drapqs

for the conference ,ocm); they should not te specially concerned abou: the

color scheme (it should match the Building Related Design for interior

finishes) , and the actual specifications for the procurement packages (the

F&F design A/E should have specified the best product available, within

funding guidelines). When conducting the review the HFPO should consider

the following.

a. F&F items should be compatible and standardized throughout the

facility. Ex:ample: by specifying the same type of chairs for waiting rooms

(less special areas like obstetrics), the chairs can be interchanged

between waiting areas as necessary.

b. F&F specifications should be written around industry standard

colors and fabrics. Using special/custom fabrics and colors will make

obtaining replacement items extremely expoonsiv-, time consuming, a*€ often

impossible.

c. The HFPO must insure that the quantities of C&F requeste cy t: 9



operational section will in fact fit into the designed sPace. O÷ten th*166

operational section will attempt to stu-f into a room three times the

number of desks/chairs and cabinet: the spac. can hold.

d. The FAF design A/E should provide a list of those items which

require assembly. This list should also contain inf'ormation detailingi the

number of separate components, number/size of individual shipping cartons

(so that Logistics can pro;ram storage space), the complexity of the

atriombly, and r.orimal time requ.•ireu to assemble (wall lockers can take an

unbtlievable number o* man-hours to assemble).

e. For the Artwork portion of the F&F package, the HFPO should pay

special attention to: the types of artwork (paintings, posters, photos,

artifacts) , the need for effective security frames, and the subject matter

(certain packages ar-- either not compatible with the facility's location

or with specific sections within the facility). The perception of a

quality health care facility is very much determined by it's appearance,

and artwork can have a major impact on that appearance (also, the

activity's staff always takes a particular interest in the theme of the

artwork).

4. For the window coverings (drapery) porti.on of the F&F package, tne

HFQO should insure the A/E has includea on-sits veri.fication of window

ci-Piniions (by t1e manufacturar) prior to +abrtcation. It is not uncommon

f4:1 the ccn'.tructod windcw opr,;ng. to nave dixferent dimensions than

thcm~a snj, zn t-,e f4rafwingso



6.14.2. -Procurement activities. The local medical activity is solely 167

responsible for managing the procurement o4 the F packages. They may use

the services o4 either their local procuramemnt agents or Huntsville

Division to actually procure the items. The following are some specific

procedures and potmnttal problems which must be addressed during

procurement.

a. There are a number oa ways in which the di+4erent items of F&F

property can be procured: multiple contracts for each type OF property,

group buys for different property provided by the same manufacturer, and

one procurement package for all F&F through a single major manufacturer,

supplier, or receiving agent. This guide c nziders the latter preferable

as it simplifies control oa procurement and delivery activities, and the

single procurement contract can be expanded to include receiving,

warehousing, and inmstallation activities (thus resolving a number of

potential problems with one solution). The disadvantage to this type o+

procurement is that if the contract is not comcrehensive and correct, any

resulting problems are greatly compounded.

b. Contract delivery dates must be a major concern in the F&F

procurement package(s). These dates must coincide with the milestones

established on the Transition NetwoHrk. The procurement manager shoulal

assess how accurate the manufacturers usually are in forecasting the:r

daetivery dAts, and then choose a cont:-act delivery date whicm wiLll most

likely insure delivery to me-t 'the milestcne, while mtnimizinq any loca

stotage tisne.
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c. The procurement agent must be very cautious in aporoving any

variances to the procurement speci4ications (no matter how thorough the

A/E is there are .always some changes requested). F,'F colors and fabrics

with generally the same name/description can vary greatly between

manufacturers.

d. 1f the manufacturer, supplier or single scurce property agent will

also be providing installation services, the MSDCASE reprasentatve moit

coordinate with the activity's Installation manager to insure a&1 o+ the

necessary installation requirementS have been ardressed in the procur'emnt

specifications, to include: installation target dates, response times,

length of installation period, protection of property/facilit'y, turn

around time on damaged property, on-site supervision, trash removal, etc..

8.14.7.. Installation Activities. As with other LOG CATs o+ property

(Chapter 8.7), there are a number of alternate methocs cf installing the

F&F packages, as well as, numerous special installation considerations.

The following are some installation requirements unique to F&F packages.

a. Because so Many of the items are exactly alike, it is very

difficult to properly account for F&F property once it has been installed

(furniture has a tendency to move about the facility during move-in). The

local medical activity's Property Book o4ficvr should plan 4or (well in

advpnce c4 r~eaipt) t~wrs procedures recass-y te insure proper!y

*cccuntability be+cre/as the items are bein; installec. Reccmmerd having

tho manu.acturerz or rees'ving arefts tag every item with a ýar grapn

labl indicating the items hand receipt number.



b. In4tallation of th-4 artwcr p8CNAgf rwquIe#.u cIntinuMIUW

vLptrvsticn by someone with -in eye for cClcr end form (qittMlr a special

nwstallaticn contractor or a hand ptcker staff memZe-), Dre to changes i;

constructed space (locations of thermostats, electrical outlets, fire

alarmns, ) and installed property, the type and location of a piece o*

artwork may have to be adjunted during installation. These changev w'il

require immediate attention from a Suoervtsor wno can aopropriatuly at.?"

the location of the or~glnal, image or e•:change artwork betwot*n d eler,.

.rei. of the facility.

6. IZ. S-ouo Buy Proper'tv. Group Buy prcpet-y 1.3 daeined az: thome type,

o4 property which are common to a number o4 dfferent areas of the

facility, and are more efficiently obtained utilizing one procurement

cortract. The F'rcper:,.y Planning Commrttei snould identify these types oF

p-oper:-ty items early in the project, and as•ign a manager to collate th.-:

f-3c.lity's requirements and prepare the appropriate documents. Appendi.: M

contains a listing of some of the property items usLually included in Group

Buy Packages. Due to the size of these procurement pack.:ages and their

impact on effective hospital operations, they must be assigned a h*fgn

p.riirity ir the Property Planning Network, z-nd given special attention •'*

the proCuremfnt eg,•ntq. Beyoncl the fact that these Gro,.-• 9,.ty pac•:ag-es ;,re

,-ý,npr'si, nigw colla, vA! uesa •r-d 1ong lesd ttmes for + rcuren'.n•

'.jrln is why they nt•__ be ltagi.- as scct. as pcS'lib.ei , they Maya nc

saen .•i ,orocvre '/ti;4, F-4 v d s.,. c i s," i4 q7

"., Ch apt,:,r.
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INTE;IOR DE=":3

6'.1. General. The intort.zr do3ign requirements -For the Cifice of The
S~irgeon Sonora! Ml..,tary Convtruct--zn, Army (OTS3-MIC1 I.) prc.:ects I t. .

d~in constructiom, and occvparcy ph~ases :f eachý- constructicmr prc*,:*

6.1.1. The. requir-ements +cr each proje.ct include:

(1) ul~i et,~Dosigm - Design o- Intarior

() Fur n ituro-R:el-Aled Deii;r - :stno4 1the 1'.jrnil-s x 0

(7.) P.-ocv.tremret- o4 the (F',!- Pac,ýa-i

6. 1.2 T he bu~l.ding-rlataed desigr is completed by 4600%. design.
Following the 100%/ design submittal mangaent r-espcmsibility r:'
przjeat is t-ns-F-ed -Frcm t(eD`:r nýDvcpet D) . :'>
Pr-oject M'anagemen~t (Pil1) Branch,..

62.::. De~ir'!. T h LiId1 - dsi G-,. i S C~a-,A;2C:z

~22... Spa= 44catloa.s +or t-ede=i;7-. areice ite:s.t:.
C nr,-c ,ar the cnt ract~ c, twa. de! i I Ct i.Sr as;-s. E

r t",e e e s-taign C the ein d- pevsi yt iet

czrespmrdinq; tc the design~ei~

CcencP-- C~cc --jca* ý Ge7'e'-i FUL-Mi'.-S.~r

( 4:'h Coc.cept '-'V1-- Up d~t c c - :7 n::ve r c

cfzmmetzli. nteI&C3o , d~ a



Health Facility Planning Aenvcy. The danign is prepared by e•toer the Ijev-
A/E as an option to the MCA design contract, or by an interior design o4f4ie
Contracted by OTSG. Furniture-re.atrd interi:-r design services are ,.tndve by
OTS3.

6.Z.1. Traditlonal furnisrhing designs required the interior denig er to
identify each furniture item on the drawings produce spacificatirons *a-d a
complete list of each selected item in the prZ.aect. Actual e@:perience
Indicate% that most oc the designs were not utilize, by the users after
occupancy. This situation was caused by numerous factors by the end result wa'z
that the completed design was not followed. Tradlticnal designs are very labor
intensive and expensive to the government. An alternative to the traditicnal
system came from the theory of palette design. The main purpose of the palett•
is to provide the selectizn and color cocrdination of furniture from, gove-nmer:
supply scurces. The act•.al place-ment, item and color selecticn (ax the
pre-approved furnit-ure items, .will be the -esponsibility of the user.

6.7.Z. Each project will have a scope o4 wcr,, preparsa by HFP' w hich
s;:e9ci:cally addrasses the project. The scmpe o. is cr n i rmVs rn. dt.itea ir,:
t-'re4 dtst'nrt sections s._cn as:

(1) Package I - Frovide Furniture & Color Selection, Specfi+ c-ns
and Data Sheets, Instructions for User Implemeneat:cn.

(2) Package :: - Su:lppemen: to tne above, includes ,.uu ttiona2 l./.yts
o- common areas sucn as w.,:ting and conference rooms.

(7) Pa:cage 1I' - S-.upplenen- to F'.'k I, provides complete s-_leC:ion c:
.art wcrk: and layout fcr curtazns.

7, The .FF'O or PCC for the pr=Ject w:l: interace '-_ith the USAH= t:,-::
design czcrdinator to insure the users desires and needs are rspress%.ms-. Th,
Pa:ette Design normally st rtz 18 montsa pricr to tIe first shi pment z
furniture arriving or, t'e prm.ect.

6..7.4 Czoiling the palettw. infcrmation into a single prCcure-,,snt dccutment is
mornA:ly the reaponsib.li t' of the u3ers. Interface of the HFF'. is noraly
very c:csa and in scme cases the HFFO co•rn:'es the palette.

6..7.5 In most sltu•t•cna, the interior designes! who completed the pa!latte wel.
"tq retainot by the goverment 4or 18 mo-ths fcllowin; the 4inal sutmit,--=:. T,.
int~frlOr D*2ilgM* Ig ave~l,.:le for Upd,'teS 1AS -,*=2S34ry due to c'-AngeS '.7
contr-cts and aooc•r seect.:.

'z.r±, lt,..r' pac'.age is m•.;sed by the icc.1 L-- s'..:s D~v,: !:,: #nme Is

4.A. . ", - l ten, f .,:,r" ta-:e tno-nC- 4 i i•. es'-' d Iyt .t In . 'm C•tg,'. y =n e" T f. t. :!

Ti-tt~ ;.,',r t!- Fl.:



6.5. Management of the Interior Des!g Package. Management of t.-e f4r.ri&Aura
package is handled at thu local level by the Chiip, Logistics Die, sle at the
medical facility in coordination with the Hei'th Facility Project Ofzicer
(HFPO) or the project Point of Contract (PCC). management of the package
includ*s the responsibility for arranging stcrage o4 the items pricr -to
occupancy, assemble and installation of the items, and inventory control of a#
the new and ex•.,isting items. I- necessary, storage and/or assemble an.d
installation can be contracted, dependent upon funding a-a'leLlty.
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APPENDIX N

MAJOR SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITY
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NEW MAMC MAINTENANCE PLANS
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE NEW MAMC MAINTENANCE PLAN

"To insure that DEH is fully prepared to professionally operate and
maintain the New Madigan Army Medical Center upon beneficial occupancy."

Planning and preparation will be required in the following major areas:

1. Contract vs. in-house decisions

2. In-house staffing

3. Training

4. Equipment and furnishes provisioning

5. Contract development

6. Information Management Systems

7. Budget programming

MILESTONE SCHEDULE AND DISCUSSION

This section includes a presentation of a proposed maintenance planning
process in a milestone (gantt) type format. This chart is structured to
match the construction line diagram provided by the Corpb of "ng4inzcrs

Madigan Area Office. The maintenance planning timeline was developed from
the construction contractors' master schedule as well as planning
documents from the Health Facility Planning Office regarding equipment
provisioning and commencement dates for facility operations.

Each major element of this timeline plan has a corresponding discussion in
the pages to follow.
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1. RESEARCH

1. System Familiarity (1 October 1986-1 October 1988): A period of
general education of DEB staff (primarily HCSD personnel) as to the basic
scope and maintenance implications of the new hospital. This element
includes:

a. Comprehensive and detailed review of plans and specifications
by DEH's Project Manager.

b. Informal detail of DEH's Project Manager to the Corps of
Engineers Madigan Area Office (MAO) and the Surgeon Generals'
Health Facility Planning Office (HFPO) for review of information
pertaining to the new construction. Approximate length of detail-i
month (1/2 days), spring 1988.

c. DEB representation by the Project *Manger at MAO monthly and
quarterly management meetings.

d. Periodic DEB management briefings by Project Manager and/or
Corps of Engineer personnel regarding construction status,
maintenance planning or other issues of interest to DEH.

2. Transfer Plan (June 1987-June 1988): Being prepared by MAO's
assistant to the Res'dent Engineer and DEB's Project Manager, for
signature by the DEH and Seattle District Engineer, this document will
form the basis for future coordination efforts between DEB and MAO. This
plan is oriented toward the transition phase of DEB maintenance and
includes such topics as coordination of maintenance training and site
visits, spare materials, testing, warranty management as well as DEH's
information requirements. A draft plan is included for DEH review.

3. Contract vs In-house Criteria and Recommendation ( July 1987-October
1988): Develop and obtain management approval for specific contract
versus in-house resource criteria to be used (on a system-by-system basis)
in the selection process. Following approval of choice-criteria a staff
summary will be prepared for the Garrison Commander (to include
coordination with Civilian Personnel Office, Directorate of Resource
Management as well as the Hospital Commander). This document will
recommend maintenance responsibility by facility system.as well as provide
resource estimates for contract and in-house functions.

In preparation for this staff summary, recommend the DEB or Deputy DEB and
the DEB Project Manager visit recently constructed Army Medical facilities
at William Beaumont Army Hospital in El Paso, Texas as well as Hospitals
at Fort Carson, Colorado and/or Fort Campbell, Kentucky. These visits
will allow DEB to learn first hand some of the maintenance lessons
associated with start-up and operation of a new medical center. These
sites have been recommended by HFPO as William Beaumont Hospital is
operating under a 50/50 maintenance scenerio (contract/in-house) and the
other two facilities are almost entirely contract maintenance.

Preliminary criteria as well as a table of facility systems are presented
in appendix's Al and A2 respectively, of this plan.
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II ADMINISTRATION/PROGRAM RESOURCES

4. On-Site Testing/Inspection (October 1987-March 1990) and Training
"(April 1990-Oct 1990): The transfer plan discusses coordination of the
on-site testing whereby the DEH Project Manager will be made aware in
advance of formal systems tests to allow the appropriate DEH employee to
witness these tests.

Joint MAO/DEH walk-through inspections will take place on a monthly basis
during this period.

The Maintenance training phase involves construction contractor sponsored
on-site and classroom training sessions. The timeline is structured to
allow for phased hiring concurrent with this training. All such training
sessions will be videotaped for future use.

5. Manpower Justification/Approval (October 1988-October 1990) and Phased
hiring (October 1990-February 1992): Following a decision regarding the
contract versus in-house recommendation, Schedule X documents will be
prepared for review by DRM and approval and authorization by FORSCOM. The
FORSCOM response will become the basis for a restructured TDA as well as
authorization to begin recruitment action for maintenance personnel. This
hiring is anticipated to be accomplished in a phased manner (over a 18
month period) with supervisory personnel to be hired initially followed by
mechanics, to be hired prior to the beneficial occupancy date of July
1991.

6. Contract Development, Solicitation and Award (March 1990- December
1992): Upon receipt of FORSCOM approval for manpower allocation to
maintenance of New MAMC, work can begin to develop a maintenance contract
for the remainder of the RPMA requirements. The objective will be to
develop a fixed price contract based on operating/maintenance manuals
supplied by the construction contractor and in accordance with Army
Standards for preventive maintenance (modified to meet loc;1 conditions).

It is anticipated that HCSD will require technical as well as
administrative support form Engineering Services Branch. in development of
this maintenance contract package. Specific expertise many also be
utilized through the Seattle District Hospital Project Office.

Extended maintenance for automatic transport and associated lift systems
has been provided for in the MCA contract and must be bidgeted from OMA
appropriations upon beneficial occupancy in July 1991.

7. Equipment Justification, Approval, Purchase and Setup (February
1990-February 1992): Two years is being allotted to obtain approval for
modifying the equipment TDA as well as procurement and setup of fixed
equipment associated with this new in-house maintenance mission. This
phase is set to begin upon FORSCOM approval of the manpower Schedule X as
only at this time will in-house resources be decided. Additionally, at
this time an analysis of space requirements for both in-house and contract
forces will be accomplished by the Project Manager and written
recommendations forwarded for approval.
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APPENDIX Al

TENTATIVE IN-HOUSE VS CONTRACT CRITERIA

Recommendations for a in-house vs. contract decision should be based and
justified on a set of approved criteria. In the absence of standard
choice criteria, the following is proposed for maintenance decisions in
the new hospital:

1. GENERAL: Upon completion of New, MAMC, the Health Care Support
Division will continue to be responsible to the DER Director for RPMA
services for those facilities under the direction of the MAMC and DENTAL
commanders. These facilities include New MAMC, the existing medical
center, medical warehouse (bldg 9665A) medical barracks and satellite
clinics (medical, dental and administrative functions).

2. CRITERIA FOR IN-HOUSE VS CONTRACT DECISIONS: The New Medical Center,
with all its sophisticated facility systems, will significantly effect the
maintenance mission of the DEH. It is anticipated that a well maintained
medical center will require significant resources from contract means as
well as in-house (government employed) staff. The challenge to management
is to decide on a mix of these two functions to maximize the efficiency
and effectiveness of facility support provided to MAMC. These decisions
should be based on a set of criteria derived from the basic objectives of
the DER. The following is a list of criteria proposed for use as a
governing "template" in this decision-making process:

a. Complex Systems: Many facility components are of such
complexity that they require very specialized training and prior
maintenance experience. The specialized systems which are unique
on Fort Lewis to the New MAMC (such as elevators, escalators, ATS,
ABC, pneumatic tube, etc) and require specialized 0 & M experience
will probably be reserved for contract accomplishment.

b. Cost and Effectiveness: The primary conside~ration for those
remaining systems (ie. exclude by item 2a) is to minimize cost
while insuring effective service. The logical extension of this
criteria leads to the expansion of existing Fort Lewis maintenance
service contracts where work is similar to thaC already being
provided (including grounds, roads, fencing, roofing
repairs/replacement, glass repair, automatic doors, resilient
flooring repairs, theater chair maintenance, halon 1301 fire
suppression systems, grease hood/ cleaning). Other factors to be
considered in making a cost analysis include: requirement to
maintain a shop on-site or provide 'on-call" services, and
availability of competing contractors to ensure a reasonable
price.
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c. Physical Security: To insure physical security it is
recommended that the functions of a locksmith (and other similiar
security systems) for New MAMC remain in-house.

d. Reliability: A limitation of contract maintenance services is
that the continuity of these services will be disrupted. This
disruption can be caused by delays in administrative processing for
contracting, protests, contractor non-performance, work strikes or
any number of other factors. With this fact in mind, it would seem
prudent to maintain an adequate well trained in-house workforce in
order to insure continuity of service during these disruptions.

e. Compatibility of In-house and Contract Workforce: An in-house
workforce can act as a very effective means of evaluating
contractor performance to assist the quality assurance
representative. By the same token, the division of responsibility
must be clear, well communicated and-based on a rationale which is
understandable to all involved. This is necessary to insure all
required services are provided without services
"falling-through-the-crack" between in-house and contract
accomplishment.

f. Civilian Employment Authorizations: Any proposal which
involves additionAl civilian personnel staffing should be made with
the understanding that Fort Lewis operates in a current environment
of reducing civilian authorizations. Additional staffing may
become available to HCSD with the upcoming DEH reorganization.
(space for additional criteria)

3. Maintenance Recommendations: A preliminary listing of major facility
systems for the New MAMC as well as proposals for maintenance
responsibility and the decision criteria follow:
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OPTIMAL HCSD ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

Obviously an organization structure for HCSD cannot be established until
decisions are made regarding in-house versus contract accomplishment of
the mission. Despite this fact, the chief HCSD as well as the New
Hospital Project coordinator endorse the concept of a "Balanced"
organization between contract and in-house accomplishment. This scenario
has the advantage of providing the flexibility inherent with an in-house
workforce with expertise associated with contract service. This balanced
concept enhances reliability of the maintenance effort as contract or
in-house resources would be more readily available if one element were to
be discontinued (such as in a minor layoff or contract default).

A "generic" organization structure under this balanced concept is provided
for consideration with this document.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN

THE LOGISTICS DIVISION, MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER AND THE
DIRECTORATE OF ENGINEERING AND HOUSING, FT. LEWIS WA

SUBJECT: Policy on seperation of maintenance responsibility between
MAMC's Logistics Division and DEH's Health Care Support Division.

1. PURPOSE: To develop a written understanding between MAMC's Logistics
Division and DEH's Health Care Support Division (HCSD) of maintenance
responsibility for all installed hospital equipment (Log Cat A and B)
programmed for use in the New Medical Center. An agreement of this nature
is required in order that well informed resource decisions can be made for
maintenance support of the new hospital. i i.

2. REFERENCE: Army guidanc n the subject of this seperation of
maintenance responsibility hospital equipment is provided in HSC
Requlation 750-1 (Medic,&I Equipment Management) as well as the AR 420-43
(Electrical Services)i-"° In essence, these regulations specify that DEH is
responsible for real property (installed equipment) which is further
defined as that equipment which is considered integral with the
structure. HSC Reg 750-1 provides a listing of medical equipment.
Maintenance responsibility for equipment in the New Hospital will be as
assigneos per this guidance, in the attached listing entitled "DEH Health
Care Support Division New Madigan Equipment Maintenance Responsibility"
(Encl 1).

3. PROBLEM: Conflicts have been experienced in the past and will
undoubtedly occur in the future without common agreement on maintenance
responsibility for certain items of equipment-in-place which support the
hospital mission. The end result of this conflict is often an
unacceptable delay in maintenance services for critical hospital
equipment.

4. SCOPE: This document is to be used by DEll and MAMC staff in planning
for, and implementing, the maintenance mission of the New Medical Center.

5. AGREEMENTS: Several systems included in the new hospital lend
themselves to split responsibility. Included in this category of systems
are:

a. Automatic Transport System-includes master console,
guidepath, carts, automatic washer/dryer, battery charger and
cart lifts. Based on the regulations cited, HCSD will be
responsible for:

(1) Master Console
(2) Guidepath
(3) Transporter
(4) Cart Lifts
•Z-3at fre~yZ-1ka~gM
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AFZH-EHZ
SUBJECT: Policy on Seperation of Maintenance Responsibility between
MAMC's Logistics Division and DEH Health Care Support Division.

Bio-medical maintenance Br. will be responsible for:

(1) Carts

(2) Cart Washer

b. Refrigeration/freezer units:

(1) HCSD will be responsible for kitchen and fixed
refrigeration units such as:

(a) Walk-in Units (ie kitchen, pathology)
(b) Other Kitchen Equipment (roll-in, reach-in)
(c) Nourishment Stations (fixed)

(2) Bio-medical Maintenance Br. will be responsible for
those "medical-unique" units as are typically found in the laboratory,
blood bank and morgue.

(3) MAMC Property Branch will be responsible for all other
small residential-type refrigerators.

c. Dishwashers:

(1) HCSD will be responsible for kitchen dishwashers.
(2) Bio-medical Maintenance Br. will be responsible for all
units which clean medical glassware/utensils.
(3) Property Branch will be responsible for all other
dishwashers.

d. Locks: Due to the fact that HCSD employs a'locksmith for
door/window lock maintenance, other locks such as on
narcotics/medication storage cabinets are accomplished by HCSD on
a reimbursable basis. (Note: furniture locks are not maintained
by DEH, but rather are the responsibility of MAMC property)

e. Equipment-Facilities Interface: For seperation of maintenace
responsibility purpose, the interface between equipment and facility will
be assigned at the utility outlet (receptacle, medical gas, air intake,
drain, etc.) or building structural element.

6. EFFECTIVE DATE:

LYLE WARNER GENE A. SCHNEEBECK
COLNEL, MS COL, EN
Ch Logistics Div MAMC Facilities Enginee
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NEW MADIGAN OMA PLANNING REVIEW - 4TH QUARTER FY88
23 June 1988

ATTENDEES:

Col. G.A. Schneebek
Mr. Bob McComas
Mr. Barney Richmond
Mr. Geoffrey W. Glass

AGENDA:

1. PARR Submission (Tab A)- Enclosed is an information paper for
ERID's use with a detailed spreadsheet of all maintenance
activities as well as time standards for each task. Tasks and
time standards come from the following sources:

- "Maintenance Management for Health Care Facilities" of
the American Hospital Association (ASHE)

- "Preventive/Recurring Maintenance Handbook" TB 420-34
(DCD)

- "Buildings Maintenance Management", General Services
Administration (GSA)

- "Preventive Maintenance Procedures for Evans Army
Community Hospital", Fort Carson (ECH)

- Judgement and Experience of the Health Care Support
Division (LOCAL)

Also included is a utility cost estimate for full hospital
operations. Demand is based on estimates from the design
analysis. Unit costs for fuel and electricity are based on
current or projected costs with allowances for inflation.

2. Transfer Plan (Tab B)- This is a document which has been almost
a year in the making. The ambitious concept behind this
document is to anticipate and address potential future coordin-
ation problems between MAO and DER. Essentially the plan places
burden on MAO for the majority of items. Issues which are still
under discussion include warrantee management and training.

3. Optical disk storage of Operating and Maintenance Manuals
(TAb C)- See attached information paper on this subject. In
summary, HCSD recommends we no longer pursue this issue as
some of this capability will be included in an upcoming
maintenance automation system (MAXIMO). Additionally, the
benefit vs. cost for optical storage/distribution of the
remainder of information is precieved to be quite low.

4. Training (Tab D)- HCSD is coordinating on behalf of the
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Installation for all maintenance training to be provided by
the construction contractor on the hospital systems. The
attached spreadsheet shows 1400 hours of maintenance/operator
training for a total of almost 5 manyears, along with a
distribution of training by Division. A formal DF to be
written jointly between NMPO and HCSD will be submitted
through the DEH front office prior to the 1 August deadline.

5. Status of DEH requested change orders:

A) Modify floor finish in Plant Maintenance (VCT to
concrete)- Accepted and modified.

B) Relocate fire department connection, building 9580-
Accepted and purchase order is out for bid.

C) Incinerator emmissions- Change pending final PASAPCA
regulations.

D) Cooling system for emergency generators- MAO has
completed a design for encorporating a fire department
connection to the end of the cooling loop to allow for
emergency cooling water service to 5 generators from the
adjacent fire hyudrant. DEN to provide the fire depart-
ment connection for contractor installation.

6. Next Quarter:

- Begin review of contractors O&M manual submittal.

- Interview maintenance contractors and develop recommendation
for in-house vs. contract workforce.

- Develop maintenance automation structure for HCSD (insure
compatibility with the new hospital).

- Site visits.

- Initial work on maintenance contract. (obtain a copy of
Ft. Sill statement of work).

Geoffrey W. Glass

Project Manager, 'CSD
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INFORMATION PAPER

I. SUBJECT: FY91/FY92 PARR Submission-New Madigan Army Medical Center

II. MAJOR POINTS:

a. BACKGROUND:

1. New Madigan Army Medical Center is a 414 bed, 1,115,000 sf
tertiary care teaching hospital scheduled for completion in January,
1991. Estimated construction cost-$207,780,000.00, Installed equipment
cost-$75,000,000.00.

2. The existing Madigan Army Medical Center will remain
occupied; divided for use by MAMC (core hospital mothballed and other
functions not scheduled for occupancy in the new hospital) and Ft. Lewis.
The facility will remain available as a mobilization hospital.

3. The Directorate of Engineering and Housing, Health Care
Support Division will be responsible for facility maintenance of New MAMC,
existing MAMC and remote medical/dental clinics.

b. MAJOR POINTS:

1. A 100% resource commitment is absolutely required to protect
and insure a long and economical life of the facility, to protect the
government's substantial facility investment, and to provide a quality
care environment for MAMC patients, staff and visitors.

2. FY91 and FY92 projected resource requirements follow:

FY91 FY92
(utilization rate=.55) (utilization rate=.92)

Operations, Maintenance
and Repair (K account)
Appendix A 1,400.0K * 2,340.0K

Utilities (J Account)

Appendix B 952.5K 1,741.5K

TOTALS 2,352.5K 4,081.5K

III, SIAFF COORDINATION: DEll Budget Branch provide direct coordination
with Directorate of Resource Management for PARR submission.

IV, ISSUES/STAFF CONCERNS: Final decisions regarding contract versus
in-house accomplishment of facilities maintenance in New MAMC are
pending. This cost analysis is based on contract services and as such
includes a factor for profit.
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INFORMATION PAPER
SUBJECT: FY91/92 PARR Submission-New Madigan Army Medical Center

V. RECOMMENDATIONS2 Fort Lewis make a firm commitment to the quality oflife and health care of its soldiers by endorsing full funding of newmedical facility maintenance in PARR submission for FY91 and FY92.

Prepared by: Glass/6838/AFZH-DEZ
1 June 88

Approved by: COL G.A. Schneebeck/3191

S..... . . . • --=, m ,. m mmlmmlu~i UN I I
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APPENDIX P

MAMC PROJECT TURNOVER PLAN
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Madiqar, Army Medical Center
Project lurnover Plan
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Fi Ilenatie:CDEHT-URN. 007

A.General1. The new M'adigan Army Medical Center- (MANC) locatedcr oniýor~t
Lewis Washingtcori, is a state of the art, 414 bed, teachingi hosp~ita..
Acceptanice of tne completed facility is the responsibility cf the Co-r-os of
Ernioieers' Madinan Area Office (MAO). Personnel representirng the New
M1adiganu Project Office (NMPO) cf the Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG),
personniel representimng the Fort Lewis Directorate of En~gxineermmig arid
Ho~usinig (DEH), arid personnrel renr-esent ing tne Fort Lewis detacnmienit cof tne
United States Armiy Informat ior Systems Comm~irand (USPISC) are expected to
Dar'tic~ipate in the inspect ions arid to witness the performance tests as trie
insoect lors arid tests apply to their, funictiorn. The DEH has the
responsibility of coeratirig arid miarintaininri the facility arid most of its
systemis after, accept erce of the facility by the (3OVernimerit. The ooerat ic-ri
arid niairteriarice of the teleohorie systemrs will be the resocnrrsibility o;f the
USAISC detachment at final acceptance. The complexity arnd size cif the
facility r-fqu~ires that formal planning tak.e place for the trarnsition fv'rom
the conrstruct ioin phase to the operatiorn arid maintenanCe Q'tBSrC. The Healtri
Care SUPPOrt Division (HCSD) of DEN will serve as the prirmary po-init c--f
contact fior all interface act ivit ies between DEH arid the MAO. All
transfer in~formiat ion arid documentat ion, will be sent directly to:: HCSD fonr
final dispositii:.rt. except the final DD Form 134 which will ne serit
directly to DEH, Real Pronoerty, for si gnatu'r~e.

.. Puirpo~se. The purpose o:f this plan is t-:: idoerntify, d isc'ise and reach a
tlut ua 1 uriderst and i rig of t ne pVrci'cdUres for the transfFer oft t~le N4L41 C
facility from, the Seattle District Co-ros --f Enqim neers, MAL) (conStruct ion-

iase) to the Fort Lew~is DEN (coerattion arid mainteniance pnase). Fo:r, tne
stticcessful inspect icr,. acceptance arid transfer of th-is facility to the DEH-

for orco~er -Doerat .i on arid mairterance managem~ert will real-k1 te a t-c'ta I
':ormiri tmernt o-f all civernme rotalI ar~ericies anid persc.:nnel assoc i.aItec vwth this
or'C'Ject. This plan is to:: provide i nfoirmatiorn o f futu're ceainsar~i
riamrntenance act ivit ies of MAMC arid to ouitlIire tne co-ordiniated eff-r-ts

r-equired of both the Seattle District arid FotLewis D~EH.

~pplicability, TIs plan aipplies to-- all MAO arid DEHprone
associated withi the MPMC project. Cocirariintioni oif this plarn wit-i trie
J)TSG's Health Facility Project Office a I(HFPO) has beer mace when
appl icable. The intent of this plan is to proiduce a starndarci set or
.:operat inig procedures arid priodUce an "all so,-urce" referen~ce drcicurmert.

ýIpenidix F, Si.rtimary Responsibility Chart, lists the requirements of tnis
Lolari arid the acti-:ino o~ffice associated with a realuired respornsit3oilitv.

P~~erioidic- Site Vi~sits.

a. In, order to build uo inst itut ional kniowledge for- tne ciperat ions arid
waintenance pmase. it is imiperativye that DEN mnainternance suocervisor~s arid
:ýersorn~nel visit tne site periodically to become, familiar With) construction
.-f the facility arid its comiplex systems. A formal, miorithly site visit is
;cheduled for, the third ThUrsday of every mionith arid co:ordirnated between
,;he Chief, CornstriAicticin Branch arid the Project Manager, HC5D. The scope
Anid focus of eacc, site visit is agreed uponr by each office before
-- iriducting tlie joint site visit. AdditCinial formal or rinfcrrnv-al site

.sits for HCSD persionnel cir, other interested parties, carn be senvauled on
icase by case basis with the rieed for, these visits. varyir~q with the

4
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intensity of the construct ion effort.

b. It will be the respcrisibilit~y of DEH, HCSD to keep aoreast of tne
current and future construct ion StatuLs arid to make sure that trie necessary
Government personnel visit the facility to observe those activities Wnicn
could proviae critical informat ion during the operat ion~ arid malintenance
phase. The point of contact for schedulinq s-ite v~isits will. be ti-e Cniief,
Construct ion Branch, MAO, Mr. Ron RoWiar1a.

***WILL THESE BEGIN WITH THE SIGNING OF THIS DOCUMENT OR IN '83?)***

5. Ssterms Test irgInterimn Final Insoect 3.ons. Fac 1 ~it ie~ rct

a. GeneralI Durarnj the construct ion phase, the Conrtractor wjill reacn a
po inrt where the facility is complete to ti-e extenit that it wiil :eoethe
Government' s responisibil ity untrder the Contract to inispect anid test the
facility arid its systems fozr accept-a rice.

b. Acceptance Schedule.

(1) The Orou-,Lp or.- room41s listed in Paranrapri 17. 1.7 cof S5oec~if3.czt icr-
0100IIZ1 '(see AppendiLx J) are scheauled for, beneficial Occuclaricy
approximiately 180~ days before tne remainider of the facility. A partial DD)
Form 1354 (The aoc'.tmert used for transfer, arid acceptance of mil~it ary R-a 1
Property) is required for this pro-:oer-ty transfer. The DEH will be
responsible t.: maintain these areas upon aCCeptarice'. Tnis wor--tR IS
ident ified in the Contractor's Networ-k Act ivity S)Cn&CiUle ("i\4r) AU Acivt
899980~. Acceptance test ing arid inrspect ionr of the early -o-ccupanr-y .IreL.--.s i s
est imated to require two (2) mioriths.

(2) Acceptance of the remainder of tne facility is to ta:i<E? place or
*:rne date. The acceptance test ing aria inspect ic-ra phasie -::f this port ionr Of
the facility will take a mniraiiumu of six (6) morntns of intensive wec-rý to
com plIe te. During this period.c it will be the Conjtractor' s r'e50ocnsibiiity
to perform all required maintenance. This work is identitafied in, t he
C.:.ntractor' s NAS as act ivity 899990.

( 3) There are two other completion datess eStcil lished by tne
Contract for- certain, test ing, training arid mairitsnriac~e type effort for, the
Autornated Trarnspo~rt System (ATS) Pinase II and III. Tnes~e items will
require further, inspect ior arid acceptance test ing after f inal :,ccept erce
of the building Dy the Government.

C. Meet inrgs. The Area Engineer will hold Weekly schedulinqc and
coordination meetings. Representat ives of the Contractor, the NIAO, trhe
HFPO arid DEH are asked to atten~d. All acceptarice inrspect icrs arid tests
are scheduled arid coordinated during these weekly meet irgs-. 71-.ý Arcý
Engineer experts tnat all participants commit tne r-eqjuir(dr- uce
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to meet the schedules established. This inclUdes having tne correct
oersorirel at the correct inspect ion or, test on t ime anid ready to
accompipjsh t ne ass ignimenit from the beg innin rg to its corici usC1no.

d. Tests. Tentative test inspect ion arid training a~ates ar-e in the
Drc.'ject NAS a-.nd DEH, HCSD has a copy of of' this suririlary.

e. Documient at i on. As they become avai lable, M~iO will pr,':'vlxde HESD withi
cc~oies oF all final inspect ionr results arid approved test re~oorts. Tnis

docum~enitat ion will be tr-ansferred along with all of th-e other
documenitat ion required by tnis plan arcounid beneficial occuoaricy of trie
facil1ity. .Copies cf the approved test reports ar'e frit> tc'DL HCZ3D
as they become available.

S. Conrt ract Tralirilnig ofGrverraimert ;71ersonrel

a. General. Technuical S:)eci ficat ion 01 001, ParagrAons 32.3~ arid 19D of
the Contract speci fy the Coritractc'-r's arid Governmrenit' s r~esion.rsiOilit ies to
train government oersonnel onr the MA1MC systemis 'arid eM-0u-i merit. Tr-ai1n in q o -F
DEH personnel or MAMC systems xs critical to the successful trarisfer- arid
eff ic ient ooerat i or of thne fac ili ty.

b. "ileet i rigs. Cc'ord i nat ionm for, wneni arid wriere t rainin ri. is to occur wi I I
)e done dur inig the Weekly coord inrat1i n mOeet ir ri~s bet ween iC3~ arid DEH. HCSD.

DEH, HCSD will insirtie toat t imely riot i ficat ion of the pro-per oersonrinel
that will receive train~ing takes place arid thAt, these personnel are
Available at the timrie arid place scheduled dUr-ing the weekly mee~tingo. Tnie
Conitractor will have available, in sufficient quantities -so each
oarticipant wil11 have a copy, Operat ion arid maintenance W~&IM) miarnuals fo-:-r
use as the text bookP during the training. If there is fo-l ow'-oric

-~dvanced triningto be qvern ori a. ce_:rtain system, the samie per-sotrlwl
3ltterid this training to build on the basic inistriuct ion previously
cc* ~riduted.

C. Training Plane. The Contractor will submit his training plan to the
1'lovernment for approval. This plan will be coordinated with the HCSD.
*,iAO will noctify DE-H by letter identifying the date, timie arid location of*
formal training. Apperidix D is a sample of the MAO produced "Contractor
rrainiriq Status Report" which will be used to track the contracti~ually
t-equired training to be conducted by the Contractor. Documienitat ion of
Pach training sessionr will include the date, time suoject(s) co-veredj arid
.iersonriel irn atteriaance.

d. Doc ument at i or,. The Contractor is required to audio-video record all
field instruct ion train~ing sessiorns and provice the Govern~ment with a copy
:feach sessicon (It is the in~terpretat ion of the Gover-nment that tfle termi

'field" includes any training conducted at the project site regardless
-.ether the training is conducted in a classroom enivirconmienit or in, the
icospital as hands-orn equipmen~t training). Trie tapes and the recordinig

6
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equi pment will become the property of the Contracting Officer-. T-i e
Seattle District will reproduce a copy of all tapes arid provide a copy of
each tape to DEH, HCSD. HCSD will, in turn, trarnsfer a cooy of all tapes
pertaining to the telephone system to the Fort Lewis USPISC. The tape
player will be turned over- tco the DEH when' the training reOuairedi by tne
contract is comipleted.

7. 'r.:.oert y Trans fer Documents.

a. The preoarat icr of the property transfer, documeritat ion will be a
coordinated effor~t betweern the MAO, HCSD, HFPO and MPMC L.cc-istics offices.
The fol lowirng requlAt icrns ou~tl1ine the- reqUirements for- ticipr'~r'
transfer docum~entat ion necessary for- the transfer of the MPW-'C or-co2ect.

(1). PR 415-10, 'yii 1itar'y Conrstruct tic~ri-Gerec-r-al. This regulat ion~ sets
forth the provisions r~equi ring the su~bmiission, of DD Formi 1354.

(62) . AR 415-28e, Department of the Prmiy Facility Classies arid
Cornstructi1on Cat eu-r-i es (Cat eciory Codes). This regulation lists the
uni Fcrrm construct ion category coding for- use with DD Formi 13134.

(3). PR 420I-17, Real Property arid Resource Management. This
fýegulat ions speci fies requirements relat inc to accounrt ing for- real
' roper ty.

b. Per reference 9a (.), the HCSD requir'tts tie following djoCUr~IerutAt ion:

(1. DD For-m 1354 completed IAW appendix B~ of PR 420-17. An~ exArtipie
ofwhich is provided by DEH, Real Property F.rarch.

(a) . Prpcoarat ion of fo:rril: MAO

(b). Distri.buticrn: 1-Original arid 1-ccopy to DEH, Real Prooerty
B~ranch; 1 copy to DEH, HCSD. The orqiginal copy will have on o inal
signatures by the Area Engineer, arid the Commirarder, DEH or, his desi grated
representative. This copy is retained by DEHI, Real Property Branch, as
the Contract Record Copy. DEH, Real Estate B~rarnch will ret urn the other
copy with Origirnal signatures, if requested, to MPO.

.. (2). DD Formn 661. P comprehensive listing Of .All. eqUIomenit-xr-place
necessary to complete DD Form 661 includes:

(a). Equiomerit description, mnake, mnode;1, mianufacturLr-, siZe or,
rcapacity arid locat ion (roomri number).

(b).* Cro'ss reference, to drawing nUriloer, specifi cat ion sect ion,
-ibraittal number and o:perat ionrs and niairtersance manu'.al number- if
jipl icable.

7
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(c). .earat ir,- of formi: MAO

(d). Distributrion: Original to DEH, Real Property Braricn, 1 co-y

to DEH, HCSD.

(3). DA Formi 2877, conmpleted IAW ar-ercdix C of AR 42'0-17 ,c each of
the follcwiriu:

(a). MAMGC structure ard irnterior utilities.

(b). The new boiler plant adjacent to building 951JB).

(c). New surfaced road ar,d parking areas.

(c). Each ir, oividual exter'ir utility distributicr systems. (To
include water-, sewer, storrmi drair,, steamt, gas arid electricJ.Q systems).

(e). Lard associated with construction, of MAMC. (Other thanr,

Provided previously in the inibial site package).

(f). Preoaratior, of form: MAD

(g). Distri bIut ior,: Oriqigial to DEH, Real Prooerty Prarcn~, 1 cVoy

to DEH, HCSD.

S. 0perat i°-mns and Mainrtenance Marnuals (OR M)

a. The HCSD is aiver, an, opporturnity to review a copy of the

Corntractor's initial submittal of the O&M manuals. A copy of the ODM

submittal will. be sent to DEH for review with a 45 cay su soerEse date. All
submittals dealing with the telephone system will be reviewea by the

USPISC. POC for these matters is Mr. Melvir, Hertzberg at 967-6071. All

review ccratents by DEH, HCSD arid USAISC must be returnede t., MW4O in
writing. Review of the submittal is essential to aetermirne if the

submitted rlar,uals meet the specification cri+eria and are? uriderstanrdabtle

by those who will use them. The Contract allows the Governrent 60 days
for review of each O&M manual. Therefore, it is imoperative that close

coordination exist between MAO, HCSD and USAISC during this review perioc.

b. Art approved, final cooy of the O&M manuals cove-inq all equioment

arid systemts is pro-vided to DEH, HCSD by MAO Upon final accertance of the

entire facility. HCSD will, in turn, transfer all O&M manuals pertirnent

to the telephore system to the Fort Lewis LJSAISC.

9. Keys.

a. The DEH, HCSD will sign a hand receipt for all kevy; for .AMC.
Specification, Section 08700, paragraphs 7 and 17. 1 expiairis the num~ber of
sets of keys and key control storage systems that the C,:ontractcr must

8
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prov i a e.

b. The establishmernt of a key control turnover team is necessary arid
should consist of at least one representative each from the Contractor,

NMPO, MAMC Provost Marshall (key control office), MAO ar,d DEH, HCSD. Each
key will be tried in each lock as tne Contractor changes the ,oerational
cylinder for the cornstructiconr cylinder. If the key operates the

cperation.rlal cylinder correctly, then the key is transferred to the

representative of HFPO arid at the end of the day the MAMC Pro, vcst Marsnal
representative signs the hand receipt for all :f the keys receivea that

day. Each member of the team will receive a cooy(s) of tne daily hand

receipt (s). Construction cylinrders are retained by th0 ý2eerr coritractcr.
The lock maintenance system is transferred to HCSD at the same time as the
key transfer to, the MAMC Provost Marshal.

10. Cotntractor uLkrr, isned Material.

a. Specification Section 01751, Spare Materials aro other technical
requirements cf the Contract, requires the Cortractor to pr,-,vice the

Government with certair, material arid tcls.

b. Once delivered, the Contractor wil transfer the material to the

Contractina Officer who will turn the material to the DEH, HCSD using DD
Fo-rm 1149 (Repuisition arid Invoice/Sh ipping Document). The DEH, HCSD will
provide the MAO with a cooy of DA Form 1687, Notice of Delegation of

Authority-Receijt for- Supplies identifying ,those iridiv0lauaLs authorized to

receipt for the materials and tools. Deliveries will be coordinated
through arn autIhi0r zed representat ive c-f DEH, HCSD in building 49985, MANC
for escort to the final storage site on Ft. Lewis. Storage arxid

accourntability for the spare material will be the respopsitility of the
HCSD. Soare rmaterial received for tne PIAMC project is7 rio::,t to be useL1 fo, r

other structu 'res or facilities located or or off Fort Lewis.

c. Aoperilix P of tnis plan lists the rmaterial or tools (witn tre

aporc:priate puartities/urits of issue) that the Contractc~r will orcvice to

the HCSD.

l1._ Seci ficatins. Canriaes and EnrPireer C.aanne .ppsals.

The MAO will provide one set of project specificatiors with

amnerndrents, all contract modificationrs, arid, all Engineer Cianqe Proposal
(ECP) files to DEH, HCSD up,-,n completion of the project. These files are

archived in boxes which hold standard legal size folders.

HFPO rmaintains a copy of all MAMC activity inquiries arid the
disposition of action on t hem. Those which have eriougn rmerit will become

ECP's, the rest, along with the reason for disapproval, will te filed f,:r

future reference. All of these files (both ECP'S Ai'4D A4CTIVITY INQUIRIES)
are maintained by HFPO and can be turned over to the DEH at the end of the

9
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project.
Appendix G contains Madigan Area Office Memorandum No. 9, titled,

Procedures for Phase III (Follow-on/Retro-fit) Work Items. This outlines
the Intensive Management Plan (IMP) ECP process and discusses tree planniro
and execution of Phase III of the New Madigan Army Meaical Canter.
Appendix 3 contains the MAO KCP summary report and the new CiNPSEN-MC
Phase III follow-on contract summary report.

The record copy of all submittals and two copies of the Maaigan Area
Offico submittal regIster prOgraM.,(,th. form 'of uStareard 5.25" fLoppy
diskette), database and program documentation is providea, at DwD, to DOH,
HCSD by MAO for future use or archival purposes.

**NOTEi This approach had the approval of both Mr. Rowe and COL
Schneebeck at the last montly meeting (26 May 1988), however, tmis concept
has not been fully staffed nor has the method of fundirin bw$r, finalized.**..

DRAFT

a, General. Warranty management upon acceptance is a joint DEH/MAO
responsibility with MAO ultimately responsible for it* effective
implementation. As suchq both offices will dedicate a person(s) to act as
warranty coorainators, These personnel will have had PerGorAl involvement
during construction of the facility, Appendix K contains the warranty
flowchart showing the responsibilities of each office and the
documentation requirements to accomplish this effort. Joint MAO/DEH
warranty inspections of the entire facility are scheduled at 4 and 9
months after BOD.

b. Warranty Response Time. Bome of the major systems hMvw soecific
response recuirements. These response requirement, are basea on trie
hospital's need for that system. Upon DEH/MAO determination that a defect

,..is•warranty..issue the-contractor is' notified anr..must' renriond to trniee
calls.owthihn,a reasonable time.

a. Maintenance During Construction. Preventive maintenance of all
systems used by the Contractor during construction (e.g. HVAC systems,
lighting, e*to) is accomplished by the Contractor before acceptance of the
facility, For those systems that include expendable components the
Contrantor.aWiJI- trUrn the over'•to: the Governetent in -an "as new" condition
exaept~ae provided for in the ontract under 9upp~lmentary Requirement No.
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97 (SR-2T), USE OF INSTALLED FEATURES, For such items as HVAC filters,
etoo the Contractor will be required to install replacement components
prior to final acceptance or0will be allowed to provide one-for-one
replacements directly to DEH,-forinstallation at some later date when the
installed component is fully eNhausted@

do Follow-on Maintenance Included With The Construction Contract. In
the event that DEH chooses to fund follow-on maintenance provisions, the
SeattiR District will provide an on site Representative of the Contracting
Officer (RCO) to administer and inspect these contract provisions,

DRAFT

~4y~~/. jja fu a iid Er.-z~agurittvL

a. Supolementary Requirement 17.1.7, Early Occupancy, (Ape•rdiix J)
identifies areas turned over to the Government 180 days before the
eNpected comoletion of the workrequirea in Suecial Clause SL-1.i. All1

.,' work in the spaces listed it the Contract shall be complete exceot for thv
communication, telephone, and fire alarm system teoting. All utilities
shall be functional in the areas accepted by trie Contractinrg Officer.

b. DEH, HCSD has the responsibility for n'-mal operation anid
maintenance of all early occupancy areas. Only those itmns covered under
the warranty provinions, the maintenance agreaments within trio contract,
or latent defects in construction will Oe the concern of tiiu Contractor.

c. Physical Socurityi Security of early occupancy areas in trie
responsibility of OTGO and is managed by HFPO in coordination with the
MAMC Provost Marshall Officer. DEH Firm Protection and Prevention
Division will De advised of all security plans to maintain an appropriate
level of Fire 8afety within the facility.

******IN JUNE 1988 A MAJ MAEBTAS. 96Z7-6914. OF THE RgBOLRCE9 MANAGEMgNT
, .. DIVION. MAMC. WILL BEQOME THE HOSPITAL'S TRANIITITION J(JORDINATOR. t****

15. ,oluiDefaiosrieuiat "hunfiajialOauMIUmnagv

a. As part of the requirement for prooaritnq DD Form 13549 all
outstanding construction defiaiencies known at the time of the facility
transfer are recorded on DO Form 1354 transfer document.

b.'?.'AoCrreaton of the deficiencies occur,. MAO will keep DEH, HCBD
, advised of-the status of the deficienaies,

11
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XGILBI. kLLLAL r#tLkMZIL

a. At or near te oresmentation of the DO Form 1354 to the Dt:H for
slgninp, a copy of marked up arints will oe given to the DEH, HCBD for use
until the comoleted "as-built" drawings arm ready for transfer. The
Seattle District Medical Facilities Unit it studying the feasibility of
digitizing tre as-ouilt information (drawings arid data) for storage on
electronic nriwiuum.

b. D.H, Enqineering Seervices Branch (ATTNt Mr. Law) will recwive one
mylar reproducible c'opy of all "as-built" drawirngs frora t,,o MAO iat the
comoletion cof tt•i mrojnct.

******N** *4*4****** 4********4*****4****4******4****4**4**4**4****4*********4**4**4*4* *4**4**4**4***

**NOTE: DEH, HCSD will obtain all necessary perraits for eauilornert and
systems before the pr'oject's BOD or trio cornmencernerit of hospital
oaarations. Separate perrmits reouired for hospital operation include air
quality (incinerator) and safety (elevators). Other permits (a.g. water
gauality, radiation, etc.) are adoea, as requiredg to the blanket

.*;•..install'ation perraits already in force. Upon-written request, Mr'O will -

assist DEH, HCSD and Utilities Division in application for trie orooor
osrraits. The Hf'PO will be responsible for obtaining Hospital accredil.aticn
through the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

.;.

.4
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VOý 5 No 0 May 26, 1988 8 .... F
Madiga-'t6ps off' newfacility; receives top Army rating
inMiac woeas cmWp- "°questioable procedures" requirng fur- UW nsedical students complete required imaging technology for storing and

ping off" ceremony for the new 414-bed, thde review was .012 per 1,000, compared third-year clerkships at Madigan-the transmitting high-resolution radiographs
$287-million facility that will house Ma- to a DOD average of 3.5. busiest hospital in the state-in family and other medical images from one loca-
digan Army Medical Center at Fort Lewis According to Dr. Benjamin Belknap, as- medicine, obstetrics and gynecoiogy, and don to another. According to Dr. John
beginning in 1992. The event marked the sociate dean for clinical affairs at the pediatrics. Another I I students perform Loop, professor of radiology, who is di-
latest in a series of positive developments School of Medicine, the UW and Madi- two- to four-week electives in medicine, recting the UW phase of the project, Ma-
affecting Madigan-one of eight teaching gan enjoy a "long and fruitful relation- otolaryngology, pathology, surgery, and digan is one of about 15 Army hospitals
hospitals operated by the Army. ship in which the two institutions are al- urology, slated to receive the new technology. In
In January, Madigan officials announced ways exploring new avenues for addition, Loop and colleagues from the
that their hospital, which has a number of affiliation that would be of mutual bene- Further. a number of clinical faculty from UW Department of Radiology worked
teaching and clinical ties with the UW fit." Madigan teach at the School of Medicine, closely with the design team for the new

Belknap noted, including Dr. Patrick Madigan's radiology facilities.School of Medicine, is now the Afi y's f Army r asidena physicians from Madigan Duff, Madigan's assistant chief of obstet-top-ranked U.S. medical facility for regularly train a the UW in fields such as rics, who has regularly received outstand- Madigan provides outpatient clinical caremieing standards set by the Joint Com- rauma (at the UWr ed Harborview ing teaching awards from the school. for an average of about 3.000 to 3.500mission on the Accreditation of Health Mei a Center). Also, resident physi- A m es n e n h i a ii sd iyreien hyi- Army personnel and their families daily.
Care Organizations (JCAHCO). Com- clans from the UW train at Madigan, pat- In 19"6, the UW Department of Radiol- in addition to about 300 inpatients from
pared to the Army's 36 other hospitals tcsdarly in family medicine. ogy was selected to participate in an Army bases in Washington. Oregon.
and medical centers, Madigan received
the highest marks from the commission, As another example, each year some 57 Army-funded project to evaluate digital Idaho. Montana and Alaska.
which renewed the facility's accreditation
for the next three years. "" It
Lt. Gen. Quinn H. Becker. the Army Sur-
geon General, has praised Madigan for
doing a better job meeting the JCAHCO
standards "than any of our other medical r- ii-- .r-
treatment facilities. " Col. Leslie M. Bur- , - - -
ger, the medical center's deputy com- -- ,
mander for clinical services, echoed .,
Becker's praise. noting that "it is some-
thing we have known all along and it's
very gratifying to the staff that the Sur-
geon General's office recognizes the out-
standing performance of our health care
providers.'
JCAHCO accreditation is essential for a
teaching hospital to continue serving as a
training site for medical students and resi-
dents-a requirement of the Accredita- a
tion Council of the American Medical As-
sociation.
Madigan also received outstanding results
in the Department of Defense (DODI Ci-
vilian Peer Review process. The rate of An arch'itecrs sketch of the new facility being constrscted for Madigan Army Medical Center at Fort Lewis

Univwaslty Week "y26. 1960 Save,
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included in the contract for relocation. Funds for contracts with specific
vendors to relocate equipment items must be programmed by the

medical/dental activity.

4.3.4. Facility Transition and Occupancy Plan. The medical/dental acti-
vity staff is responsible for initiating the process and organizing the
planning committee. The HFPO should assist the committee by providing
reports on the construction progress and by establishing target dates for
completing the planning process. There are eight general areas tha': are
included in most plans. These areas include provisions for medical ser-
vices during the move, movement of supplies and equipment, movement of
patients, traffic control during the move, security for the old and the new
hospitals, provisions for food service on movement day, in-service training
for staff members, and public relations with the local military and civi-
lian communities. Each of these areas is discussed individually below.

4.3.4.1. The movement plan should include provisions for emergency medi-
cal service to the community during the move. Provisions for this service
is especially important on the day the patients, the emergency room, the
operating rooms, and the delivery suites are moved to the new hospital.
Most hospitals have found it necessary to operate emergency services in
both hospitals on the day of the move. This dual operation is expensive in
terms of staff and should be discontinued as soon as possible. In order to
avoid confusion as to which facility is open, some hospitals have sent
written notices to each obstetrical patient, informing her of the exact
time that she should begin utilizing the new hospital. Written notifica-
tion is definitel, recommended when the new and old hospitals are located a
great distance from each other. The plan must also include provisions for
emergency dental care. This may be provided in the old area until the new
clinic is operational, in another clinic, or in the hospital dental clinic.
The capability and !vcation will be determining factors.

4.3.4.2. Movement of supplies and equipment.

4.3.4.2.1. Timing is an important factor to consider when developing plans
for moving the supplies and equipment from the old to the new hospital.
Detailed time schedules should be developed for such organizational element
to insure that congestion is eliminated at the entrance ways and in the
corridors of the hospitals. Any delays caused by poor scheduling could
unnecessarily increase the cost of the move. Congestion of equipment in
the corridors may also cause unnecessary damage to the floors and walls of
the new facility.

4.3.4.2.2. If a civilian firm is to be hired to move the equipment to the
new facility, early coordination must be effected with the local purchasing
and contracting officer to insure that a contract is obtained with a well-
qualified firm. Provisions must also be made for supplying that office
with information on the cubage and weight of the material to be moved.
Coordination must also be made with the Comptroller to insure that funds
are either available or obtainable to fund the civilian moving firm.
Detailed plans will be required for the packing of the supplies and equip-
ment.
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4.3.4.2.3. If the staff is going to pack the equiment in their area,
packing instructions as well as packing materials must be provided. It may
be beneficial to conduct a class for the staff on proper packing tech-
niques. Plans must also be developed for inventorying, classifying, and
labeling all equipment in the old area. The labels should clearly indicate
when equipment is to be turned in to supply, when equipment is to be moved
to the new facility, who is to move the equipment, and its priority for
move.

4.3.4.2.4. Plans for stocking supplies on the wards and in the clinics
must also
be developed.

4.3.4.2.5. Special attention should be given to the security requirement
for the movement of sensitive or high-theft items as well as for the move-
ment of drugs and other pharmaceuticals.

4.3.4.2.6. All equipment installed or moved to the new hospital should be
checked by the medical maintenance personnel to insure tA.at it is in proper
working condition when placed in the hospital.

4.3.4.2.7. All central systems, such as oxygen and suction, must be
inspected to insure they function properly and that the proper system is
connected to the proper outlets. All power outlets should be checked to
insure they contain the proper voltage, i.e., 110 or 220 volts. The
emergency power system must be inspected and actually tested to insure that
it is functioning properly and that all essential areas and equipment are
in fact connected to the power supply.

4.3.4.3. Movement of patients.

4.3.4.3.1. The movement plans should also contain provisions for reducing
the patient census as much as possible prior to moving day. This reduction
can be accomplished by discontinuing elective surgery several days prior to
the move and by discharging patients as soon as it is practical and safe to
do so following their treatment.

4.3.4.3.2. Outpatients should be discouraged from coming to the hospital
for treatment of minor ailments on moving day. Past experience, however,
indicates that provisions should be made for holding sick call for the
dependent population in one of the post health clinics on moving day.
Routine dental treatments should also be curtailed.

4.3.4.3.3. Although a complete rehearsal may not be possible, it is
imperative that the disaster plans for the new facility be developed prior
to the move. It is never known when these plans must be implemented, and
they tend to be ignored or forgotten during the settling-in period at the
new hospitals.

4.3.4.3.4. The plans for the movement of patients must provide for the
maximum safety and comfort of each patient. These plans should be per-
sonally reviewed and approved by the Deputy Commander for Professional
Services. The movement plans should include provisions for requiring the
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attending physician to designate the type of transportation to be used, the
priority for movement, and whether a physician or nurse attendant should
accompany the patient in an ambulance.

4.3.4.3.5. The plan should include the 3pecific routes of travel for each
ambulance, designation of the entrance and elevators to be used by the
patients on each ambulance, and the time of arrival and departure of ambu--
lances at both the new and old facility. In addition, provision must be
made for a sufficient number of litter bearers at both locations. The room
number and bed number assigned to each patient should be affixed to the
patient to insure that he is placed in the proper location in the new
hospital. An inventory should be conducted of all patients on the ward
prior to and after the move to insure that all patients are properly
accounted for. Any special equipment a patient requires should be placed
in the new room prior to the patient's arrival. The movement plan should
also include provisions for moving the patients' charts and records to the
new ward.

4.3.4.4. Traffic Control. Good traffic control is imperative on the day

the patients are moved. Assistance should be requested from the Military
Police to insure that all routes which the ambulance will use to move

patients will be clear of traffic. If intersections cannot be barricaded,
a policeman should be positioned there to direct traffic and give priority
movement to the ambulance. Provisions should also be made to control spec-
tators who may gather to observe the move.

4.3-4.4. Security. Security for the new facility during the movement
period is of prime importance. Many items of sensitive equipment and

supplies which are susceptible to theft will be moved. In addition, extra-
neous personnel may interfere with contractor or engineer personnel who may

be working on the facility. It is recommended that a special pass system

be developed for this period so that only personnel who have a bonafide
reason to be there are permitted in the new facility. Security plans
should also be developed for the old facility to insure that all remaining
property is properly safeguarded until it can be disposed of through
appropriate channels.

4.3.4.6. Food Service. Plans must be developed for feeding the patients
and staff during the movement period. These plans must be coordinated with

the patient movement plans to insure that all meal times do not conflict
with the time patients are moved. Prior experience indicates that patients

should be fed a regular breakfast early in the morning prior to the move, a
cold lunch at noon, and a regular dinner in the evening at the new hospi-
tal.

4.3.4.7. Public Relations. Providing information to the public on the
plans for moving to the new hospital is an important part of the movement
plans. Information should be provided on when the move will take place,
where medical care can be obtained on moving day, and when the patients can
have visitors. It is especially important that the public be well-informed
about where they can obtain emergency care during the movement period. If
possible, a guided tour of the new facility should be made available to the
public. These tours should be conducted prior to the time the staff and
patients move to the new facility.
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4.3.4.8. Training. An in-service training program must be developed to
acquaint the staff with the operation of the new equipment and systems
installed in the new facility. The staff will also require training in any
new administrative or operating procedures that will become effective upon
occupancy of the new facility. Guided tours should also be provided to all
staff members to acquaint them with the new facility. The HFPO shall con-
sider the use of training films, TV films, manufacturers' demonstrations
and similar methods to orientate the staff and other medical personnel to
the new facility and equipment. Simulation model to evaluate and develop
operational modes may be necessary to acquaint personnel to the new working
environment. Training methods and available information from other pro-
jects should be evaluated and applied as appropriate. School training
requirements must be identified and programmed. Operational concepts
designed into the facility should be emphasized.

4.3.4.9. HFPO's Checklist. A general guide is available in Appendix C to
assist the HFPO in monitoring the events involved in movement and occupancy
of a new facility.

4.3.4.10. Engineer Maintenance of New Facility. Facility Engineer person-
nel are responsible for the maintenance of the facility. Normal mechanical
and electrical operational capabilities of the new facility must be main-
tained by the facilities engineers. All utility systems must be monitored
and determined adequate prior to patient occupancy of the facility.
Training, orientation, and simulation methods as discussed for hospital
staff members will also be elements of preparation of the Facility
Engineers. The HFPO will closely monitor their preparation for occuparcy
of the new facility.
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APPENDIX C

PROJECT OFFICER'S CHECKLIST FOR TRANSITION

C-1. Have plans been developed for providing medical care to the post
population on the day (days) of the move? Do these plans include provi-
sions for the following services:

a. Emergency medical care

b. Sick call for the dependent population

c. Obstetrical Services

C-2. Have the disaster plans for the new hospital been developed?

C-3. Have the movement plans been coordinated with the other medical faci-
lities in the comuni:t?

C-4. Will a civilian moving firm be used to mcve the supplies and ecui-
ment to the new hospital? If so, have the fo "" actions been
completed?

a. Coordination been affected with the pur:hasin and contrac:ing
office to contract for the mover.

b. Provisions been made for furnishing that ofrice with the weight and
cubage of the equipment to be moved.

c. Coordination been effected with the Comptroller to insure that funds
are available to pay for the moving costs.

C-5. Have instructions for packing supplies and equipment been prepared
and disseminated to the staff?

a. Who will do the packing?

b. When should the packing be completed?

c. Where will packing materials be made available?

C-6. Has all the old equipment been inventoried, classified, and tagged as
to disposition?

a. Which equipment is to be moved to the new facility by the following

personnel?

(1) The civilian contractor.

(2) Medical and dental personnel.

b. Which equipment is to turned into the Logistics Division?
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(1) For return to inventory

(2) To be sent to property disposal.

C-7. Have priorities been established for moving the equipment to the new
facility?

C-8. If personnel are going to move the equipment, are sufficient trucks
and personnel available to complete the task?

C-9. Have supply stockage levels been established for the wards/clinics?

C-10. Have plans been developed for issuing medical supplies, linen, etc.,
to the wards and clinics?

C-1l. Have plans been developed and time allocated for medical maintenance
personnel or other appropriate officials to complete thc following ch('-ks?

a. Test all medical equipment placad in the new facility to insure
that it is functioning properly.

b. Verify that the appropriate power supply is provided in each
outlet, i.e., 110 or 220 volts.

c. Verify that the central oxygen system is functioning properly and
that oxygen is being supplied to all outlets in the faciitiy.

d. Verify that the suction system is functioning properly and is con-
nected to all appropriate outlet3.

e. Verify that all essential electrical equipment and lights have been
connected to the emergency power supply.

f. Test the emergency power sources to insure that they are func-
tioning properly.

g. Test all other mechanical equipment within the facility to insure
that it is functioning properly.

C-12. Have all clinics and administrative areas been scheduled to move in
a logical sequence? Does the schedule include information about the
following items?

a. Date and time to move.

b. Weight and cubage of equipment to be moved.

c. Entrance ways and elevators to be used in making the move.

C-13. Have provisions been made to insure security of narcotics and other
"controlled substances during the move?
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C-14. Have procedures been established for the turn-in of all drugs, nar-
cotics, and controlled substances on the wards of the old hospital and the
issuance of like items to the wards of the new hospital?

C-15. Rave plans been developed for reducing the patient census to the
maximum extent possible prior to moving day?

C-16. Have plans for the actual movement of patients been developed? Do these
plans include the following provisions?

a. Specific routes of travel for all ambulances.

b. Specific loading and unloading points for each ambulance.

c. Designation of the specific elevators the patients on each ambu-
lance will usE.

d. Scheduled departure and arrival times for each ambulance.

e. Sufficient numbers of litter bearers at both the oQŽ anu new hospi-
tal.

f. Provisions for the attending physician to ascertain the following
items:

(1) Establish the priority for movement of each patient.

(Z) Designa:t the t:oe of ambulance for trans:or: of the patient.

(3) Designate the life-support system that must aczcmpan'. the
patient in the ambulance.

(4) Determine whether a physician or nurse must accompany the
patient in the ambulance.

g. Assignment of rooms and beds to each patient prior to comencing
the patient move.

h. Provisions for placing any special equipment in the patient's new
room prior to the arrival of the patient.

i. Provisions for the movement of the patient's personal belongings.

C-17. Is the time for commencing the patient move reasonable?

C-18. Has sufficient time been allocated for the movement of patients?

C-19. Rave plans been made for moving the patient's charts and records?

C-20. Has the patient movement plan been approved by the Deputy Commander
for Professional Services.

C-21. Rave plans been developed for feeding the patients and staff on the
day of the patient move?

46
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C-Z2. Rave provisions been made for the Military Police to provide for the
control of traffic on the day of the move? Do these provisions include the
following elements?

a. Clearing the streets, which the ambulance will use, of all other
traffic.

b. Traffic control at all intersections which cannot be barricaded.

c. Control of spectators who may gather to watch the move.

C-23. Have physical security plans been developed for the new facility for
the moving-in period?

C-24. Have physical security plans been developed for the old facility for
the period of time during the move until all old property has been properly
disposed?

C-25. Has publicity material been developea for dissdmiiacion to the
public informing them of the following action?

a. The date and time of the move.

b. The time the old emergency: service will be closed and the new ser-
vice opened.

c. Where medical and dental sick-call will be conducted for the depen-

dent population on the day of the move.

C-26. Have plans been developed for providing guided tours of the new

facility to the public?

C-27. Has the 'EDDAC/MEDCEN Commander/Dentac Commander or the Deputy

Commander for Administration personally approved the overall movement plan?

C-28. Have provisions been made for telecommunications?

47
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HOSPITAL MOVE AFTER-ACTION REPORT
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BOSI' ITAI.- MOVE An'ER-AUT,"0ON REPrOr
BLANCIIFIELD ARMY CO.MNITY IIOSP ITAI,

MIAY 1983

A medical construction project begun in 1977 culminated on 21 November 1983
with the movement of 61 patients from a 47-building cnntunsmaent facility with
7hs miles of corridor, into the state-of-the-art 241-bed Coloeel Florence A.
Blsnchfield Army'Communitytllospital.. Adeotailed afcer-uctiost report on the ontire
project, has been compiled by. the Now I1ospLtal Project Officer, LTC Martin Sargent.
The report to follow addresses the actual movnment of supplies, equipment, per-
sonnel, and patients. It wis not within the ticope of thl:J report to evaluate the
new facility or construcrion project per se.

The primary basis of this report is input solicited by q~testionnnLre from
individual departments/services during the December 1982-J:inunry 1983 time period.
Analysis of returned questionnaires has been suppie-mented by additional information
obtairted through obsgervation and tinfu rnal' -conservations. Completed questionnaires
attached at Appendix A include muich information which is act Lvity specific and
may be reviewed in more depth by those needing detailed information in a
certain area. The written report will highlight significant problems and areas
of common interest.

Overview of Hospital Move -

Construction of the'new facility included outfitting the building with a totally) new package ofooffice furniture, files and nostmajor equipment. The move plan
"-called for.nursing units arid clinics-to receivu pre-pusitioned.medical supply carts
stocked by Materiel Distribution System ('DS) which meant that individual activities
did not have to move the vast majority of medical supplies. Basically then, the
physical move covered a distance of 1.9 miles between the two facilities and
involved mostly inpatients, file and desk contents, reference traterial, and
selected pieces of equipment such as emergency carts, defibrillators, infant warm-
ers, typewriters, Xerox machines, etc. movement from multiple buildings and
consolidation or separation of activities were frequent complicating factors
which necessitated close coordination. Pest control and preventing the physical
move of the roach population to the new facility was a persistent concern.
Movement of the facility was accomplished in a week, with the administrative
areas and clinics moving on Tuesday - Friday, followed by the inpatient move
on Sunday, 21 Nov 32.

Responsibilities -

Hospital Move Coordinator - An individual in the LoglsLics Division was designated
as',the,1l6spital Move .Coordinator; This individual coordinated.advance logistical
planiing .utch.as.est-ilating-and o'cderitig packini r,.rial[,...ririiin the mcvement
Contract, coordn.inting .between" REDDAC and the move contractor in all phases of
the move, and providing instruction to all. activities rcsari-ding pre-move, move,
and post-move requirements. Appendix B incluJes costracttal move instructions
(pre-move, move, and po:;t-move) and th,! final move schednle.

) L p'1tient "Mnve -,Chief;,!'rofes-iona1l.Strrvi'.; han overail. responsibility for
movement oa Ipuiett|s to tlw utew t'ac iii1. "I'Ih. I;ov, day pla n iat Appendix C wa:;

published to provide general guidelines and icdnt iv r,.sponsible individuals ror
key tasks. The renpoui.'ble indivldhal:; in turn, ,vvecloped :•.re specific and.
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detailed plans, for accomplLaIlLng the move. Nany activities had to maintain
split-operations in.'upport of ongoingpntiont care '...Appendix..D contains the
published plan ragardinn the status of clinical services during move week. In
support of the Hove Day Plan, Department of Nursing guided the preparation and
movement of patients according to the plan shown at Appendix Z. Included at
Appendix F is the Patient Move Rocord completed on each patient at the time of
the move.

Individual Activities - Each activity desi-,nated a point of contact (POC) who
worked With -the Hospital Hove. Coordinator and ,New Hospital Project Croup to ful-
fill movement requirements and to coordinate activity preparations. Activities'
responsibilities included identifying and tagging equipment to be moved, ordering
packing material, packing non-equipment items, inventorying boxes at old and
new locations, unpacking and disposing of used packing materials.

Moving Contractor - Contractor reuponsibilities included packing/moving designated
equipment as; well ,as.mioving all boxes.: pac-ked by activity personnel., Each
activity was moved separately in order to mininize loss or misplaceseant of
supplies and equipment. Activity personnel were responsible for maintaining an
inventory of items placed on the moving van, which was then sealed prior to leaving
for the new facility where items removed from the van were re-inventoried when
delivered to the designated location.

Strengths Noted by Respondents -

Planning - A".vance planning and coordination of the move was cited as a strength
) by 52%.-of the respondents. The process .e i.dentifying and tagging equipment to

"be"moved was specificaLly mentioned as a strength by 170 of the respondents. Other
aspects of planning which received favorable menttion were the assistance available
from Logistics, publication of a move schedule for all activities and dissemination
of written information on activity operation ditring move week.

Contract Movers - Use of a contract move as well ans the spocific contractor used
received fuvorable comments from 2L% of re-spondents. The contractor was cited as
efficient and carefu l by several respondents. Use of cont'racrual services for
the move was essential to the hospital's ability to continue its patient care
mission. Logistics had neither the manpower nor the vehicles to move the
hospital. Reliance on organic resources would have required that activities move
themselves which would have been impossible withouit severe disruptions in patient
care services and a greatly extended period of recduced produccivity.

Inpatient ,1:ove - Thfe inpatient move-'as :uperbLy accu'.plish,'d without any un-
toward effects. the movement of patients was a highly vulnerable period which
..required intensive coordination among, m~any activities, uith key rules being played
"by.iDepartment..of' Nurning,. Patie:nt Administrntion Ii-v.i:ion, !harmacy, anid
Nutrition.Care"Service,. ClinicaL. Support rlivision also had essential responsibilities
for coordinating cliniciani nput, org.aic tranmsportation assets, and patient con-
trol during loading and off-loading. FpeciaL concerns datenr, this purtod were
patient accountability, safe- trnnaportaition, cuntinuiity of trlatm,-nt plans, timing
of patient meat.%, aend nfi!,'t.gurd il: iatio'.tt valua.ble:i. The. i.ii of the umbulance

") , bits for transportine, grotip" of atablt p.1titi'ts was.hdlItLi0, ,14s criLical to the
success of the mr.yrve,. 'The dl:cioion to e-nt..ti.nt orgattic v'hicl,,.' wut; i last m.inute
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.one and the very difficult taks of obtaining a bus created unnecessary turbulence
during the-period immediately preceding thie move. Loristics coordinated the loan
,of an:ambulance,.bus,.trom-.Scott Air~forco Base and arranged for the driver, pickup,
and return of the bus.

Supplies and Equipment - Commercial contr3ct for receipt, storage, control,
and delivery of equipment/furniture was cited, as a iiighly successful way to
manage advance equipment purchases. Conversely, approval granted by 11SC to
laterally transfer, in bulk, excess installation furniture to post was estimated
to have tnaved one year of identify ing, clast;i~y Lug, report ing, and disposing of
excess.

Operational. readiness - Conccpts..of Operation, t-ransition trainin; and open
access to the new facility contributed signif~icantly to personnel readiness.
Several respondents noted advantages of putting systems on line in advance (MDS,
Nutrition Care Service, Radiology).

Problems Identified-

Management of. Excess Supplies-.-. MovemeTnt -of the new facility, left behind a1
completely furnished old facility which contained high volulne~of excess medical.
supplies since pre-stocked carts hid been placed in new areas. Significant
amounts of overtime were required to m~anage excess inventories left behind by
customers who failed to comply with the requested supply drawdown. Prior
planning included a good ba~sic concept fo-.r handling excess, but milestones and
specific mneasures were not adequately -defined. Action was delayed until a specific
plan of attack was developed.

) Equipment accountabi1lty- - Hand receipts and equipmnent control were problematic
from beginning, -to end. .,Operattio-nal and organizational changes resulted in
consolidating or splitting of old hand-receipts which were not an --Jequate means
of accounting for new equipmrent received. AUt new equ~piiiu-nt was picked up by
the Property flood Officer hand receipt since HSC disapproved establishing a
second property book for the new hospital. Hand receipt integrity was further
challenged by activities relocating equipment prior to and during'.,the move. A
contributing factor was that keys were iusued prior to Inventorying hand receipts.

Patient Move - Not all nursing units werv ready to move in te'rms of complete
patient prep .aration, setting uip new units, and somiewhat limited involvement of
,evening/night supervisors in orienting to the new facilities and concept of
operation. Additionally, movement of pat-tents acid equipmeilt were not entirely
synchronized; e.g., ilnfant warmers still at old facility after patient move or
leaving blood pressure cuffs behind.

Operational readiness - Thbe evaluation Lill facility ant, rersonnel readiness is
an essential element for establishing move sche.dules. Rany res;pondents comnented
.on read iness-related prublems. Some activities had not al-conipiished planning for
internal, operation- until,: very late whi.ichtcreaited turbuilentce and.-required last-
.minut e,:adapt ationts.- &S'ome felt that.time allotted for -uperational- testing of
equipment. was, tooi-short., to,-nllow for :correctioil of def iciencies. Inc'oMplete
training was cited by some and notedl Lo lie a contributor to systenm failures or
downtime., Incomplete functional plinnin- was noted as problematic in some cases.

3
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Y..orexamplei: Coucepts•voU.E.Oper2t-ion-were. judged, to..bu.a. gSd, approOch which
'... +.suffered-.from at-e-pubUca.oand.'diE.(icu1.tos'in ttng1 all informacion needed
S to ,.:Eo,.nalitze,•.the.'.concept.ý-A."•Si-.lar4y,.i. MDS'.:was.,inundated end..almoot -obstructed by

supply level change requestsbecause many activities waited until the last minute
to establish cart inventories.

Changes - The~period immediately preceding a move is characterized by high'
levels of activity, the need for intense coordination, turbulence, and the pro-
.clivi t.yo.or..making. uni.lateraldec.is ions, to...deal with..the.ýperceived,'e•igencies of

- the.zituationt.:.-Respondents:. noted 'difficulty..In coping.with the-.continuous
.... and. -last-nute.changes"na"varirty of things rangi ng from concepts of operationL

to room designations. Several comments reflected the negative impact of changes
in key personnel and the need for contin-ency plans. BACH experienced changes in
at least seven key positions (CO; XO; Chief Nurse; Asst Chief Nurse; C, Logistics;
C, Pharmacy; and Project NIHA) within less than a year preceding the move.

Manpower - Adequacy of personnel resources-,to maintain on-going operations,
....- ,.'"accompLishpreparatory...actions for the•,soweand simultaneous.ly support new

systems was problematic in several instances. Augmentation of personnel assets
occurred in some cases; others progressed from operating parts of new systems to
providing total support without required resources (e.g., MDS, Pharmacy). An
especially critical issue occurred in Logistics where Fire Safety planning for
the new facility had to he accomplished as an additional duty. The required
emphasis level of expertise and extensive testing/planning required to establish
a sound fire prevention and detection plan would have been significantly improved
by havin7, a full-tirse safety officer on board for planning and development prior) to the move.

Enforcemefnt'of Policy - Whilei advance planning received favorable conmnents,
some respondents notel problems with enforcement of various policies such as
supply drawdown, equipment location, or equipment/supplies to be moved.

)
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Below Are some-of•the more.iLgni( Lcant and Menerally, applicable reconuoandat ons.
Additional ones are listud on the questionnairue thL, muelves,

I. PLAR1 PLAN! PLON! Have frequent ind.etngs to identify problems and share
information. establish plans well it% advance and formulate in specific terms.

2. Designatesa point of contact in, each activity to be' 'a'wcable conduit of
information specific to the-move. These individuals'shouLd maintain records of
meetings, plans, ecquipment Lists, etc., in order to accommodate the inevitable
personnel changes.

3. Use contractual services for the physical move. Co.rnmorcial contract is
also recommended for receipt/storage/delivery of advance equipment purchases.

"4, Supplement,,transporrtatton resources with an anubulance bitu for the movement
of patients.

5. Publish a move schedule identifying all activities to be moved.

6. Measures to provide maximum hand receipt integrity should include, as a
minimum, conducting a hand receipt inventory with each activity prior to issuing
keys. Optimally, a second property book should be set up for the new facility.

7. Establish.. specif ic plans. with target .timetablin; (or managing excess equiprment
.and-suppLies.left at tke old. facility. Direct and enforce a drawdown policy for
supply items.

8. Identify mechanisms for monitoring :Irtd eulorcing cuipLiatice with policies,
and procedures associated with the move.

9. Stablize key personnel during the year iimmediately proceding the move.

10. Test all equipment and systems wel• in a'Jvatitc. Activcl' tmonitor readiness,
perhaps with a checklist.

11. Finalize and publish Concepts of Operatioto aL Ivaut 60 days prio" to the move -

they should provide the, basis for transition traiiing.

12. Instituta.meisures to reduce last minute policy or procedural clhanges while
assuring necessary coordination for the inevitable changes that must occur.

, J.13. Closely,.manitor personnel..resdurce..acquigit iol during the year prior to the
move .to-*."aXmize .the ,exteant. to ,whicch personnel ,a.nsatsL are on .board to support
full operation.

")
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APPENDIX T

SPACE UTILIZATION OF MAMC



DISPOSITION FORM
For use of this form;. .WAR 34I1.1, ithe p1ropnnt-.oncy Is TAGO.

""IEIENCFOR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJECT

-nSHJ-CD Space Utilization of MAMC upon Occupancy of New Hospital

TO DEH FROM Chief of Staff OATE 16 March 1987 CMTr

Fort Lewis MAMC MAJ Raiha/dh/6914
ATTN: Mr. Rogers

1. *The buildings currently occupied by activities of MAMC will be vacated upon completion,
of-thenew hospital. The anticipated move in-date for the new hospital is November 1991.
Vacated space should be available for occupancy beginning in January 1992. These dates
are subject to change based on completion of construction on the new facility.

2. There are several activities assigned to MAWC that do not have designated space in the
new facility. These activities have been added since the initial design of the new
hospital, or space allocated in the new facility is not adequate based on current and
anticipated operations•.,A listing of,:the:activities. is attached as Enclosure 1.

3. There are several areas which will need to be "mothballed" for mobilization purposes.
These areas have a medical specific function and cannot be utilized for other than medical
purposes. A listing of these areas is at Enclosure 2.

4. At Enclosure 3 is a color coded map of MAMC buildings which designates what space will

be available for use by Fort Lewis activities once MAIC relccates to the new hospital.
Enclosure 4 provides a list of buildings available for use by Fort Lewis.

-5..Buildings designated for use by Ytort Lewis. activities will .remain under the control of
The Hospital Support Branch of DEH for maintenance; In the event of mobilization, all
ouildings will need to be returned to MANC for use. Therefore, internal structural
changes will not be made to the existing facilities. It is reconmmended that a Memorandum
of Understanding be initiated betweend MAMC and Fort Lewis which outlines responsibilities
for buildings allocated to Fort Lewis f

6. Since the actual occupation date is somewhat changeable based on completion of
construction and continued changes in medical equipment technology may change space
requirements in the new hospital, this document may require updates on a regular basis.
As the actual move-in date approaches, more reliable information on space available for
reallocation will be forthcoming.

4 Encls •I/T.PITTMAN
Colonel, MS
Chief of Staff

I M
FlR FORM Ei jfl6...... . .. . .
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* •Activities with Insufficient Space in New |Hospital

-Clinical Specialist School:
Currently located in temporary buildings at North Fort Lewis.

-- Troop Clinic for Special Forces:
(New Special Forces area does not include a medical treatment facility.)

-Preventive Medicine and Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program:
Currently located in Building 4290 which anticipates expansion of the MOI*¶S
Program and will require the space occupied by Preventive Medicine and
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program.

-- Medical Claims JAG:
New office created by DOD after initial planning for the new hospital.

-- Radiology/Inpatient. Records Storage:
Training center requirements include maintenance of inpatient records and
x-rays for a period of five years, instead of the normal three years.

-- Veterinary Services:
Currently located at MAMC.

-- Clinical Investigation:
Currently located at MAHC.

-- Blood Bank:
Space allocated in the new hospital will not accommodate more than four
persons for blood donation. This precludes doing large blood donations
from single units at one time, which is currently being accomplished.

-- Dental Activity Headquarters:,
Currently located in a temporary building on main post.

-- Automation Management Training and Education:
New requirement for recurring training on newly acquired automation
systems which were not in existence when the new hospital was designed.

-Patient Transport - Medial Evacuation Bus:
Quarters for Ambulance crews on 24-hour shift, as well as parking for
MEDEVAC buses.

-- Purchasing and Contracting Branch:
Currently located at MAMC.

-Clean Linen Storage:
The linen distribution system for the new hospital does not provide
sufficient space to store adequate quantities of clean linen.

-Information Management (Records and Forms Storage):
Sufficient space.is not prograrmled.in..athe new hospital to store required
reoords, blank forms, and publications.
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Activities with Insufficient Space inNew Hospital (Continued)

-- Magnetic Resonance Imaging/Lithotripter/mmography:
New technology in Radiology which has no space in the new hospital.

-- Regional Headquarters:
Current initiatives may require the establishment of a regional

* headquarters .separate from the MAI4C command element.

2
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AREAS 'TO 'BE "MOTHBALLED" FOR MOBILIZATION

BLDG ACiIT

9912 Hospital Dental Clinic
(operations only)

9911 Laboratory

9909 Radiology

9908 Operating Room

9910 Central Materiel Svc Lab Main
Pharmacy

9935A CT Scan

9931 Urology Clinic (x-Ray)

9918 Respiratory Therapy

9920A Orthopedic Cast Room and X-Ray

9921 Intensive Care Unit

09973 ER Triage Area/Outpatient Pharmacy

9922 Same Day Surgery/Audiology

9972 Emergency Room/Outpatient X-Ray ",,

9925 Labor/Delivery/Nursing

9982 Morgue

9928 Chapel
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Space Available
for

Occupancy by Fort Lewis Activities
upon

Relocation to New Hospital

PLDG CURRENT FUNCTION

9940 American Red Cross
9950 PX/Snack Bar/Distributicn Center
9947 Well Child Clinic
9946 Pediatric Clinic
994-5 Pediatric Admin
0944 Inpatient Reccrds/N.e' VK d C'
994-3 Inpatient Pharmacy/Nursiit Edujt-Lý
99142 Patient Admin/Materiel Diat System
9952 Occupational Therapy/.I-S Library
9953 Physical Therapy
9954 Inpatient Ward
995"3 Inpatient Ward

9957 Irpatient Ward
9958 Psych Clinic arid Ward99j0 Dir Nutrition Care Admir-,Disir>r Fnc
9O81 Ccnptrclier Admin/red T :-,rr'.
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